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.19.99

.19.99

.19.99

MASTER GEAR CONVERTER
(FITS NEATLY ON BACK OF

GAME GEAR TO ENABLE USE
OF MASTER SYSTEM GAMES)

GG2220 24.99

WIDE GEAR
MAGNIFIER

GG4060...14.99

99.99Game Gear
GG1829
FREE Mains Adaptor (essentia!)

FREE Special Reserve membership

BASEBALL BC4065
COLUMNS BC1846
DONALD DUCK BC1844
DRAGON CRYSTAL BC1836.
FACTORY PANIC , BC2109 .

FANTASY ZONE BC2203 ..

FROGGER BC2202 .

;

G-LOC BC1833 ..

GOLDEN AXE
(AXE BATTLER) BC184S .

HALLEY WARS BC2205 .

.

JOE MONTANA
(U.S.) FOOTBALL BC1774
LEADER BOARD BC2200 ..

MICKEY MOUSE BC1842

.

NINJA GAIDEN BC1840 ...19.9

OUTRUN BC1503 ...19.9

PENGO BC1830 ...16.9

PSYCHIC WORLD BC1837 ...16.9

PUT & PUTTER GOLF ...BC1838 ...16.9

SHINOBI BC1843 ...19.9

SLIDER BC4066 ...19.9

SOLITAIR POKER BC2201 ...19.9

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG BC1955 ...24.9

SPACE HARRIER BC1841 ...19.9

SPIDERMAN BC1652 ...24.9

SUPER MONACO GP ......BC1835 ...16.9

WONDER BOY BC1834 ...16.9

WOODY POP BC1832 ...16.9

SEGA TV ADAPTOR (TURNS GAME
GEAR INTO HANDHELD TV) GG2226 ...69.99
CAR ADAPTOR FOR GAME GEAR
(PLUGS INTO CIGAR LIGHTER) GG4011 ...17.99
CARRYBAG FOR GAMEGEAR GG2029 ...10.99
GEAR TO GEAR CABLE
(LINKS TWO GAME GEARS) GG4012 ...5.99

MAINS ADAPTOR FOR GAME GEAR...GG1830 ...12.99

RECHARGEABLE
BATTERY PACK

FOR GAME GEAR
(REQUIRES

MAINS ADAPTOR
TO CHARGE) ..GG4010 ...29.99

Goldstar 4902
14 " TV/Monitor
WITH REMOTE CONTROL
AND SCART INPUT.
GIVES MONITOR QUALITY
PICTURE FROM SEGA™—— - - MEGADRIVE (UK VERSION)

FREE Special Reserve membership '

Megadrive lOQ QQ
GG1233 mAW^WW
Sonic The Hedgehog, Joypad
FREE extra TURBO Joypad

3 ATTACK SUB SC396
ABRAMS BATTLE TANK SC2012
AFTERBURNER 2 SC1755.
ALIEN STORM SC2011 .

ARROW FLASH SCI 768.
ART ALIVE SC4076.
BACK TO THE FUTURE 3 SC2213 ..

BLOCK OUT SC1217 ..

BONANZA BROTHERS SC2114
BUCK ROGERS ..SCI 471 ..

BURNING FORCE SC2219..
CALIFORNIA GAMES SC1500.;
CENTURION DEFENDER OF ROME SC1 195
COLUMNS SCI 569
CRACKDOWN SCI 054
CYBERBALL SC846 ..

DARK CASTLES SC2111
DECAPATTACK .. SC2115
DESERT STRIKE SC4069 .

DICK TRACY SC1405.
DJ BOY SC4072
DONALD DUCK - QUACKSHOT SCI 844
DOUBLE DRAGON SCI 507
F22 INTERCEPTOR SC2214.
FAERY TALE ADVENTURE SC047
FANTASIA SC2010 ..

FATAL LABRYiNTH —SC2057 ..

FATAL REWIND SC904
FIRE SHARK SC2216 ..

FLICKY SC2009

.

FORGOTTEN WORLDS SC1241 .

GAIN GROUND SC1571
GHOSTBUSTERS | SC1383.

.27.99

.27.99

..27.99

.24.99

.31.99

-31.99
.27.99

31.99
-27.99
-31.99
-31.99
-24.99
-27.99
-27.99
.28.99

.27.99

-31.99
-31.99
.31.99

.31.99

.23.99

..32.99

31.99
.31.99

.24.99

-31 99
.27.99
.24.99

-27.99
-27.99
-27.99

GHOULS N GHOSTS ..SCI 237 ...

GOLDEN AXE SC1248...
GOLDEN AXE 2 SC2215...
GYNOUG SC4074 ...

HARD BALL SC1868 ...

HARD DRIVIN’ SC785 ...

HELL FIRE SC4073...
IMMORTAL SC1317 ...

ISHIDO SC 1287 ...

J.B. DOUGLAS BOXING SC1770...
JAMESPOND SC1433 ...

JEWEL MASTER SC2212...;
JOE MONTANA (U.S.) FOOTBALL SC1774 . . :

JOE MONTANA 2 SC4068 .

JOHN MADDENS (U.S.) FOOTBALL SC1626 ...i

JOHN MADDEN 92 SC4024 ...:

KID CHAMELEON SC4071 ...:

KINGS BOUNTY SC1819 ...:

KLAX SC1513 ...:

LAKERS VS CELTICS SC2112 ...:

MARBLE MADNESS SC2217 ...:

MARIO LEMIUX HOCKEY SC4067 . . .:

MERCS SC 1957 ...:

MICKEY MOUSE SC127 ...:

MIKE OITKA’S ULT FOOTBALL SC2094 ...:

MONSTER WORLD 3 SC4043 ...1

MOONWALKER SC1632 ...J

NHL ICE HOCKEY SC1984..,;
ONSLAUGHT .....SC758 ...!

OUTRUN SC1503 ...!

OUTRUN EUROPA SC2210 -
PACMANIA SC199 ...!

PGA GOLF TOUR -SC1252...:

NOW WITH SONIC
PHANTASY STAR 2 SC1633 ...47.99

PHANTASY STAR 3 SC21 10 ...38.!

PHELIOUS SC2218 ...27.!

PITFIGHTER SC2092 ...39.99

POPULOUS SC368 ...31.99

REVENGE OF SHINOBI SC1247...27.!
RINGS OF POWER SC2211 ...31.!

ROAD RASH SCI 985 ...32.99

ROBOCOD (JAMES POND 2) ...SC1820 ...32.99
SHADOW DANCER SC1769 ...27.99

SHADOW OF THE BEAST SC660 ...35.!

SHINING IN THE DARKNESS ...SC21 16 ...38.99

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG SC1955 ...28.5

SPEEDBALL 2 SC1329 ...31.!

SPIDERMAN SC1652 ...31.!

STAR CONTROL SC1288 ...28.49

STARFLIGHT SC1986 ...38.'

STREETS OF RAGE SC2113 ...28.!

STRIDER SC718 .35.99
SUPER HYDUDE SC4075 . .27.99
SUPER MONACO GRAND PRIX SC 1 394 . . . 27.99
SUPER OFF ROAD RACER SC1347 ...23.99
SUPER REAL BASKETBALL ...SC1574 ...27.99
SWORD OF VERMILLION SC1575 ...38.99

TESTDRIVE 2 SC4058 ...25.99
THUNDERFORCE 3 , SC2058 ...31.99

TOE JAM AND EARL SC21 17 ...31.99

TOKI SCI 373...27.99
TURRICAN SC1110 ...27.49
WINTER CHALLENGE SC4057 ...25.99

WORLD CUP ITALIA 90 SC1250 ...24.99
WRESTLE WAR SC2013 ...27.99

XENON 2 SC584 ...31.99

FREE MEMBERSHIP GG4023
FREE MEGADRIVE SCART LEAD

MEGADRIVE TO SCART LEAD

CHAMP EXPLORER JOYSTICK :

FOR MEGADRIVE
GG1795
19.99

COMPETITION PRO STAR
EXTRA FOR MEGADRIVE

§SPP^ GG1943
: 14.99

QS135 PYTHON JOYSTICK
FOR MEGADRIVE
GG4029
10.5

SEGA ARCADE POWER
STICK FOR MEGADRIVE

GG1374 34.99

m.n

159.99
..G64Q27

DRAGON SUPER STICK
FOR MEGADRIVE

GG4061
14.99

TURBO RAPID
FIRE JOYPAD
GG1283 ...14.99

CARRYBAG FOR MEGADRIVE
GG2028 ...17.99

CLEANING KIT FOR
GAMES CONSOLES GG2221 9.99
SEGA POWER BASE CONVERTER
FOR MEGADRIVE (ALLOWS USE
OF MASTER SYSTEM GAMES) ...GG1234 ...28.49

GAME & WATCH MARIO BROS
(MULTISCREEN) GG40^

Help Mario load cement at the
factory.

INEVITABLY, SOME GAMES SHOWN MAY NOT YET BE RELEASED.
Inter-Mediates Ltd. Registered Office: 2 South Block, The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG.

tSacf the truck,
:

twt don't break

the bottles,

MViiuw nun

t

cm VC565 ...11.99

AFTERBURNER VC1377 ...24.99

ALEX KIDD IN

SHINOBI WORLD VC1378 ...24.99

ALEX KIDD LOST STARS VC1482 ...24.99

ALIEN STORM..... VC2011 ...24.99

AMERICAN PRO FOOTBALLVC1 379 ...24.99

ASTERIX VC2206 ...26.99

BACK TO THE FUTURE 2 VC1995 ...24.99

BONANZA BROTHERS..... .VC21 14 ...24.99

BUBBLE BOBBLE VC1674 ...24.99

CALIFORNIA GAMES VC1500 ...24.99

CASINO GAMES..—.......VC1380 ...24.99

CHESS VC1996 ...27.99

COLUMNS VC1569 ...19.99

DICK TRACY VC1405 ...24.99

DIE HARD 2 VC2209 ...24.99

DONALD DUCK VC1844 ...26.99

DOUBLE DRAGON VC1507 ...24.99

59.99
Sega Master System 2
with Alex Kidd, joypad GG2054
FREE Special Reserve Membership

Sega Master System 2 Plus
Light Phaser, Joypad, Operation Wolf, Alex Kidd
FREE Special Reserve Membership QA AA
FREE extra TURBO Joypad GG2227 O W:9WW

DOUBLE HAWK VC2047 ...24.99

DRAGON CRYSTAL VC1836 ...24.99

DUCK TALES VC1781 ...24.99 i

DYNAMITE DUX VC 1484 ...24.99 !

ENDURO RACER VC1488 ...9.99

F16 FIGHTER VC 1495 ...15.99

FLINTSTONES VC1993 . 24.99

G-LOC VC 1833 24.99
GAUNTLET .,tVCl382 ...24.99

GHOSTBUSTERS VC1383 ...24.99

GHOULS N GHOSTS VC1237 ...24.99

GOLDEN AXE ...VC1487 ...24.99

GOLFAMANIA VC1384 ...26.99

HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMP ...VC1773 -.19.99
HEROES OFTHE LANCE ..VC2119 ...26.99

IMPOSSIBLE MISSION VC1502 ...24.99

INDIANA JONES VC1385 ...24.99

JOE MONTANA (U.S.)

FOOTBALL VC1774 ...24.99

KLAX .....VC1513 ...24.99

LASER GHOST ...VC2118 ...24.99

LEADERBOARD VC2120 —24.99
LINE OF FIRE VC2207 . ..26.99

MERCS VC1957 ...26.99

MICKEY MOUSE VC127 ...24.99

MOONWALKER VC 1632 ...24.99

MS PACMAN .. VC1514 ...24.99

NINJA ; VC1489 ...9.99

OUTRUN EUROPA VC2210 . 28.99

PAPERBOY VC1388 ...24.99

PARLOUR GAMES VC1497 ...15.99

POPULOUS V VC368 ...27.99

PRO WRESTLING VC1389 ...20.99

R-TYPE VC1390 ...24.99

RAMPART VC2208 ...24.99

RASTAN —.VC1506 ...24.99

RUNNING BATTLE..... VC2121 ...24.99

SHADOW DANCER VC1769 ...26.99

SHADOW OF THE BEAST
SHINOBI ....

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG -•

SPEEDBALL
SPIDERMAN
STRIDER
SUBMARINE ATTACK
SUPER KICK OFF
SUPER MONACO
GRAND PRIX
SUPER TENNIS
TEDDY BOY —......
TOM AND JERRY
ULTIMA 4 ....

WONDERBOY
WONDERBOY 3 ...

WORLD SOCCER
XENON 2 ...

VC660 .

.VC1393

.VC1955 .

.VC185 .

.VC1652

.VC718 .

.VC1573 .

VC2204 .

VC1394
VC1491
VC1492
VC4042 .

VC1396 .

VC1504 .

VC1397 .

VC1485 .

VC584 .

.27:99

.2439

.24.99

.24.9

.24.99

.24.99

.24.99

.23.99

.24.99

...9.99

...9.99

.24.99

-19.99

.24.99

GAME &
WATCH
SUPER
MAR O

BROTHERS
GG4039

13.99

Can Mario save the princess?

Game & Watch

GAME &
WATCH
MARIO’S
CEMENT
FACTORY
GG4040

13.99

QUICKJOY SG
JETFIGHTER
GG1478 ...... 14.99

CHAMP EXPLORER
JOYSTICK
GG1795

19.99

SEGA CONTROL STICK GG1509 -.14.'

TURBO RAPID FIRE JOYPAD GG1283 ...14.99 CLEANING KIT FOR CONSOLES. -GG2221

COMPETITION PRO
STAR EXTRA
GG1942 ...13.99

SEGA LIGHT PHASER GUN
GG1376

29.99
SEGA LIGHT PHASER PLUS
WITH TRAP SHOOTING, MARKSMAN
SHOOTING AND SAFARI HUNT ...GG1510 ...44.99

SEGA RAPID FIRE UNIT GG1511 ...7.99



i

Gameboy zn gg •*
Tetris, batteries VrtWW^i-'g}

>• stereo headphones, 2 player lead
1

I FREE Special Reserve membership
# FREE Gameboy holsters and belt

AND - IF YOU BUY A GAMEBOY AND A GAME
|! FREE Gamelight as well (see picture above)

(please claim all FREE items on order form)

FORTIFIED ZONE ...

GARGOYLES QUEST
GHOSTBUSTERS 2 .

MAGNIFIER
GG2078 8.99

GAMELIGHT
GG2026 9.99

AMPLIFIER (STEREO)
GG2027 ...13.99

HARD PLASTIC CASE FOR
GAMEBOY, LEADS AND 6 GAMES
GG4018 ...9.99

NUBY ATTACHE CASE FOR
GAMEBOY AND ACCESSORIES

GG4062 16.99

.HC212 24.49™
RADAR MISSION HC1808 ...19.99

REVENGE OF THE GATOR HC1651 ...19.99

.HC4032

.HC1653
HC911..

HC241ROBOCOPHC1426
BATMAN HC2067 ...24.49 GREMLINS 2 HC1414 ...24.49

BOULDER DASH HC2060 ...24.49 HYPERLODE RUNNER HC1990 .19.49

BOXXLE HC2061 ...24.49 KICKOFF HC504 23.99

BUBBLE GHOST HC4031 ...19.99 KUNG FU MASTER HC2063 .24.49

BUGS BUNNY HC1989 .. .19.99 KWIRK HC1649 ...19.99

BURAI FIGHTER DELUXE HC1805 ...19.99 MOTOR CROSS MANIACS HC2068 .19.49

CASTLEVANIA HC2001 ...24.49 NAVY SEALS HC1369 ...19.99

DOUBLE ORAGON HC240 19.99 NEMESIS HC4030 ...19.99

HC1806 ...19.99 NINTENDO WORLD CUP ...HC1687 ...19.99

HC1781 .24.49 OTHELLO HC4033 .19.99

.HC2062 ...24.49 PAPERBOY HC761 19.99

PRINCESS BLOBETTE HC2064 .24.49

HC1992 ...27.99 QIX HC1428 ...19.99

SAMURAI ADVENTURE ...HC2065 . 24.49

SIDE POCKET HC1807 ...19.99

SKATE OR DIE HC1673 ...19.99

SOLAR STRIKER HC1429 ...19.99

SPIDERMAN HC1652 ...19.99

SUPER MARIO LAND HC1427 ...19.99

SUPER RC PRO-AM HC2066 ...24.49

TEENAGE MUTANT
HERO TURTLES HC1991 ...24.49

TENNIS HC1430 ...19.49

WIZARDS AND WARRIORSHC1655 ...19.99

WWF SUPERSTARS HC4059 ...24.49

1 NUBY GAME PAK
1 {

CARTRIDGE CASE
JL 1 (HOLDS 12 GAMES)

life GG4064 9.99

NUBY PLAY & GO CASE
Mm for gameboy

GG4063 13.99

BATTERY PACK FOR GAMEBOY
(RECHARGEABLE/AC ADAPTOR) ...GG2008 ...23.49

CLEANING KIT FOR HAND-HELDS ...GG2222 8.99

MAINS ADAPTOR FOR GAMEBOY ...GG1830 ...12.99

.

DUCK TALES

GAMEBOY HOLSTERS, BELT AND
CARTRIDGE HOLDER .GG1477

I DOUBLE PLAYER REMOTE
JOYSTICK FOR NES
GG1657 —

- 48.49 m
ADVANTAGE T • +

JOYSTICK
FOR NES L.„ >

GG1656 ...38.49

/ , *
yy.yy

Action Set gg4oos
with Zapper Light Gun, 2 Joypads,
Super Mario Bros and Duck Hunt
FREE Joypad Extender Cables
FREE Special Reserve Membership

.TC4021 ...29.49

.TC1781 ...44.49

.TC1664 ...24.49

.TCI 688 ...29.49

.TC4004 ...34.49

.TC096 ...42.49

CHAMP EXPLORER
FOR NES —

-

GG4028
17.99MISSION IMPOSSIBLE .... ..TC40Q7 .. .39.49

NEW GHOSTBUSTERS 2 TC4054 ...34.49

NINTENDO WORLD CUP...TC1687 ...34.49

NORTH AND SOUTH TC657 ...44.49

PAPERBOY TC761 ...24.49

PINBOT TC1686 ...34.49

POPEYE TC1999 ...19.49

POWER BLADE TC4002 ...34.49

PROBOTECTOR TCI685 ...34.49

PUNCH OUT TC1681 ...29.49

RAD GRAVITY TCI684 ...34.49

RAD RACER TCI690 ...29.49

RESCUE RANGERS TC4050 ...44.49

ROLLER GAMES TC2074 ...39.49

SHADOW WARRIOR TC1093 ...34.49

SHADOWGATE TC006 ...49.49

SILENT SERVICE TC1321 ...34.49

SKATE OR DIE TC1673 ...24.49

SNAKE RATTLE AND ROLL TCI 671 ...29.49

SNAKE’S REVENGE TC4053 ...34.49

A BOY AND HIS BLOB TCI 997 ...34.49

ADVENTURE OF LINK TC2077 ...39.49

BAD DUDES TC1697 ...39.49

BART SIMPSON’ S ESCAPE
FROM CAMP DEADLY TC2071 ...34.49

BATMAN TC1699 ...44.49

BATTLE OF OLYMPUS ...TC2076 ...34.49

BIONIC COMMANDO TC2072 ...39.49

BLUE SHADOW TC4005 ...34.49

BOULDER DASH ..TC2060 ...29.49

BUBBLE BOBBLE ...TCI 674 ...29.49

BUGS BUNNY TC1989 ...44.49

BURAI FIGHTER DELUXE TC1805 ...29.49

CALIFORNIA GAMES TC1500 ...32.99

CASTLEVANIA TC2Q01 ...29.49

DIGGER - LEGEND OF
THE LOST CITY ...TC2228 ...32.99

DONKEY KONG CLASSICS TCI665 ...24.49

DOUBLE DRAGON TC240 ...39.49

DOUBLE DRAGON 2 TC968 ...39.49

DUCK HUNT
DUCK TALES
EXITEBIKE
FAXANADU
FOUR PLAYER TENNIS
GAUNTLET 2

STEALTH ATF .....TC1682

SUPER MARIO BROS TCI 669
SUPER MARIO BROS 2 ...TCI 700
SUPER MARIO BROS 3 ...TC4009
SUPER OFF ROAD RACER TCI 347
SUPER SPIKE V-BALI ..TC2070
SWORDS AND SERPANTS TC4001
TEENAGE MUTANT
HERO TURTLES TCI 451

TENNIS TCI 668
TETRIS TC030
TIME LORD TC2229
TOP GUN TCI 691
TOTALLY RAD TC4055
TRACK AND FIELD 2 TC1692
TURBORACING TCI 694
TURTLES 2 TC2245

COMPETITION
PRO STAR EXTRA
GG1944 ...14.99.TCI998 ...39.49GOAL!

.TC1677GOLF
GREMLINS 2 „ .

HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER TC4051 ...42.49

ISOLATED WARRIOR .. ...TC2073 ...34.49

JACK NICKLAUS GOLF ...TC522 ...34.49

JACKIE CHAN KUNG FU...TC4052 ...42.49

KABUKI QUANTAM FIGHTERTC2075 ...34.49

KICKOFF TC504 ...31.99

KUNG FU TC2069 ...29.49

LOW G MAN TC4003 ...34.49

MANIAC MANSION TC4056 ...54.49

MARBLE MADNESS TC2217 ...32 99
MEGA MAN TCI 782 .. 34.49

MAX TURBO JOYPAD
GG1659 ...23.49

EXTENDER CABLES FOR NES
JOYPADS (PAIR).

FOUR PLAYER ADAPTOR FOR NES GG1658 ...28-49

ZAPPER LIGHT GUN FOR NES GG1660 ...28.49

CLEANING KIT FOR CONSOLES ...GG2221 ...9.99TC1698 . 44.49 SOLAR JETMAN .TC1683 ...29.49.TCI 806 ...34.49 MEGA MAN 2DR. MARIO

0279
600204

NRG Colour magazine is sent bi-monthly to all Special Reserve members.

ANNUAL SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP UK £6.00 EEC £8.00 WORLD £10.00

At Special Reserve we only supply members, but you can order as you join.

Phone 0279 600204 for our free 8-page colour catalogue.

Super NES is coming
See next issue of NRGenreRTOsnrrien

svsrem

•I
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SPECIAL RESERVE REPLAY VOUCHER WORTH £4.00 WITH EVERY NES GAME. NES GAMES INCLUDE FREE MEMBERSHIP WORTH £6.00 (CLAIM IT WHEN YOU JOIN)

APB RC1608 23.99

AWESOME GOLF RC4034.... ..23.99

BASEBALL HEROES RC4044..... .23.99

BASKETBRAWL RC1609 23.99
BILL AND TEDS EXCELLENT
ADVENTURE RC4035 23.99
BLOCK OUT RC1217 23.99
CHECKERED FLAG RC1610 23.99

CHIPS CHALLENGE RC1043 21.99
CRYSTAL MINES 2 RC4048 23.99

DIRTY LARRY

RC1044... ...23.99

GRID RUNNER RC1611 .. ...23.99

HYDRA RC4037. . ...23.99

HYPERDROME RC4047... ...23.99

ISHIDO RC1287... ...23.99

KLAX RC1513... ...23.99

LYNX CASINO RC1612... ...23.99

MS PACMAN RC1514... ...23.99
NFL SUPER-BOWL RC1613... ...23.99

NINJA GAIDEN RC1840 . ...23.99

RC373 ... ...23.99

PAPERBOY RC1515... ...23.99

RC2092 . ...23.99

ROBO SQUASH RC1615... ...23.99

SCRAPYARD DOG RC1617... ...26.99

SHANGHAI RC1618... ...23.99

SLIMEWORLD RC1516... ...23.99
STRIDER 2 RC4046... ...23.99

TOKI RC1373... ...23.99
TOURNAMENT CYBERBALL RC1620 23.99

TURBO SUB .......RC1619 26,99
ULTIMATE CHESS CHALLENGE RC2123. 27.99

VIKING CHILD RC4013 23.99

WARBIRDS RC1622 23.99

WORLD CUP SOCCER ..RC1624 .23.99

XENEPHOBE RC1578 23.99

XYBOTS RC1623... ...23.99

ZARLOR MERCENARY RC1579 23.99

Lynx 2 GG4025
FREE Mains Adaptor
FREE Special Reserve Membership

Specifications for Lynx 2.

Back-lit colour screen for night or day play

4096 colours. 64K RAM. 4 channel sound.

Powerful 16MHz processor. 8 meg game capacity.

Eye of the Beholder and Lemmings coming soon.

ATARI KIT CASE (SHOWN) FOR
LYNX, ACCESSORIES AND GAMES

GG1789 ..

CARRYBAG FOR LYNX
(SMALLER VERSION OF
MEGADRIVE CARRYBAG
SHOWN) GG2030 ...11.99

CLEANING KIT FOR
HAND-HELDS
COMLYNX MULTI-
PLAYER CABLE
MAINS ADAPTOR
FOR LYNX GG1830

All items are official UK versions
we’only suppl.7members"but"roiTcAN order as"you join.

THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS.
(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS) SEGAFORCE 19

Name

Address_

_ Postcode _

Telephone . Machine type_

Enter membership number (if applicable) or

Membership fee £6 UK. £8 EEC. £10 World

Item

ltem_

ltem_

ltem_

_Code_

_Code_

_Code_

_Code_

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT
Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/Visa

TOTAL

Switch Issue Number
If applicable_Credit card expiry date

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH
Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - no extra charge

World software orders please add £1 .00 per item.

Non-software items please add 10% EEC or 25% World.

Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

Hardware items supplied to UK mainlaind only.
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Acting editor Roger Kean

Staff writers Paul Mellerick,

Claire Morley, Adrian Pitt

Contributors Tomoko McKay
(Japan), Dave Roberts,

Marshall M. Rosenthal (USA)

Art director Oliver Frey

Designer Ian Chubb
Additional design Paul Chubb
Screens Sega Force team

Repro Rob Millichamp

f Written and produced entirely on

Apple Macintosh computers using

Microsoft Word, Quark XPress,

Adobe Illustrator and Adobe

Photoshop. Scanning by

Mikrotech and Hewlett Packard.

Advertisement manager

Sheila Jarvis

Sales executives Jo Guest,

George Keenan
Ad production Jo Lewis

Production Jackie Morris

All Departments:

Phone: 0584 875851

Fax: 0584 876044

Publisher Roger Kean

Managing director

Jonathan Rignall

Circulation manager David Wren
Printing BPCC Business

Magazines (Carlisle) Ltd

Distribution COMAG, Tavistock

Road, West Drayton, Middlesex.

Get this in yer head! The Editor

kicks arse when it comes to

deciding competition results and

adjudication. We offer prizes in

good faith, believing them to be

available, if something untoward

happens (like the second coming, or

Bush getting reelected— same
thing ), we reserve the right to

substitute prizes of comparable

|

value. No person who has any

relationship, no matter how remote

(or improper) to anyone who works

I for EUROPRESS IMPACT and

associated companies or any

companies offering prizes, may

|

enter a competition. We cannot

undertake to return anything sent to

SEGA FORCE, including written

and photographic material,

hardware or software— unless it’s

accompanied by a suitably stamped

adressed envelope. Of course we’d

love to be sent the inside leg

measurements of El Viento's

I
Anabelle and that kinda stuff, and if

it's used in the magazine it will be

j

paid for at our current rate (about

seven and a half inches). Oh, and

no material may be reproduced in

whole or in part without the written

consent of the copyright holders.
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Sorry Marshal, we’ll try to

get your face into next

month’s contents...
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Kalinske

42 Centre-spread Poster— start of a fab

three-parter to collect!

78 Gutter Snipe— your

letters (and

Anthony Stevens of Southend-on-Sea)

82 Dead-Head Set gaming
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ACCLAIM:
FLYING
TONIGHT

The US gamingM giant’s been

converting all its big NES
games to MD, which

means we get the

Simpsons and Krusty the

Clown (like a hole in the

head) and Terminator!

USA HERE
'N' NOWO Marshal M

Rosenthal

reports that DEATH
DUEL’S been delayed

’coz Sega liked it so

much, but he’s got a very

special consolation prize

in store...

in the

twenty-

something

century EA’s

BUCK
ROGERS has a

Countdown to

Doomsday in an rpg to knock the boxers off

your Mega Drive!

BIG
TROUBLE
IN LITTLE

CHINA!
This is

THE
classic! The
sequels made it first, but DOUBLE DRAGON
brings fists, tossing and chained ladies to the

Mega Drive!

WIN A HANDHELD!
/Tv Celebrate the launch

of a new Acclaim label

and win one of these new
Super LCD handheld games!

FREE PERSONAL
STEREO!

Yes, that’s what we’re

offering to every new subscriber who
want to join the gutter club in game-freak alley!

Data East’s huge coin-op hits the Mega
LF Drive. Is it wild ’n’ raunchy or wot? No

it’s TWO CRUDE DUDES out to play!

HUNKY HERO!
The Wolfteam’s latest

Mega—CD is a knockout!

EARNEST EVANS whips up a

storm of colour, action and

sounds in the best CD game
yet!

THE BUCKM
^^HERE!

MEET THE END-OF-LEVEL-BOSSO Tom Kalinske— Mr Sega of America—
spills the beans about Sonic 2, new

games and new machines!

GET ORGANISED!O With US Gold’s Impossible Mission

compo and win a Psion Organiser

!



Gotcha

¥/ ^%ega have been promising

% ^^kwhat they call a ‘global

releasing’ policy for a few

|||
months now — games released in

^ Japan, the US and Europe all at

• the same time. This is supposed

to stop grey importing, although I

doubt whether it will...

The first game scheduled for a

simultaneous worldwide release,

however, is Kid Chameleon, for

which a huge publicity campaign

is about to be mounted. We’ve

got a brief preview on these

pages, with more details about it

next month.

Meanwhile, back in the UK,

there’s a spate of British-

developed releases for spring.

Several magazines have already

reviewed some of them, although

both Prince of Persia and

Paperboy from Domark are not

actually completed at the time of

writing (there was some hang-up

on the carts and preview copies

were pulled back for

adjustments).

SEGA FORCE will be

reviewing these fully only when
they’re ready. What you can be

sure of as well, is that we’ll be

; bringing you the latest stuff from

h the USA and Japan as soon as we
i get our hands on it!

w That’s what we’re about —
*

total game-freak thrill power!

ID
ELEON
SMASH COMING!

WHAT'S TOP
IN JAPAN?
• Down in the gutters

of Tokyo city, these

are the top 20 most

wanted games of the

moment, in order of

merit, that Japanese

gamers think should

be converted — many
likely to make it to

game-freak Britain

before long, even if

the names get

changed to protect the

innocent!

• Street Fighter 2

(Capcom)

A Military History of

Rhodes Island

(Hummingbird)

Princess Maker

(General)

Silent Mebius

(General)

Eating Heaven and

Earth (Capcom)

Sword Series

(Wolfteam)

Night Striker (Taito)

Cotton (Sega)

Sin City (Imaginia)

Rad Mobile (Sega)

Star Blade (Namco)

Legend of Galactic

Hero (Bosteck)

Arks Series (Wolfteam)

Wizardry Series (Asky)

Final Fantasy Series

(Square)

Clutch Hitter (Sega)

Parodius! (Konami)

Metal Hawk (Namco)

Y's Series (Falcom)

Zekseks (Konami)

• Unlikely as it may
seem Military History

of Rhodes is a very

popular series in

Japan, although if it

ever gets here it'd

have to have a bit

more sell behind the

tide. Zekseks is a hard

'n' fast shoot-'em-up

which is expected to

revive Konami's

flagging reputation in

the games field.

S
ega’s very excited about Kid

Chameleon, so much so that it looks

set to get the kind of promotional

budget that only Sonic could command.
The Kid’s a new arcade gaming hero —

world champ at everything. And he needs

to be. There’s this super new holographic

arcade emporium, see, where the game’s

so real that the end-of-end-level boss got

too smart for the system and started kid-

napping the players. Kid Chameleon’s the

only dude with the power to overcome the

holographic worlds.

Kid as a kid looks a bit like a cool Elvis

Presley of the early days, but hidden

around the arcade are boxes containing

different hats which give Kid amazing pow-

ers. Choose between a samurai hat, skull,

Jason mask, rhino head, knight helm,

eagle head and space helmet.

The idea’s simple: wear Jason’s mask
and you can throw an axe at the enemy;

wear the samurai hat and you wield a

mighty sword; clamber into the knight’s

gear and you can climb steep walls and
break blocks; the space suit provides a ray

gun that discovers hidden objects; the skull

turns into a tank firing skulls at the enemy;
the rhino head lets you destroy barriers;

while the eagle head turns you into a high-

flyer.

The different attributes are used to

overcome physical barriers in the various

landscapes that make up the hologame, as

well as coping with a multitude of enemies.

Kid Chameleon aka Jason aka Rhino Face
aka spaceman aka... fights through the

Blue Lake Woods — a /War/o-(sorry)-style

game where being a knight and a samurai

helps.

In Highwater Pass, rhino, knight and

samurai come in. Each level gets harder,

with Skull Mountain, Isle of the Lion Lord,

Hills of Warriror and the Land of Elsewhere

taking the game to fever pitch!

Your enemies are only holograms, but

that doesn’t stop them having a fatal effect

on Kid. It’s a game where you have to

learn your enemies’ individual attack pat-

terns weaknesses to overcome them.

There are hidden passageways and blocks

containing surprises and power-ups to help

and hinder.

Kid Chameleon, reports Marshal

Rosenthal from the developers’ secret pro-

gramming base, is HUGE and one of the

most involved Mega Drive games ever.

Don’t miss next month’s special feature!

In the Land of Elsewhere, Kid gets whisked

between locations by matter tranpsorlers
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Old crumblies (above) are

never sympathetic to the

needs of funky dudes, but

maybe one of the alien

groovers can help? Could

do, but their instruments

are trapped in their

crashed space ship (top of

page). In the end, the one

who knows the tune to let

the hero get away from

the village is his

sweetheart, the village

smith's daughter.

The M-CD was made for music, so what

better than an rpg all about making

music? Planet Woodstock (USA:

Woodstock : Funky Horror Band) — it

takes its name from the famous open-air

week of rad sounds and free love in the

late ’60s (yeah, wow, like... man) which

took place in the USA town of Woodstock
— is a whole new concept in rpgs, with

characters that speak, have animated

facial features and are rescaled to fit the

action.

Instead of the usual magic spells of

rpgs, weapons and collectible items are

concerned with musical things. When it

comes to attacking opponents, you do it

with a tune— as long as you’ve collected

enough energy, enlightenment and other

attributes to do so.

To get more tunes you buy them in a

shop or get someone to teach you new
ones, but beware your enemies— as

they say: the devil has all the best tunes.

The Funky Horror Band are a bunch of

alien musicians whose ship crash lands

on Earth, and you play the kid who helps

’em out. It starts in a village, but once you

leave it, all sorts of monsters beset you —
many with familiar names in the music

world, like Cindy Wooper and Mimic

)ADEY
BABE'S
MOST

MEANINGFUL
NATTER BIT

• After being used as

a guinea pig for EGA-

VGA experiments in

last month's column, I

had to visit the doc to

get all the colour

removed from my
face, and the day after

that I had a visit to the

dentist. While I was
relaxing (oh yeah...)

in his wonderful, fully-

automated driller-killer

chair, I had this

wonderful idea for a

games-playing

contraption. It would

have everything built

in for the true

hardened addict. And

then to my horror, I

head Sega had

already invented the

wretched thing. They

call it the Action Chair.

When you're in it you

can 'rock and roll to

the action', rest ver

arms comfy on the

twin fire buttons. It

works for Mega Drive

or Master

up direct from a little

box underneath the

chair. Sega says it

offers games players

the 'ultimate tnrilT

When I tried it out, I

certainly got a thrill,

though I wouldn't

have called it

'ultimate'... I sat on

one of the fire button

columns. Spin on that,

if yu can!

Jagar.

Getting out’s a problem, however, cos

no-one’s allowed out from the village

unless they've reached a musical level

way beyond yours.. You want the aliens

to teach you new toons, but they left their

instruments in the ship— hah!

The kid tries learning tunes from

loadsa uncooperative villagers till he

finally bumps into the

beautiful Ellis. She’s got

the hots for him, and

teaches him the tune that

lets the kid break out.

Now it’s a fight

through monsters—
more like the Eurovision

Song Contest actually

(yeech) — to the ship,

only to find the

instruments have been stolen by a tosser

from the nearby village of Heavy Metal.

The kid needs help in crossing the

dangerous ground between the two

villages, but is only allowed to choose one

of the six aliens. Each has different

characteristics, so the choice isn’t easy.

Planet Woodstock is definitely one to

look out for on Mega-CD, and well be

bringing a full review as soon as we get it.

BARCELONA ’92

U S Gold are warming up for sum-

mer’s big event, the 1992 Olympics

in Barcelona (pronounced ‘Barth-a-

lona’). They’ve snapped up the big licence

for the Master System, Game Gear and

Mega Drive.

Between one and four players can take

part, each player choosing a country from

eight available. The name’s entered onto

the scoreboard which dominates the sky-

line of the Olympic stadium.

Athletes can choose from seven true

Olympic events, some requiring strength,

stamina, speed and rhythm, others requir-

ing skill, agility and accuracy.

Events included in the Olympic extrava-

ganza are 100m sprint, hammer-throwing,

archery, 110m hurdles, pole vault, spring-

board diving and 200m swimming.

The release date is May/June, to corre-

spond with the big event itself, but well

have more info on that one next month.

WOLFTEAM MAKE
CENTURY
Released on 24

January in Japan, the

(bit of a mouthful)

Century of the Genie

Feiaria is an orthodox

rpg in Dragon Quest style for Mega-CD.

Movement through the game is done in a

2D map, with access points for the vari-

ous sectors. The action sets you fighting

enemies, getting strength and skill points

and solving loadsa problems.

The skill level’s set so it’s easy

for rpg beginners, and the battle

scenes use the familiar com-

mand-input system. As you

would expect of a cd-rom game,

the big capacity provides plenty of variety

in graphics and game elements — the

graphics are really tremendous. Monsters

enlarge and shrink, colourful animation

gives fantastic magic effects, everything

the characters do is shown in graphic ani-

mated action. What’s more, the map
changes as you move.

Coming from Wolfteam, this one’s likely

to be a big winner!
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Gutter Talk

S
oftware house TecMagik have a

sure-fire hit on their hands with

the June release of the official

UEFA ’92 video game, Champions of

Europe on the Master System.

For football fans it’s a dream come
true. A full-size, eight-directional

scrolling pitch, a variety of three different

playing surfaces, penalties, throw-ins

and substitutions, extra time and

sudden-death penalty knockouts.

Champions of Europe also offers a

practice mode for those who are bit timid

when it comes to tackling and an

onscreen intelligent referee (are refs

ever intelligent? Answers on a postcard

please!). Each team member oozes

animation and players have their own
unique skills and abilities.

Those clever TecMagik folk have

developed an instinctive control method

that offers maximum realism but won’t

affect gameplay.

The problem with some footy games
is ball control. Not so with Champions Of
Europe. Passing, shooting, dribbling,

fouling and swerving with the ball are all

smooth, easy to carry out and don’t slow

the action.

Choose gamelength, speed, wind

direction and tactics. There are 34 teams

at your disposal and you can play a

single game or the full UEFA
championship, against the computer or a

friend. Sampled digitised sound FX are

planned, adding real match atmosphere.

TecMagik are carefully timing the

release of Champions and plan to hype

the game when UEFA fever starts. Keep
a look out for Berni the rabbit, he’s the

official Disney mascot for UEFA.

Fortunately, he doesn’t have a Kenny

Dalglish perm and looks nothing like

Paul Gascoigne! Expect a full

review of

Champions

of Europe in

SEGA FORCE
pretty damn

soon.

It's UEFA's

Berni!

ONE IN THE
Inetfor I
TECMAGIK

UNIQUE OLI
POSTER TO
COLLECT!

• Storting this month

on the centre spread is

the first of a three-part

poster painted by

SEGA FORCE art

supremo and world-

renowned drawist

OLIVER FREY! Keep all

three parts and then

join them up

lengthways to make

this giant door-

hanging picture to

drive dusting mothers

mad! We thought

we'd give you a sneak

preview of the whole

thing joined up, but

we were so fast that

Oli hadn't even

finished painting the

bottom of it— but it'll

be ready in time!

• Sega has

announced the arrival

of new remote

controllers for Mega

Drive and Master

System, priced at

£34.99 and £29.99

respectively. The/re

infra red devices to

free you from

constantly tripping

over the joypad

cables. The MS
controller worb up to

five metres distance

and the MD stretches

to seven! Get 'em!

WHERE IN TIME?
What’s the next generation of soft-

ware for the Mega Drive going to

be like? If current trends are to be

believed it could be in the field of edutain-

ment.

What the hell is edutainment? It’s the

latest industry buzzword — simply a cross

between EDUcation and enterTAINMENT
(uh-oh).

SEGA has started the ball rolling with

Art Alive, (see USA Here ’N’ Now, this

ish), a paint program for your Mega Drive

which allows you to deface such charac-

ters as Sonic and ToeJam or even Earl.

Well ones never to miss a trick, Electronic

Arts also has an edutainment title ready for

release called by the long and unlikely title

of Where in Time is Carmen SanDiego.

Anyone with access to a PC (one of

those thingies with a keyboard) might find

this title has a familiar ring to it. A big hit on

PC formats, Carmen has been Mega
Drive-ised (EA’s word, not mine).

Carmen SanDiego is a thief, but no

ordinary villain, this

lady’s a time traveller.

Carmen and her

V.I.L.E. gang travel

trough time stealing

valuable and historical

items.

You play the part of

sleuthing. Time-travelling’s difficult, so on

arrival you’ve only a few hours use of the

machine.

In each time period, you rendezvous

with informants, inspect physical clues and

find the thieves’ hideout. Then send in your

Capture Robot to arrest the suspect(s).

There are up to a possible 40 crimes,

but not all need solving to complete the

game.

Carmen is presented in a similar way to

most roleplaying games, with graphics on

one side of the screen and information and

icons on the other.

So where’s the bloody education? In

each time area, the historical information is

of vital importance to your success and

you certainly need to consult an encyclo-

pedia. So it’s just as well that the game
comes packaged with one to help you on

your journey (and to also persuade parents

to buy the game:).

With plenty of depth and seven levels to

play through, Where in Time is Carmen
SanDiego is released in

March by Electronic

Arts, price to be

announced, and we
should have a full

review in next month’s

jam-packed issue of

SEGA FORCE.

a detective trying to solve the crimes as

they are detected in order to work your

way through to Carmen, but this isn’t the

only goal. You’re also an ambitious person,

and with each successful capture, a pro-

motion awaits, with the ultimate accolade

of being named Super Sleuth yours for the

taking.

As each crime’s detected you travel to

that time period in your Acme
Chronoskimmer (the 325i model) and start

SPECIAL THANKS for providing

review copies this month go to

Telegames (Leicester), most
especially for Earnest Evans on M-

CD, Peter Hewitt at KC’s Computers

& Console Magic and Steve Lowe at

Console Concepts, plus the nice

people at Electronic Arts and Sega
Europe (thanks for the Wide Gear!).
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Advance

'You better be sure of just what you want to do,

so let’s review your control options. Obviously,

you can move around using the joypad, crouching

or looking up as well. Your [A] button lets you grab

any nearby object...’

Spike interrupts — ‘We c'n also grab enemies

too, I like that [chuckle].’

Plethoretic

‘Quiet! That’s right, you can grab opponents just

the same as any other debris on the streets. Now
[B] is for kicking and punching in conjunction with

the direction pad, and — before you interrupt Biff

— yes, it’s [C] that’s used for jumping, unless you

change the parameters in the Option screen.

It’s the combinations you must master if you’re

to survive. These are the ‘tricky’ moves, and we’ll

go over them right now. Pay attention!

‘Pressing Up and [A] grabs overhead objects

as well as tossing what you’ve already got. The

same with Down crouches and grabs items from

the floor. I hear that old safes can be found in

the Warehouse district — these

make excellent weapons.

Up and [B] punches

forward, while Down
[B] crouches and

punches.

Down and Left/Right

plus [B] does a crouched

kick. This is good for small fry

like the hunchbacks and rapid

^^^entlemen, my name is Field Marshal

g ^ Marshal. I’m instructed by the President

^Wto brief you on your mission. Stop

squirming. I know you guys are aching to get

started, but let’s review just what you must do. Sit

still Biff and Spike, this isn’t some sewer you’re

hanging out in.

‘Now we all know what happened to New York

in 2010. A surprise A-bomb of unknown origin

cleaned up the City streets for the first time, but of

course it trashed everything as a side effect.

Today, your government no longer controls

New York. Instead it’s ‘Big Valley’, a hideous

organisation of evil mutants, who's calling the

tune. The President expects your

help as patriotic Americans.

The deal — Smash ‘Big

Valley’ and get mega-

bucks. You do NOT
get a choice in this

matter.

‘We’re counting on

your legendary toughness to

take on the mutant scum infesting

Hi Data East's grubby

t down in the gutter

m world of coin-op

mayhem finds THE
BLACK MARSHAL in a

the City, or what’s left of it. You can start together,

or play it safe and just have one — then bring the

hounds who stay close to the ground. We didn’t

mention the Plounds? Oh, then forget I said it.

tooling-off spin of
other in later. Should you wish, there’s an Option

screen (Easy, Normal FHard), plus choices to add

Up and [C] lets you climb those places too high

to jump to, while Down and [C] safely jumps you

street ecstasy...
extra lives, even up to three continues. No doubt

you’ll need them.

down from a high spot.

Left/Right and [C] is good for diagonal kicking

<r

F



— try it when two or three punks rush you. Now
you can also bowl them over by rolling into them.

Just press Down, Left/Right and [C],

You can also jump and lift objects, or throw

them, by pressing [C] and [A] together. And a
' jumping kick just requires [C] and [B],

Don’t forget to memorise these combinations.

Well stay in touch by radio link. Good luck, you

Two Crude Dudes!

Down an’ out
Excerpt from Biff’s voice diary:

Me ’n’ Spike started out in The Seedy Part of

Town, really messy lookin. Not too many mutants,

just some stupid high jumpin ones, and some

* fightin guys with even less brains’n Spike. We
bashed ’em good — smackin ’em with boulders’n

pipes. An’ pickin up one and watching him squirm

before I drops him on top of his buddies.

But it ain’t ALL fun, there’s barriers like brick

walls and sides of buildings that gotta be smashed

or ya can’t move on. This takes time, givin the little

brats another chance to drain our energy. We just

can’t advance until we’ve cleared each section.

An’ the sections scroll horizontally and then stop

when there’s new problems.

[Transmission from Base — Listen Crude

Dudes, toss your enemies at those barriers

and use THEIR bodies to help smash it down.]

Thanks Base, okay — so like I was sayin, we
got through the punks and grease monkeys pretty

easy. (Monkeys in their pretty yellow suits look

‘sweet’ when they hit a wall.) It’s those hunch-
; backs that cause grief — they grab your face and
1

start suckin blood. Then you gotta hit all the but-

tons to throw it off.

Two came at us once, but Spike pulled a street

light outta the ground and threw it at ’em. We
were both tired, our energy levels low, so’s it was

|

a good thing we ran into a Power Cola machine. A
coupla good stiff kicks knocked out a few cans

1 and we drank them down. Real good!

I got a bit greedy and kept hittin the machine,

but it blew up an’ took away all the soda. (Spike

got mad an’ picked me up and bounced me once.

;

Guess I deserved it!) But if we make if through,

well get a chance to drink our fill for about 30 sec-

onds in a room with nothing but a Power Cola

machine.

Snake charmer
<&- Anyway, here we are just toolin about, wipin out

the scum (I likes the way they bounce when you

toss ’em, even though it takes a few hits to make
’em disappear) — when this armour-dilla shows

up. Like it’s a rolling ball that hits ya! Spike kicked

it a few times, and it unrolled to show that it’s part

^ guy. So I picked it up and bounced it to Spike.

Then he did the same to me, until the guy’s ener-

gy meter went black.

We thought that was it, but then we hit the first

v stage Enemy Boss. He called himself HEAVY
SNAKE, and not only fought with snakes like they

was a whip, he had them fightin for him. It wasn’t

easy for us to take him out.

Then we got to the Highway, stage two. You

could see the radioactive ooze in the water
' between the broken bits of concrete. Not a pretty

• sight. More mutants to take on, some really

scuzzy, and some high-tech guys. Like the pyro-

|

maniac with his flame thrower, and the disk cutter

who tosses frisbees with razor edges (ya duck

below it and then grab him fast).

The real bad ones here are the rapid hounds;

these half-metal doggies need to be taken out

A tough tangle with

the pyromaniac gets Biff

thirsty— time to whack

the Cola machine

Biff gets a loving clinch from a hunchback

while a disc-cutter throws a curve...

Look out, Biff, above you! The heavy snake ...But Biff's in no mood for messing around —
boss is feeling sinuous... how about a lift Scaley Face!

Rolling from disc-cutter's lethal

Wtach out!

Here come

the flying

bike boys,

but Biff's got

a surprise

for 'em!

Yeah! WOP,
down they

come!

Yuk! It's the Master Reaper at

his grim task...

Good thing Biff's found

sumthin to throw at the

Rapid Hounds... but he's

jumpin' on the Armour-

dilla! Whew! Calls for

another Cola break...



I's snowin, and here's the hand-

sniper— it's okay for Spike up

there, he's just laughin!

Finished the stage,

yeah! Time to get

down and boogie

— well ya gotta

ilax in this hell hole.

before they go for your throat! We did learn a les-

son here — when in doubt, throw something!

Spike even picked up a half-smashed car and

tossed it. I took care of the dogs by hittin ’em with

an ‘Eat’ sign left over from a diner. Hah, hah!

Then we both stopped laughing cuz along

comes this Master Reaper dude with giant blades

instead of arms, and he shoots energy beams too.

This guy was tough.

Rhino-stone cowboy
[Transmission from Base — climb or leap up

to the overhang of the Highway and jump
down behind someone and grab him.]

Excerpt from Spike’s voice diary:

We made stage three, The Warehouse district.

Now we had these spider like guys bouncin all

about in cyber suits. Tough enough to wack ’em,

but they can cling to walls and drop acid on your

head from their xxkxkxkx [transmission garbled].

There’s more dogs and punks, but also these

Mad Bombers who roll balls in your way that

explode. Plus this Cyborg D, who looks like a

punk but is tough and packs a ray gun.

The worst part was when the tanks started

rollin in. We couldn’t find anything to hit ’em with.

Biff tried picking one up (really punching [A]) —

-

almost worked but then he was shot by the other

one and dropped the tank.

We thought that was as bad as it gets, but then

along comes this rhino man, tough dude with a

horn that’ll send ya up in the air. If we can take

him out, it’s a quick trip to that Power Cola

machine.

Now it’s the Back Alley — hey it’s suddenly

snowin or sumthin. Everything’s slick and slippery,

but still plenty of punks who want to play. Me ’n’

Biff learned this neat thing. When the flying bike

comes along and drops off punks, you can wack

’em forever an’ they’ll keep coming.

What ya gotta do is leap up and grab that bike

and then smash it to bits! Wish we could do the

same to the Santa impostor here. He’s green and

jolly, but tossing explosives. But a real easy time

compared to Tiny Leo, who can turn from a punk

into a giant werewolf.

[Transmission from Base — You’re doing

great Crude Dudes. Head for stage five, The
Subway]

Biff here. This place give me the creeps, but

it’s just a short ways now to the Hideout of the

Mad Scientist — of course we still gotta get past

whatever’s here and hey, look out, grab ’em, he’s

got four arms

[Transmission from Base — 2 Crude

Dudes, 2 Crude Dudes, come in, come in. We
are not receiving you, do you copy?]

[Transmission ended...]

xti'Kttxm

A car's a handy weapon when punks attack,

an' that's Spike down the bottom, ready for

some knuckle jam.

Biff legs it up a

ladder when the mad
bomber wrecks the

Cola machine... and

what do you find —

I

more rapid

hounds yappin

and bitin.

Biff hasn't noticed that Cyborg D's

flingin blue goop at him.

As if flying bikers aren't enough, this

mother's the rhino-man!

. ;. . Ya want some grease,
‘

.
....... monkey? Wei take

ml i-r this here oil can!

Uh-oh, Tiny

Leo ain't so

small. And
nope, Spike

does nuthin.

This guy's a real Santa — you

can tell by the gleaming

green eyes...

Grunt, puff, groan, tanks're

heavy — don't that Spike

never do nuthin?

Sorry Spike, he can get

worked up, too. Stage five,

down the subway with

punks and flying bikers—
is life worth it?

Marshal M Rosenthal lives in the New York gutters, so he knows
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You wanna find out

what's really

happening, go to the

top. We sent DAVE ROBERTS (plus a wad of

cash) to Las Vegas to talk to Sega US boss, Tom
Kalinske, who gave us the real brown stuff on
Sonic 2 and Sega’s next generation Gigadrive

wonder consoles.

T
here’s an old saying that says something

like ‘America sneezes and the UK gets

covered in snot’. Thinking about it, that’s

probably not exactly what it says, but the general

gist of it is that everything young, vibrant, whacky,

zzzzz... does tend to hit the shores of our colonial

cousins before it reaches Blighty.

This is certainly the case regarding Sega.

Sega is a Japanese company and launches new
stuff at home first. But no-one understands

Japanese (rumour has it, not even the Japanese)

so they could blab on to us about how they’ve

launched a kettle and we’d be none the wiser.

So it’s to the States we look to find out what’ll

be hitting the UK. And it’s to Tom Kalinske, presi-

dent of Sega US, that we look to find out what’s

hot Stateside.

Now Mr Kalinske, or Tommy as we know him,

is a desperately important dude. His wife has to

make appointments to see him and journalists are

not usually seen in the same room. But after

weeks of begging, pleading and some rather nice

prezzies, I agreed to give him a 20-

minute interview over in Las

Vegas.

‘So Tom,’ I opened,

calm as you like, ‘what’s

new?’ ‘Lots and lots,’ he

stammered nervously —
and indeed there is.

The first ray of Sega sunshine

peeping over Tom’s horizon is a Sonic the

Hedgehog Game Gear bundle. It’s already out in

the States and will hit the UK in the spring, retail-

ing at £11 9.

Apparently Tom has come across a few mis-

guided individuals who prefer some inferior black-

and-white thing called a Gameboy. He reasons

that adding Sonic will make the Game Gear pretty

well irresistible — and I reckon he might just have

a point.

Work on

the next console is

going on

Kidding along
On the Master System, things aren’t quite as

white hot as they could be. In fact they’re rather

more grey than white if anything.

Sega, you see, is concentrating hard on the

Mega Drive (which for some reason the Yanks call

a Genesis) and it’s on the 16-bit machine where

the firm is concentrating most of its software

efforts. Sega publishers such as Electronic Arts

and Acclaim are taking a similar line.

So, while Kalinske insists ‘there’s no way we’re

abandoning Master System owners’, the fact that

there will only be 12 new games for the 8-bit

machine in the US compared to 150 for the

Genesis does hint pretty strongly at where Sega’s

real interests are.

Incidentally, over in Japan, the situation’s

worse — there are no 8-bit releases... no 8-bit

machines either.

Tom tells me that there are three important

things about consoles — ‘games, games and

games’. I show polite restraint and decide not to

point out what a thickie he is — he’s probably ner-

vous after all. So, Tom, if I can take your three

points one at a time and start with... er... games,

what ya got?

‘For '92, our line-up is exceptional, just excep-

tional.’ Maybe so, but you’ll have to be a tad more

specific.

‘Well the next real biggie will be with you very,

very shortly. Sometimes, products that we think

are good but not home runs take on a

life of their own in the last few

weeks of programming.

They become so much
better than we imagined

they could be. That has

happened to us just

recently with a product

called Kid Chameleon.

‘We are all just astonished at how well

it plays. It’s got 106 levels and it’s one of those

games where you have to get through ten levels

or so before you realise just how detailed it is and

how much depth there is in the gameplay.’

The Kid’s task to escape from a pretty crappy

place known as Elsewhere, a place where ‘crabu-

loids, skull chompers and monsters abound’,

apparently. To help him escape he has nine

magic hats each giving special powers and

weapons such as a samurai sword or a particular-

ly useful rhino’s head.

Sports talk

Another product to get the Tom thumb(s up) is

Evander Holyfield’s Real Deal Boxing. (Why are

console game names always so long...?) This is

in early demo stage at the moment but it already

looks like a boxing game with definite knockout

potential.

Tom explains: ‘It’s going to be great not only

because Evander, the undisputed heavyweight

champion of the world, is advising us, but

because the graphics on it are so amazing.

What we did was take photographs of him,

plus footage of his fights and then digitise it, and

use them in the game. Visually and in terms of

gameplay I think it’s going to be the best boxing

game ever.’

Of course you do, Tom, that’s your job. The

good thing is, I saw the demos, and he could be

pretty close to the mark. Eventually Evander will

have 30 opponents to face (not at the same time,

you pratt), but at the moment only three are fully

programmed in so we won’t be seeing the game
till late summer.

Other goodies in store that Tom thinks will

have our fancies well and truly tickled are Sports

Talk Baseball, which uses the real-time commen-
tary technique of Joe Montana, David Robinson's

Supreme Court Basketball, featuring digitised,

video-quality graphics, and an intriguing package

called Art Alive that allows you to, in the words of

the truly wise Madonna, express yourself (see

USA Here ’n’ Now for more details).

And Sonic too
A game that Tom’s not even prepared to show me
demos of is Sonic 2. The world and his wife —
and his kids and most of mates from the pub —
are all waiting for this one and Tom’s maximising

the suspense.

‘We’re working very, very hard on it, believe

me,’ — we do, we do! ‘Well have it out just before

the end of the year and it is getting a simultane-

ous global launch, so you’ll get it in England [he

means ‘Britain’] at the same time we get it over

here.

What we’ve said to the Sonic team is that

Sonic 2 has simply got to be better than the origi-

nal, but, more than that, it will offer a new feature

that just wasn’t available in the first game.’

The (Tom) thumbscrews are applied, but he

won’t say any more about this special feature. For

now it’s just one of those things that make you go

hmmmmm...
As well as an explosion of software, there’s

also a fair bit of activity on the Sega hardware

front. The first new arrival will be the Mega-CD.

The only problem is, when it’s launched (summer

in the US, autumn in the UK) there may not be
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that much software support. In fact there may be

more games you can play with a stick and a hoop.

Tom says there’ll be seven at first and then 20

by Christmas. He doesn’t say what the games will

be, though, and there’s a suspicion that there

won’t be that many big names to usher us into the

cd-rom era.

According to Tom ‘every one will be special’.

Well, in so much as they’ll be Sega games on cd,

he’s right. He also says that initially Sega will be

releasing single games specifically for the Mega-

CD, not ten standard titles shoved on one disc.

Compilations will come, but Sega want to show

us what they can do first. For the time being, it’s

all eyes on CD-Tokyo, but since a lot of releases

are rpgs — some inscrutably Japanese in charac-

ter— this may not be the best guide.

Unfortunately, what they can’t do first is Sonic.

The speeding hedgehog won't hit the M-CD until

’93 (or will he? — see the Sonic, Sonic and
Sonic box). But when he does arrive, good god is

he gonna be fast!

Wonder Mega
After the Mega-CD will come the all-in-one Mega
Drive playing carts and cds. It’s being developed

in conjunction with electronics giant (and, spit,

choke, vom, Arsenal sponsor) JVC, and will actu-

ally bear the JVC brand rather than Sega’s.

The Wonder Mega, as it appears to be called

From the Convention Center, las Vegas

T
he Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in

Las Vegas is like one big fat cream puff for

electronics and video gaming; you want to

stick your face in and lap it all up. Imagine row

after row of video games, and then more rows.

And then more rows.

Some get excited when they see hundreds of

slot machines — but they don’t know nuthin till

they’ve done the gaming circuit. It’s like the culmi-

nation of every creative mind’s last six months,

and their next upcoming six. Pity the poor souls

who don’t even get to look at anything, but have to

stay in their booth from opening to show’s end.

This place is HUGE, consisting of three major

halls, with car stereos outside, two main halls of

(as reported in last month’s Gutter Talk), proba-

bly won’t hit Britain until just before the end of the

year, and when it does it’ll cost around £600.

According to Tom it will do ‘much more than

just play games. JVC have added a lot of fea-

tures’. Another of those things that make you go

hmmmm...

And what next?
After the Wonder Mega, well Sega hasn’t said

what it’s doing then, so who knows? Tom does, I

realise, with frightening speed, so I ask him.

‘Work on the next console is already going on,

it’s at quite an advanced stage... this Gigadrive,

or whatever you want to call it.’ Gigadrive’s fine

with me.

Is it a 32-bit monster, this Gigadrive? ‘Could

be, could even be more.’ And will it run carts or

cds? ‘It will be optical based.’ That means cds

then. ‘Yeah, but we will never have a problem with

backward compatibility.’ Well, I should hope not,

but if you do there’s some sort of cream that you

Sonic, Sonic and Sonic
News that Nintendo is rushing its own 16-bit

cd-rom drive machine into the final

development stages caused rival Sega to go

into a frenzy of activity as well — in this case

on the software front as well as hardware.

In Tokyo, Mr Kamata, managing director of

Sega, told SEGA FORCE that, ‘we will

release three versions of new Sonic games in

this year!’

What he’s referring to is Sonic 2 on Mega
Drive, Mega-CD and arcade coin-op. So it

looks like we may get M-CD Sonic 2 before

the end of the year after all. He went on to

say: ‘We plan to release about 50 titles this

year, not including other publishers’ games.

That’s 30 for Mega Drive and 20 for M-CD.’

And if anyone ever tells you that

competition’s good for the game-schmucks in

the gutter like us— they’ right! How about this

concluding statement from Mr Kamata: ‘If

Nintendo release the Super Famicom-CD
machine, we will lower prices and release new
items against them!’

Is that a 32-or-more-bit item, Mr Kamata?
Long-live the Sega-Nintendo war!

can rub on... ‘What I mean is cds and carts that

are around now will be able to run on anything

new that we launch.’

So that’s it, that’s the exclusive I wanted. In

1993 Sega will launch a new CD-based, 32-or-

more-bit console that is as far advanced from the

Mega Drive as the Mega Drive was from the

Master System, and it will run the carts and cds

that are already available.

Not bad, Tom, not bad at all. I’ll probably even

come again. But for now it’s time to say cheerio,

I’ve got things to do — like lose squillions of

SEGA FORCE’S expenses budget on the tables at

Caeser’s Palace. Tom blubs for a while, begs me
to stay, promises to tell me even more about load-

sa sexy new machines being launched throughout

the next decade.

Ruthlessly, I head for the door. Tom begins to

offer money, cars, a free Sonic the Hedgehog

badge, anything. I firmly close the door, knowing,

as Tom does, that he’ll be waiting for me when I

return in June.

Deep within the dank

confines of the Palace of

Doom, the Dlack Marshal

holds court over the

realm of video gaming.



One of the Death

Duel storyboards

for the TV

commercial,

designed by an

offshoot of Indutrial

Light and Magic.

There are five to

give away in a

simple comoetition

— see the box on

the facing page for

details.
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the nearby Hilton Hotel, and other hotels

taking up the slack. The newly redesigned

buildings combine to form a small East

European country. The powers that be not

only remade the Las Vegas Convention

Center, they also displayed a sense of

humour —why else rename the East Hall

as South? This played great tricks on peo-

ple trying to get around, relying on their

memories from last year.

Now part of what this show is all about

is in getting the real dope on what is going

on, talking to the people who make the

decisions that we have to live with. Like Al

Nillson, head of Sega of America’s cd-rom

division. We all know by now that the offi-

cial version will appear in the summer, and

at a retail price of $250.00. But the omi-

nous news he relays is that versions for

Europe and America are going to be differ-

ent to the Japanese version now out — in

fact all machines will be different from each

other, taking disks that won't work in the

other machines. These guys are serious

now.

Speaking of serious, last issue saw the great Death Duel

game from Razorsoft. Sometimes it doesn't pay to be too

cool. No, there aren’t any more lawsuits going on, but it seems
that the folks from Japan liked the game so much that they got

Razorsoft to put a six-month delay on its release.

The upside is that it’s going to be released worldwide in

August, the bad news is that we now have to wait all that extra

time. ‘It’s a bit annoying for the gamers, we know,’ says

spokesman Mike Brazier, ‘so we’re apologising in print for the

delay.’

Big deal Mike— give us something concrete to make it

easier to swallow. ‘Okay, how’s about we give away one of our

storyboards for the television commercial we just finished for

Death Duel. The tv. spot was done by a company spun off

from Industrial Light and Magic, they’re Lucasfilm’s high-end

graphic wizards who are responsible for such things as Star

Trek: The Next Generation, and the amazing effects of

Terminator 2: Judgment Day.

‘We’ve been hanging the storyboard on our walls these few

days of the show.’ (So I noticed, but it’s too large for me to fit

under my jacket). That’s pretty neat Mike— but make it five

and there’ll be some happy guys ’n’ gals (unless that damn
editor cops them all). Just don’t expect us to give back that

Death Duel eprom back until the game comes out!

The CYBOftfi crushes
THE TELEVISION WITH
OWE «U65 FOOT...

The cymrs* rocket uuhchir.
LEVELSTO HORIZONTAL,IDtKS'Olt
ANO«RE*AT1Mlt*AOCM.

Eagles legal

Lawsuits got us thinking of Accolade again,

they’re still immersed in a ‘difference of

opinion’ with Sega, since they’re producing

their Sega carts without being an official

licensee. From Sega’s side comes the

word that they feel the need for Accolade

to be part of the fold — This ensures the

kind of quality and product awareness that

makes for a great Genesis game’ says our

not to be named source.

On the other side of the fence comes
word that ‘we’re doing quite well just the

way we are, and while we sort all this out

we’re continuing to market our games as

well as work on new ones.’ (The one to

note being Double Dragon — check out

the mag to find the first look at this classic.)

Well, we might still be in a recession

Living forever... Game Genie! As you can

see, once slotted in and coupled with a

game cart, you need a cushion to sit on to

see over it.

here in the States, but at least it looks like

the litigation lawyers ain’t ever gonna be

starving.

Can’t say, won’t say
Next we bump into RJ.Mical and Dave

Needle. You may not know these guys by

sight, but since they helped create the

Amiga (Dave, hardware; RJ. the software)

as well as doing the LYNX, it never hurts to

give them a Twinkie or some other sugary

substance and listen in.

Since we know now that they helped

Sega with Game Gear (on making the bat-

tery last longer), what do they think of the

Master System adaptor for the portable?

‘It’s extremely neat,’ Dave replies, ‘and

makes sense. After all Game Gear is actu-

ally an 8-bit machine compressed down

anyway. This gives the portable an even

more extensive library to work with than

Game Boy to date — also the games look

good scaled down on the lcd.’



Dave Needle (left)

and RJ Mical arsing

about like a couple

of virgins— would

you believe these

guys invented the

Amiga and Lynx?

you prefer). And that Galoob plans to put

out a Game Gear version about six months

later— GG to hit the US shores officially at

the summer CES show in Chicago. Similar

to the NES version, with the exception that

the selection screen can handle five differ-

ent codes as opposed to the NES’ three.

But we’ll have some codes to use shortly

— stay tuned here and get a notebook so

you can keep the information on file.

A stride ahead
Now we may be slow to anger, no forget

that, we get pissed off quite easily thank

you, but consider the extreme pain of see-

ing all these great new video games.

You may think it’s neat to be at this

show and see all the new stuff so early on
— but think how frustrating to realise that

you can’t take that great game home
you’ve been standing and playing with for

the last hour. And having to wait for it to

appear on the shelves a few or many
months later.

Which is just the feeling we got after a

few minutes with Strider 2, in development

from US.Gold. They weren’t showing it up

front, but whoever thought we could be

Are they working on something else for

Sega? ‘Can’t say,’ RJ doesn’t say. — he’s

the tall one with the maniacal gleam and a

damned good software engineer. Dave’s a

bit easier to tempt, he does like those tasty

treats we carry around for just such an

occasion, but R’J. is keeping him under

control.

We do know that the boys are working

on a new project, and the rumour is that it’s

in the same field as Apple Computers’

decision to move into ‘navigational devices’

— which is to say portable, computer- driv-

en aids (sort of high end Sharp Wizards in

• the year 2010).

But all they want to talk about is cd-

rom. ‘We just saw this new game from

Virgin called Guest,' says Dave. 'It’s

extremely neat.’ The general consensus

being that game consoles need to do more

than just add cd-rom players, they need to

create the kind of software that takes

advantage of the system, not just more

stuff— but new visual areas to explore.

Game Gear Genie
You’ve probably heard that Game Genie is

pending for Genesis (or the Mega Drive if

RJ Mical, with his

elbow in Marshal's

groin, takes

exception to Dave

Needle's t-shirt.

Paper Hankie to

Toilet roll: 'Yup,

(bet's my job... it's

so humiliating. By

the way... what do

you do?'

stopped from going into their locked

rooms must eat bunny food and think the

world is full of lollipops and smiling bal-

loons.

Which is to say that we got our hands

on the controls and, after shoving the mar-

keting types out of the way, put our digits

on hyperdrive. We’ll be previewing it in a

few months — release intended around

September/October — but whatever you

thought of Strider, #2 will blow you away.

WIN A DEATH DUEL STORYDOARD!
Did you read the Death Duel feature last month? Say ’no’ and

you’re dead— say ‘yes’ and you’re in with a chance to win

one of the five full-colour copies of the Razorsoft tv ad

storyboards pictured in the main text. First five out of the bag

with correct answers to these questions get ’em, no more

questions asked.

1) What’s the name of the British programmer on Death

DueH
2) What currency is used throughout the game?

3) What race does Korx Xarkton belong to?

That’s it! Answers, name and address on a postcard or

back of a sealed envelope to: BLACK MARSHAL’S DEATH
DUEL, SEGA FORCE, Europress Impact, Ludlow,

Shropshire SY8 1 JW. An’ they better be here no later than

19 March or Sillenium Ogre will be on to you!

Sports freaks

But so you have something to take away
with you — there’s the new easn Players

Association. Which is the short way of say-

ing Electronic Arts Sports Network. EA
is creating what they call the first interac-

tive sports network — covering all the

game console systems (SuperNES,

Genesis, and personal computers).

This ties in with their line of games,

which includes such noteworthies as Larry

Bird, Michael Jordan, John Madden, and

Earl Weaver. Members not only receive

advance notice on new easn games, they

also get strategy hints plus a full line of

goodies.

Check this out: easn baseball cap, sun-

glasses, bumper sticker, player stickers,

school folder and pencils, embroidered

patch, a personalised membership card,

and more. Even a Skybox Series II NBA
Trading Cards set. To become a member,

at least in the States, takes about four

weeks to be processed and costs $10.00.

The address is EA’s standard US one

(POBOX 7530, San Mateo, California

94403-7530), but we expect that EA UK
will handle it from their end.

Arty farty

Rather than just take off, let’s mention one

new product from Sega that may be over-

looked by the slash ’n’ hack fans. This

being Art Alive. It’s a simple art program

that allows the creation of posters and

paintings onscreen — in many ways it’s

very similar to the stand-alone drawing pad

from Sony.

Art Alive has a toolbox for selecting

functions (like fill and brushes, etc.), plus a

library of existing pictures to use. Designed

No way to save, but Art Alive lets you get

your pictures onto video.

to be simple, it’s geared for the younger

set — primarily because there’s no way to

save a picture or print it out.

However — and very interestingly —
you can go out to videotape (using the rf

output or the optional aN cable). But it

does let you create, and there’s nothing

wrong with that!

Art Alive is Sega’s first non-game title,

but that’s not to say it’s dull. Far from it,

and at £29, it will be in the UK for march.
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KRAZY KONSOLES KRAZY PRICES CALL US NOW!!

IVIECADRIVE
ALIEN STORM £26
ARROW FLASH £19
BARE KNUCKLE £29
BATTLE GOLFER £18
BONANZA BROS. £26
BLOCK OUT (EA) £25
BUCK RODGERS(EA)....£33
DARIUS II £27
DARWIN 4081 £15
DARK CASTLE (EA) £28
DEVIL CRASH £31
DINO LAND £29
DONALD DUCK £30
EL. VIENTO £31
FI-CIRCUS £33
FI-GRAND PRIX £33
GAIRIES (8 MEG) £25
GHOULS N GHOSTS....£28
GALAXY FORCE II £31
GOLDEN AXE I £24
GOLDEN AXE II £32
GYNOUG £28
HELLFIRE £28
ICE HOCKEY (EA) £29
IMMORTAL (EA) £32
JEWEL MASER £28
J'MADDENS 92 (EA)....£32

JUNCTIONS £25
JUJU MONKEY AD £34
KUBUKI SOLDIER £32
LAKERS V CELTICS £31
MAGICAL HAT £23
MERCS £30
MOONWALKER £18
MICKEY MOUSE I £26
MARVEL LAND £27
PGA TOUR GOLF £32
ROAD RASH (EA) £30
ROBOCOD (EA) £32
SONIC HEDGEHOG £27
SUPER SHINOBI £28
SPIDERMAN £28
STRIDER £26
TOE JAN & EARL (US) ...£33

WAN/ WAN! WORLD...£34

WHIP RUSH £17
WONDERBOY III £19
WORLD CUP SOC'92...£33

MEGA DRIVE
MEGADRIVE PAL TV VERSION TAKES ALL
CARTS, ENGLISH INSTRUCTIONS, ALL

LEADS POWER SUPPLY & JOYPAD
Only £95.
Plus Sonic £122.50

SUPER FAMICOM
NINTENDO SUPER FAMICOM 2
JOYPADS, ALL LEADS UK POWER SUPPLY
UNIT
SCART £185.

DBftA OFFICIAL
Wm pll UK VERSION
I PAL, SCART,

ADVANCED ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM JOYSTICK PSU &
LEADS

Qtv ONLV

8 MAN £110
ASO II £99
BASEBALL STARS £99
CROSSED SWORDS. ..£99

CYBER LIP £89
FATAL FURY £125
FOOTBALLFRENZY CALL

LEAGUE BOWLING.. ..£79

MAGICIAN LORD £89
MEMORY CARD .£19

£269
NINJA COMBA ....£99

RAGUY £99
RIDING HERO £89
ROBO-ARMY £110
SENGOKU DENSYO.£99
SOCCER BRAWL .CALL
SUPER SPY £99
THRASH RALLY£125
TOP PLAYERS GOLF .£99

JOYSTICK £39

L L F
: PLEASE PHONE FOR *
+ AVAILABILITY BEFORE

cl ORDERING BY MAIL!!! «

IAP ADAPTER £8 /B KING JOYSTICK £55

1ST CLASS RECORDED DELIVERY ADD £1 PER CAME

NEXT DAY/E2.S0 CEO CAMES/iW.MACHINES WOW!

CD SOFTWARE FROM £35

KRfIZY KONSOLES
PO BOX
200

HdLIFfIX
WEST YORKSHIRE
HX1 3LY
TEL 0422-342901
OFFICE HOURS
TEL 0422-367730
EVENINGS 6-10 PM

FAMICOM
ACTRAISER £29
ADVENTURE ISLAND £47
AREA 88/UN
SQUADRON £39
CASTLEVANIA 4 £45
F-ZERO £35
FINAL FIGHT £38
FORMATION SOCCER £4
GEOMAN WARRIOR..£39
GRADIUS III £39
HOLE IN ONE GOLF ...£39
HYPER ZONE £39
JERRY BOY £39
JOE & MAC £44
LAGOON £37
LEMMINGS £45
MONKEYADVENTURE ...£45

PILOT WINGS £39
SUPER E.D.F £40
SUPER FIRE
WRESTLING £44
SUPER GHOULS N
GHOSTS £4S
SUPER MARIO WORLD.£40
SUPER R-TYPE £38
SUPER TENNIS £43
SUPER WAGAN ISLANDE40
THUNDER SPIRITS ..£44

ALL CARTRIDGES ARE JAPANESE UNLESS MARKED US/EA
SEGA GAME GEAR ONLY £87.50 H GAMES ALL £19.95 WOWEE!

!

ANNOUNCING A NEW GAME
FROM G.B.M!

It is the middle of the 21 st Century. A deadly virus has swept the globe, society has crumbled, mankind
has been left with only hopelessness and despair. ^

Now rogue Gangs rule the streets, terrorising and destroying all who get in their way. Survival is the key,

and Gangs will stop at nothing to survive.

In Gang Wars you are the leader of a gang of battle-hardened street warriors, fighting for supremacy.
First you must subdue the Gangs in your own district, only then you can make a challenge for the whole city.

Your Commanders and their groups are individually rated for combat skills, morale, and energy. Success is

measured by the number of buildings your Gang controls, and there are set victory conditions. Ultimately

there will be just one Gang left - will it be yours?

• 32 players per game • Control up to 30 groups of fighters • Multiple bales each turn

• Full battle reports

• Recruit & train new gang
members

• Fortnightly turns at £1 .75 perj

turn

START-UP AND RULES ONLY £3 (inc First TWO Turns)

Makes cheques/P. o's payable to Games By Mail

TICK START-UP REQUIRED GANG WARS
OTHER Please state which from list opposite_

NAME
ADDRESS
Games by Mail 5 Town Lane, Little Neston, South Wirral, L64 4DE.

Remember to enclose your cheque/P.O.

OTHER GAMES AVAILABLE
CRISIS!: A fast nuclear wargame set on Earth in the future.

ROLLS BOTTOM: A tongue-in-cheek role playing game on an island of magic &
mayhem.
STAR CLUSTER: A game of galactic warfare with interstellar conquest as the goal.

JETBALL: A violent and futuristic sport played for very high stakes.

FOOTBALL CHAMPIONS: A totally interacive football management game.
TRIVIA: A postal trivia league for quiz enthusiasts.

g.b.
For qualty Play By Mail Games

Games By Mail
5 Town Lane, Little Neston,

South Wirral, L64 4DE
HOTLINE: 051-336 1412

FAX: 051-336 8156
A member of he Backford Group of Companies



S
oftware publishers are like people — but

not quite. They get born, grow to maturity,

followed by full adulthood. Unlike us, how-

ever, they rarely die — more often other compa-

nies spin off from them, in a kind of obscene

childbearing process.

Okay, all this hoopla is for Acclaim, probably

the most successful Nintendo licensee in the

States (if not the world). Acclaim's major players

came from Activision — at the time a major pro-

ducer of Atari VCS2600 game carts (Activision

itself being composed of programmers and others

who left Atari in the days before the 1983 video

games crash).

It was 1985, and Nintendo was just introducing

their 8-bit game console to the States in a New
York extravaganza featuring all the glitz that the

Visage Night Club could provide— like ice skating

and a mini-swimming pool with performers swing-

ing overhead like a circus sideshow gone berserk.

Amidst the overwhelming food and drink,

Nintendo showed their games, and talked about

third-party licensing. Keep that in mind, third-party

— the major step to success and eventual control

of the gaming market.

Flash forward now to the 1987 Consumer

Electronics Show (CES). There in a small area

about the size of a Boots drug store was Nintendo

of America. Flanked by fledgling third-party play-

ers. There could be found Acclaim — showing

World Runner, a 3D (with red/green glasses) title

on a shelf barely large enough to hold the box and

the NES game console.

These games didn’t exactly make the world

stop on its axis, remember Robbie the Robot and

how well he did. But give it time. Add another

show, then another. Watch Nintendo become

more powerful. Watch Acclaim keep pace. Watch

a very clever and successful advertising campaign

waged that included licensing of known personali-

ties, their games appearing on cereal boxes —
creating tie-ins between products and the

American public on all fronts.

Open wide and swallow
Then there were the peripherals, accessories that

the game player wanted, needed. Remote con-

trollers that freed the player from the cable that

often snaked and danced the wrong way. Or

pulled the NES box off and onto the floor with a

thud.

So now we reach the late 1 980s, with heavy

Nintendo everywhere. Acclaim was doing well —
see above, how could they not? — but their prod-

uct still didn’t have that special OOMPH! Then

they acquired LJN, a toy company in New York

that also had a license to produce Nintendo prod-

ucts.

Acclaim got more than just the right to put a

few more games a year on the market (remember

that each company was being allotted just so

many games each year by Nintendo) — they also

acquired UN’s programming team, a group of

heavy hitters and damn good graphic engineers.

Headed by Paul Samulski, this team had pro-

duced some of the best 8-bit titles on the US mar-

ket. Titles like Major League Baseball, NFL

Football, Pictionary and Nightmare on Elm Street.

Acclaim had the sense to not just swallow LJN

whole — although they did sell off the toy division

— they incorporated the team into their develop-

ment cycle. The results being a surge of high

quality product.

Now Acclaim had it all: the kind of licensing

that the public was attracted to, the kind of graph-

What gets Bait Simpson and crew down the
'

gutters of Sega's game-freak city? Acclaim. With

a host of Nintendo games to convert, loadsa new
ideas and now Mirrorsoft’s Sega stuff, the video

gaming giant s hotting up. Who’s got the gen?

MARSHAL M ROSENTHAL - and it’s...
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ics that made games look good, and a point of

view towards the future of going for the best with a

team that could accomplish this goal.

Diversity being the theme, next came a hand-

held of portable lcd games: Rambo,
Wrestlemania, Airwolf— and new ones that con-

tinue to come out each year with more of the hot

titles, improved with bigger screens, more memo-
ry, cooler graphics and better sound effects (see

page 22). The latest offerings being Terminator 2:

Judgment Day, Bart vs the Space Mutants,

Stacey of

Acclaim

was
asked to

show off W
her new
nail art

at the CES show. Our photographer seemed

keener on the area above her nails,

however, so we did this little blow up to help

things along! On the left nail (her right) is

Krusty the Clown and on the right is Bart

Simpson — scratch yer eyes out with that...

Smash TV and WWF: Royal Rumble.

Mirror shopping
So here we are in the present. Acclaim continues

to excel, moving into areas that other licensees

never considered — or could. One being that

Acclaim now produces their own NES cartridges

in the States. This doesn’t only translate into cash

savings, but time as well. ‘Rolling their own’

means that they can cut down the time needed to

get a game out to the stores by almost 50%. An
example being their Bart Simpson vs the World

NES cart. Finished in September, manufactured in

October, and out the door in time for the ’91 holi-

day season.

Speaking of the holiday past, Acclaim

makes another move — a pur-

chasing one. Their UK divi-

sion acquires Robert

Maxwell’s Mirrorsoft,

thus increasing their

access to titles in the

computer and video

game console field. In one

fell swoop, Acclaim now
becomes a major power in the comput-

er gaming field, an area that they didn’t play in

before.

But now it’s the New Year and time for the

CES show in Las Vegas, where their hospitality

suite in the Desert Inn continues to impress. Lots

of games for NES, SuperNES (Super Famicom),

and Game Boy. But also big news — in fact the

reason for us talking about them: Acclaim

becomes a Sega licensee and is preparing

Genesis (Mega Drive) and Game Gear titles.

Flooding the market
This probably isn’t going down well with Nintendo,

who have dropped the price of their own 16-bit

machine, and are trying desperately to get their

licensees to produce a ton of games by autumn in

order to compete with Sega’s library.

Maybe Acclaim is being punished — their ever

present CES triple-sized booth in the NES area

(the size of two football fields) has been pushed to

the back. As if Nintendo is putting them in a cor-

ner for being naughty boys ’n’ girls for playing with

that bad Sega.

Acclaim continues to explore new areas— one

being cd-rom. According to Samulski, some 26

members of NES/SEGA companies worldwide

met with Acclaim in June to discuss the direction

of cd-rom. This consortium will stay in touch,

insuring that the advent of the new medium
moves in a constructive and healthy manner —
with Acclaim being at the forefront.

But back to the hospitality suite and the new
Genesis titles.

Consider the ramifications here. Nintendo’s no

longer creating exclusivity contracts, you can pro-

duce a game on any platform. That means the

opening up of great titles — provided that the

licensee is willing to produce them for Sega. And
now we can get them from Acclaim — who have

the facilities for making their own Genesis carts

(not much work to tool up from NES to SEGA).
The name that their Sega games will appear

under: Flying Edge.

Okay, so what do we have

here, that’s what you’re

waiting to find out isn’t

it? This means access

to The Simpsons, Hulk

Hogan, Terminator and

Spiderman. But right

now specifics are what you

want — the games now being

polished and refined are for release in

the Spring— and farther down the road, but worth

waiting for, will be Terminator 2. Here’s a selection

we can take a quick look at. .

.

Krusty’s Funhouse
Everyone’s favorite clown, Krusty, is in bad trou-

ble — his Funhouse has been invaded by hordes

of rats. Sixty levels of puzzles, action, platform

mania, and bizarreness. Of course Bart is on

hand, how could he resist?

‘It’s not just action,’ notes Samulski. ‘There’s a

need for strategy as well, with different ways exist-

ing to accomplish the goal of catching the rats.’

Krusty has to get the rats into the rat-destroying

machine manned by Sideshow Mel.

Found on each level, this amazing device

‘treats’ the rats to an instant moment of fame as

the Fat Man of the Carnival (ie Sideshow Mel

inflates them like a balloon, and then they go

bust). Krusty can pick up blocks to use in this

goal, building paths that lead to rat-tossing plat-

forms — there’s no simple weapons of violence

here.

The entire Simpson clan can be found in sup-

porting roles, and they help Krusty on occasion.

(Don’t trust that Bart, though; but you’re not that

stoopid, are you?)
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Ferrari Grand Prix Challenge

focuses on realism in the area of

player control, so it really feels

like being in the genuine thing.

This means that skidding into a

curve doesn't result in turning

over if you know how to control

that skid and there's a realistic

response as you drive at high

speeds — a right zoomer, this

one.

UN's Arch Rivals gives you the

chance to play basket ball with

large-scale figures and the

added strategy of team

character choices. The cart

boasts the kind of smooth, fast

scrolling needed for sports sims.
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Arch Rivals

Pleasant antics and good-natured competition

feature in UN’s Arch Rivals. LJN had been known

for its sports simulations, and Samulski thinks that

sports games sometimes show up in waves. ‘We

love sports sims,’ he says, ‘and a lot of good ones

come from conversions in the coin-ops.’

Choose your team captain and prepare for a

tough rumble on the court. Characters are large

and realistic — it’s too easy to foul by knocking

over one of the other players. The roar of the

crowd, the bias of the referees— it’s all here. With

fast-paced action and smooth scrolling.

Ferrari Grand Prix Challenge
Samulski is the first to agree that there are plenty

of good car racing simulations, but it’s the focus

on realism that counts. ‘The Ferrari license gives

us the edge, not from the courses (which are simi-

lar to those in other games), but in player control.

We studied how the race car reacts to the real

world of racing. A player can control his car in a

similar fashion to that of being inside a real one.

This means that skidding into a curve doesn’t

result in turning over if you know how to control

that skid.

‘It also means that sometimes things happen

regardless of what you do — careful research cre-

ates a realistic response as you drive at high

speeds.’

He’s right there, you can really zoom along in

this one.

Game Gear thrills

Portable freaks aren’t being left out either —
Acclaim will have three hot titles on Game Gear

as well. Spiderman is an all-new thriller, similar in

style and feeling to that found on the game for the

Master System. The web-slinger fights off foes in

the pursuit of a crime-free city.

Then there’s the popular NES Simpson title

gone small: Bart vs the Space Mutants. Here can

be found Bart, as he takes on hideous mutants in

a combination strategy/arcade adventure, which

has him skateboarding, rocket-firing, and jumping

his way throughout Springfield.

Finally, George Foreman Knockout Boxing

uses digitised images of Foreman as an underlay

in a full side view boxing match between a half

dozen opponents and Foreman himself (whom

you play). It’s realistic in nature, too, with all the

liabilities of getting into that tiny ring with someone

out to knock your head off.

Those who’ve seen Foreman know that, as a

celebrity, he’s very food-oriented. That comedic

aspect has been built into the game as well. So

the question is, does that mean you win dough-

nuts instead of points per round?

Enjoy the games when they arrive!

Krusty's Funhouse has been

invaded by hordes of rats. The

problem of getting rid of them's

solved by Krusty's trusty

Sideshow Mel and his amazing

rat-inflating machine. There are

60 levels of puzzles and action

as Krusty thinks of everything to

guide the rats to Mel. The

Simpson clan is there, too, to

help and hinder Krusty.
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With this competition

to win an Acclaim LCD
handheld game!

Yes! We’ve got some fabulous new Super LCD
colour handheld games to give away. They’re

WWF Royal Rumble, The Simpsons Meet the

Space Mutants, Terminator 2 and Smash TV—
all great hit games packed with fun and action.

Shown here lifesize is WWF Royal Rumble,

and you can see the colour LCD background

screen. Each game comes complete with built in

direction pad and action button, with a sound

on/off option as well. All you have to get is two

standard AA batteries which are not — surprise,

surprise— included.

Down in your local game alley, these beasts

would set you back a packet — well 25 quid any-

way, but Acclaim’s given us one of each game for

a lucky dip competition to celebrate the launch of

their great new Sega games label, Flying Edge.

As you’ve seen on the previous pages, Flying

Edge has a host of fantastic gmes lined up. You’ll

have to wait just a bit for the first, but in the

meantime get lucky and win an LCD handheld!.

INVITE ALL SEGA
FORCE READERS TO
CELERRATE THE
LAUNCH OF A NEW
SEGA GAMES LAREL...

All you have to do is answer the questions below, write them on a postcard or the back of a sealed

envelope, together with your name and address, and post to ACCLAIM COMPO, SEGA FORCE,
Europress Impact, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1 JW. Get them in before 20 March. You can write down
which of the four games you would prefer in case all four winners choose different ones— otherwise it’s

strictly pot luck!

1. To acclaim is to... a) say something’s yours; b) shout applause; c) get used to a new temperature?

2. WWF stands for... a) Wanton Womens’ Financing; b) Willy Warmers Fellowship; c) World Wrestling

Federation?

3. 1 Wanna Hold your Hand is a... a) Adrian Pitt’s best come-on line; b) a famous old song; c) slang?

entertainment ltd.

Masters of the Game1



Mail Order address
Console Concepts

The Village

Newcastle-u-Lyme
Staffs ST51QB
(0782) 712759

SHOP HOURS (DEC)

Sat/Weekdays 9.00 - 5.30pm

Thursday 9.00- 1.00pm

ORDER LINE 0782 712759 9am - 6.30pm (3 lines!

MEGADRIVE
TV VERSION
RUNS ALL GAMES
JAP/UK/USA
JOYPAD,POWER SUPPLY.
SONIC HEDGEHOG GAME
OR ANY GAME UP TO £31
1 DUSTCOVEH
1 STEREO HEADPHONES
12 MONTHS GUARANTEE

E135.00+P+P
NEXT DAY DELIVERY

NEO GEO OFFICIAL UK VERSION
(PAL OR SCART) CONSOLE
INCLUDES
NEO GEO CONSOLE
UK POWER SUPPLY
1 JOYSTICK
UK INSTRUCTIONS
1 GAME (UP TO £120)
YOUR CHOICE
12 MONTHS GUARANTEE

£390.00+P+P

MEGADRIVE TV VERSION
DELUXE PACK
RUNS ALL GAMES JAP/UK/USA
JOYPAD,POWER SUPPLY.
+ 2 GAMES OF YOUR CHOICE
UP TO £31 EACH
i-STEREO HEADPHONES
iDUSTCOVER
1 EXTRA JOYPAD
1DELUXE CARRY CASE
(Holds Mega Drive, Games,
Power Supply etc)

12 MONTHS GUARANTEE

E190+P+P
NEXT DAY DELIVERY

FI GRAND PRIX
MEGA DRIVE

ROBOCOD
MEGA DRIVE

FIGHTING MASTERS
MEGA DRIVE

CALIFORNIA GAMES
MEGA DRIVE

SEGA MEGADRIVE
E/A ICE HOCKEY(UK) £38.00

QUACKSHOT £36.00

ELVIENTO £34.00

DEVILS CRASH £34.00

MERCS II (COMMANDO II) £34.00

RUNARK (GROWL) £34.00

MARVEL LAND £34.00

ROBOCOD £38.00

ROAD RASH(UK) £38.00

SHINING IN DARKNESS(UK) £55.00

THE IMMORTAL £38.00

SONIC HEDGEHOG £31.00

ALIEN STORM £31.00

DINOLAND £31.00

SPEEDBALL II (SCART) £36.00

OUTRUN £31.00

MARBLE MADNESS (UK) CALL
F22 INTERCEPTOR (UK) £38 00

BUCK RODGERS (UK) CALL
SPACE BATTLE GAMOLA £34.00

PGA TOUR GOLF £39.00

ROLLING THUNDER II £34.00

BEAST WARRIORS £36.00

JOE MONTANA II (US) £38.00

JOHN MADDEN II (US) £38.00

GOLDEN AXE II (US) £38.00

DOUBLE DRAGON II £40.00

FI GRAND PRIX £38.00

UNDEADLINE £38.00

WORLD CUP 92 CALL
TOKI CALL
TERMINATOR CALL
FIGHTING MASTERS £38.00

MARIE LEMAUX HOCKEY £38.00

CD ROM UNIT CALL
SOLPEACE (CD ROM) £50.00

HEAVY NOVA (CD ROM) £50.00

ALL ABOVE GAMES ARE JAP CARTS UNLESS SPECIFIED.

NINTENDO SUPER
FAMICOM
SUPER TENNIS (SCART) £41.00

GHOULS AND GHOSTS £49.00

UN SQUADRON £41.00

SUPER MARIO WORLD £41.00

JB KING MEGA JOYSTICK £65.00

GOEMAN THE WARRIOR £41 .00

ACTRAISER(UK HINTS) £35.00

RAIDEN TRAD £41.00

FINAL FIGHT £41.00

F ZERO £41.00

JOE & MAC (CAVEMAN NINJA) £50.00

CASTLEVANIA IV £49.00

SUPER R-TYPE £41.00

AMERICAN FAMICOM SCART £250.00

HI QUALITY DUSTCOVER £6.99

SUPER FAMICOM AUTO-FIRE JOYPAD £24.00

FORMATION SOCCER (SCART) £50.00

LEMMINGS £50.00

SUPER ADVENTURE ISLAND CALL

PC ENGINE
GRADIUS (6M) £39.00

MONSTER PRO WRESTLING £39.00

RAIDEN (6M) £39.00

DORAEMON II £35.00

BALUSTIX £35.00

HEROAGETAMA £35.00

FIGHTING RUN £35.00

SUPER METAL CRUSHER £35.00

AEROBLASTER £35.00

PC ENGINE CD ROM/DUO+GAME...£400.00
HUNDREDS OF OTHER TITLES IN

STOCK, SEND SAE FOR FULL LIST.

PC ENGINE CD ROM
SUPER FAMICOM USA SUPER CD ROM UNIT

SUPER SYSTEM CARD...

CALL
...£60.00

PAPERBOY II ...CALL SPRIGGAN £40.00

SUPER TENNIS ...CALL ADDAMS FAMILY £40.00

LAGOON ...CALL SOCCER £40.00

ZELDA ...CALL DRAGON SLAYER £40.00

MORE TITLES ARRIVING EVERY WEEK

SUPER FAMICOM
-CALL SUPER PEACHBOY II £40.00

SPLASH LAKE £40.00

CHRIS ADVENTURE £40.00

SPECIAL OFFERS
SUPER EDF .£35.00

LYNX
BIG RUN £25.00

ULTRAMAN £35.00

PRO SOCCER £35.00

DODGEBALL .£25.00

NEO GEO
TURBO SUB £29.00

SOCCER £29.00

MAGICIAN LORD
LEAGUE BOWLING
ASO II LAST GUARDIAN
KING OF THE MONSTERS
BASEBALL STARS
LEGEND OF SUCCESS JOE-
CROSSED SWORDS
EIGHT MAN
NINJA COMBAT
FATAL FURY
ROBOARMY
FOOTBALL FRENZY

...£120.00

.. £120.00

,...£120.00

....£120.00

,...£120.00

....£120.00

,...£120.00

,...£120.00

,...£120.00

,...£150.00

,...£120.00

,...£120.00

AWESOME GOLF £29.00

ZYBOTS £29.00

NEW GAMES ARRIVING FROM USA
EVERY WEEK, CALL FOR NEW TITLES

GAMEBOY-USA
FINAL FANTASY LEGEND £29.00

WWF SUPERSTARS WRESTLING £24.00

ALTERED SPACE £24.00

DUCK TALES £24.00

HOME ALONE £24.00

BATTLE TOADS £24.00

PRINCE OF PERSIA CALL

CHOPLIFTER (US) £24.00

GARGOYLES QUEST (US) £15.00

PERSONAL ORGANISER £29.00

ROBOCOP II £24.00

TERMINATOR II CALL
SIMPSONS £26.00

ADDAMS FAMILY £24.00

DOUBLE DRAGON II £24.00

NINJA GAIDEN £24.00

HOME ALONE £24.00

GAMEBOY-JAP
CASTLEVANIA II £21.00

MEGAMAN/ROCKMAN WORLD £21.00

MICKEY MOUSE II £21.00

PARODIUS £21.00

SOCCER £21.00

TMNTII £21.00

GAME GEAR
SONIC HEDGEHOG £29.00

DONALD DUCK £29.00

HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMP £25.00

ALESTE £25.00

OUTRUN £24.00

NINJA GAIDEN £24.00

HALLEY WARS £24.00

GALAGA 91 £24.00

GAME GEAR CARRY CASE £10.99

GAME GEAR MAGNIFIER £20.00

GAME GEAR CONSOLE + ANY FREE GAME .££115.00

CARRY CASES
UNIVERSAL- CARRIES ALL, HANDHELD + GAMES +

ACCS + PSU ETC RRP £18.99

GAME GEAR - HOLDS UNIT + GAMES RRP £10.99

GAME BOY- HOLDS UNIT + GAMES RRP £9.99

ALSO AVAILABLE-5 COLOUR WAYS

BLUE ON BLACK, GREEN ON BLACK, GREY ON BLACK,

BLACK PURPLE/BLACK

WE CARRY A LARGE RANGE OF CARRYCASES,
JOYSTICKS. JOYPADS ETC. FOR OUR ENTIRE
RANGE OF tONSOLES. WtfY NOT GIVE US A
CALL FOR MORE DETAILS. ALL OUR ADVERTISED
GOODS ARE AVAILABLE IN OUR SHOP.

MORE IMPORT GAMES ARE AVAILABLE THAN
WE CAN POSSIBLY LIST IN THIS ADVERT

UNDEADLINE
MEGA DRIVE

OUT RUN
GAME GEAR

CARRY CASES

HAND-HELD CONSOLES

JAMES POND
MEGA DRIVE

PC ENGINE GT
HANDHELD

1 FREE GAME £250.00 +P+P

ATARI LYNX II
1 FREE GAME £11 5.00+P+P

NEWS AND
COMPETITION LINE

WIN PC ENGINE DUO
0898 662554

SUPER FAMICOM NEWS
ANID COMPETITION LINE
WIN 6GAMES OFYOUR CHOICE AND A J.B KING

JOYSTICK

0898 662555

SUPER FAMICOM
SCART

INCLUDES SUPER FAMICOM, 2

JOYPADS, POWER SUPPLY
2 FREE GAMES

12 MONTHS GUARANTEE
E250.00+P+P NEXT DAY DELIVERY SUPER FAMICOM PACK

ORDER DETAILS: All consoles are despatched Parcel Force Next Day Delivery

(Saturday delivery is extra £6.00) Cheques—Please allow 5 working days for clearance.

P+P: Consoles £10.00, Joysticks £2.50, Each game £1.00

Please state if you are a new customer or please quote your customer number.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO ALTER PRICES WITHOUT NOTIFICATION

ORDER HOTLINE 0782 712759
IF YOU ARE UNDER 1 8 YEARS OF AGE PLEASE OBTAIN PERMISSION OF WHOEVER PAYS THE PHONE BILL. CALLS

CHARGED 36 P CHEAP RATE, 48 P PER MIN AT ALL OTHER TIMES
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You become Buc, a top student at the

Academy of Sorcery. You form a team of

adventurers — a knight, conjurer,

enchanter, necromancer and archer — and

together you journey to every corner of your

world, Ushka Bau, in search of information leading

to the legendary rings that make up the Rod Of

Creation.

As the story goes, Nexus used it to transform

the once-desolate planet into a paradise. Jealous

of the love people felt for Nexus, the demon Void

stole the Rod and created an age of Chaos.

Nexus confronted Void and

the two fought a titanic battle

for the Rod Of Creation.

Their might split it in

two, and each divided

their half into rings and

hid them to keep the

other from reassembling

the Rod and gaining supreme

power once more.

Your party learns spells, gains experience and

advances in rank as you travel from city to city,

making friends and enemies, fighting battle after

bloody battle. If you’re successful and return the

Rod to Nexus, the rewards

will be greater than any mortal

can imagine.

Travel by dragon
Your party’s represented by Buc and you travel

the world on foot or by Dino or Landbeast — for a

price.

Boats can travel through narrow waterways

and across large bodies of deep water. Ships

can’t access narrow waterways but are quick and

equipped with cannon. Passage for these

trips is paid in gold.

Dragons are the fastest

mode of transport and

can only be sum-

moned using a

Dragon Stone pur-

chased from the

General Stores in Mesa
or occasional wandering mer-

chants. To your disadvantage,

they’re voracious eaters, consuming vast amounts

of food and water rations.

Zoom in on a screen and you’re in proportion

to your surroundings and can examine or pick up

keys and notes. Zoom out and you’re larger than

your environment, travelling faster but consuming

rations as a result.

(plenty of excellent sounds to choose from)

and quit the game.

Interaction with characters Buc encounters is

particularly well done. The loquacious fella has

nine topics of conversation at his disposal.

Some dialogue provides useful information,

some a complete waste of time, and others pro-

voke attack. Of course, it’s always best to avoid

combat whenever possible, but there are times

when there’s choice.

It’s possible to flee a damaging battle and

choose the party’s attitude toward it. These

moods are varied — Berzerk, Advance, Hold and

Wary— and have interesting consequences.

Hobbitesque sums it up in one word. I love

Tolkien’s Fellowship of the Fling and can see par-

allels between the various sorcerous characters

and situations. Rings Of Powers a vast game with

a considerable quantity of absorbing tasks.

Graphically impressive, my only real gripe is the

precision needed to enter a building or engage in

conversation.

A very clever game that needs some home-

work before you can enjoy yourself and have a

good adventure, but it’s worth it! CLAIRE

A vast game with a

considerable quantity

of absorbing tasks

The map of Ushka Bau — useful if you can get it.

The Academy is sited in the brown square.

Big memory
There’s a lot to remember when first playing Rings

Of Power but a help option (an annotated Sega

control pad) makes life a little simpler.

A main menu features options to check on

your status. Consult it to find what you’re carrying,

what spells are available, who’s in your party,

search the area, and view the area by map — if

you have one. ‘System’ allows you to save the

game, change your method of combat, soundtrack

Are the Rings Of Power worthy of an
epic quest or are they just a load of old

Ratners? CLAIRE MORLEY puts

on a cloak, packs some rations

and takes a sneaky peek.
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The toBOTWiv Club sits Atop
Cogxto Falls. The sign reads:
"Come oh in and lose vour
HIND. n

You can always get pissed at

the Lobotomy Club Inn (above).

The barman's a good guy to

chat with (left) as well. Full of

good cheer, helpful gossip and

flatulence. Travelling by night

(below) — is a risky business

what with bears and dragons

on the prowl.

HEV THERE TRAVELER. UELCOHfTOTHE BEST TAVERN IN TOON.
Let Me kmou ir vou uant a
DRINK.

The game's all about learning, and

where better to get some stuff crammed

into your brain but the Academy. Here,

your teacher, Thalmus (below left), gives

you a magic lesson. If that's not enough,

you can always try the priests in the

temple (below right).

LHENV

—
HeHE

On the start screen, your gold is shown as $. Time

of day is important— it's more dangerous at

night. There's also a compass indication, as well as

the control pad Help mode (above). It can be

turned off once the controls are mastered.

Prepare to burn the midnight oil

when you play Rings Of Power

-it’s HUGE! The

programming’s slick and a lot of

time’s been taken to create the

right atmosphere. On first sight, ROP looks

like Populous, but I preferred this because I

knew what I was doing from the outset. The

instruction manual takes a bit of wading

through but after a few plays the gist

becomes clear. Both graphics and sound are

great and interaction with characters is fun.

Rings Of Power has definite lastability and is

well worth the money. ADE

• PRODUCER: MORONIC ARTS
• GG: N/A • MS: N/A

• MEMORY: 1024K
• PLAYERS:

PRICE: 149.99

• Beautiful scrolling intro, save facility

VISUALS
• Great 3D and effective zoom in/out

• Okay FX, various atmospheric tunes

PLAYABILITY
• Control method's a bit tough

LASTABILITY
• Big game, plenty of challenge

• An entertaining and absorbing

graphic adventure
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Advance
Play!

hindrances like the potion bottle, which sends you

straight to zzzzz...

A power bar determines when he'll die. This is

divided into a maximum of four blocks and when
depleted he dies, but five continues are included.

Along the way you encounter many creatures.

On the first level there are giant worms, which

burrow up from the earth, and mutant hedgehogs

(no, not Sonic!). At the end of this level, an eerie

cartoon sequence shows Earnest being watched.

Elegant Earnest
As with previous Wolfteam work, great attention is

paid to the starring character’s movement, adding

much atmosphere. If you’ve seen the animation of

Annabelle in El Viento, you can’t have failed to be

impressed. Earnest Evans moves even better.

An interesting development is the way he’s

controlled. At various points while searching the

scenery, you need to bend down or crawl to get

through a gap and the sprite either bends his

knees or lies on the floor, as separate actions.

Whatever the movement, there are loads of

frames of animation — and cinemtatic scenes.

The overall effect is stunning.

Earnest can always jump and crawl (and

always has to!) but each level introduces new
moves. On the first level, for example, you need to

climb ropes, swing from hooks in the rocks and

roll along the floor. Again, these actions are

incredibly well animated.

The best, the only!

At first, Earnest’s very difficult to control

because of the many movements
available; it’s not that it’s

awkward, rather that this

control method hasn’t

been used before.

After ten minutes prac-

tice it becomes second

nature and you settle in to

enjoy the game.

Each level’s progressively difficult

and though the first offers no challenge, it’s a

good introduction to later levels.

Your opponents are imaginatively designed

and nicely drawn, but they’re nothing special in

themselves, and there are no special graphical

moments with them — perhaps on the next one,

Wolfteam!

You can’t fault the sound, as it’s real music and

sounds played directly from CD. It fits the game
well and (at last!) the music steers away from the

cutesy Japanese tunes we know and loathe.

Earnest Evans is amazing to look at, great to

listen to and good to play. All arcade adventurers

will find this a polished product, and though offer-

ing nothing new, it’s the only arcade adventure on

the M-CD so be grateful!

No, seriously, this is well worth buying for your

fledgling M-CD collection. PAUL

Aiming to become the premier CD develop-

er, Wolfteam’s second title, much like the

Indiana Jones movies, is a prequel to their

first, El Viento. Dear Earnest Evans is the

boyfriend of Annabelle, star of Viento — what’s

next, Old Grandma Evans?!

And there are further similarities to Indy:

Earnest’s main weapon is a whip (at one point he

even dons a hat!), but thankfully every enemy you

encounter can be destroyed by it, though some
require a few lashings to persuade them of

the error of their ways.

Earnest Evans is a basic

arcade adventure set in

five countries —
Mexico, Peru, Europe,

United States and

Mongolia — but featur-

ing six levels, the USA
revisited for the final.

As Earnest you search levels to

find the device which allows doorways to be

opened so you can face the end-of-level boss. In

addition to the device, each level contains various

items, useful ones such as whip power-up and
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Earnest just loves high places with long drops, like

the bridge over the gorge. But perhaps that's

because he's had a hard time down on the

ground. In level two (below and right) killer vines

try to strangle you and piranhas attack if you end

up in the river

A great Mega-CD
whopper from the

Wolfteam gets

PAUL MELLERICK
leaping, bounding and
flagellating everything

in sight — and wishing

he was the fastest

macho-man in the East
— but that's Ernie...



Level one's easy, but makes a good intro. Just get the

hidden key, then the boss. But watch out for the trap

that's sprung as soon as you've killed it!

Earnest travels the world

(above) like Indy, in an

animated airplane. There

are loadsa wonderful

animation scenes like this

one (left) and crossing the

bridge over a gorge

(below left), but main

game animation's also

excellent— dealing with

level one Boss (below).

To get the boss,

leap on its back

and keep hitting

it, but watch out

for its flying

head afterwards.

In level three take care you don't get caught in a booby trap, it's

packed with 'em. Not onlv that, there are fireball-spitting pools and
spiked walls popping up from all over the place. The end-of-level

creature (abovej isn't too hard to defeat if you stand on its lower

tentacle, as in the picture, and keep hitting its eye. Don't be tempted to

think the game too easy, though, or you'll soon see the screen below!
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With level four

things are tougher

and weirder. There's

even scaling of the

enemies to add to

the fun! And Earnest

Evans is fun!

HI SCORE 00033S30 LIFE
SCORE 00802650 rE A pO M

a •" .4 * t »"
„ £

* jr



Aah! What could possibly

be cuter than a tiny Sonic

imZ <B The Hedgehog? He’s sim-

•JKw ply adorable on the small

screen, impatiently tapping

his foot, running and jumping here and

there to collect rings, but never losing his

cool. Basically a scaled down version of

the MS version, the GG appears slightly

sharper and quicker in scrolling. Instantly

addictive and with the same number of

stages, GG Sonic is quite a challenge.

Excellent graphic quality and a jaunty

soundtrack ensure this game will become
a classic. A must for GG owners who
haven’t had a chance to sample

Sonicmania first hand. CLAIRE

f
Tha bigger the

better, some say,

but Sonic’s just

got smaller! Can our

blue buddy get to pips
with a compact

screen? ADRIAN PITT

finds out...

A t long last, handheld buffs everywhere can

get their mitts on the game that’s on every

Sega owner’s lips. And let’s be honest, it’s

been a long time coming! But was it worth the wait?

Well, for those with a Game Gear, the answer

has to be YES. A bit unfair, though, having to sit in

the shadows for months, while Master System and

particularly Mega Drive owners squawked on about

how awesome the graphics are and how addictive

the gameplay is.

But squashing Sonic onto the small screen

hasn’t affected either of these elements. In fact, the

game looks and plays almost exactly like the

Master System version!

Identical twins?
There are a few minor graphical changes, but

nothing drastic. The backgrounds are virtually

identical to those of the MS game, although the

platforms, ledges etc differ slightly in some areas.

Handy little warning signs have been placed

here and there to inform of impending danger,

such as hazardous spikes or moving platforms,

and little arrows point the way down hills and mark

out the best route through caverns and under-

ground tunnels.

The graphics are great, colourful, nicely shad-

ed and beautifully animated. The scrolling’s top

notch (if a touch too fast) and sound remains

bright and jolly throughout.

Game Gear Sonic has six levels of action, from

Green Hill to Sky Base Zone. Each still has three

Acts, the route to each displayed on the map

screen. Extra lives and continues are there (if you

can find them) and when sufficient rings have

been collected there’s the pinball bonus stage to

play.

Play till you drop!

The Master System game was a fairly easy and

the same can be said of the Game Gear version.

But Sonic is just so playable, even if you complete

it I’d bet my bottom dollar it won’t have chance to

gather dust.

There’s little more I can say about this spikey

specimen, except if you’re looking for a game that

screams playability and addictivity and the only

machine you possess is a Game Gear, rush out

and buy Sonic The Hedgehog— the small screen

version is nothing to be ashamed of. It’s like my
mummy once told me, size isn’t important! ADE

t PRODUCER:
• MD: • MS: UT

• MEMORY: 1MK
• PLAYERS: 1

• A bit easy but plenty of levels



ACCESS/VISA
24HR MEGALINE

0732 351220

1

ALL SOFTWARE
SENT BY FIRST
CLASS POST

PRICE PROMISE!!! (Dept SEGA), 46 Ashden Walk, Tonbridge, Kent, TN10 3RL
WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE IN THIS MAGAZINE THAT IS CHEAPER THAN OURS BY £1

SEGA MEGADRIVE EXTRA MEGADRIVE OFFERS

PRICE PROMISE!!!

EXCHANGE SERVICE
AVERAGE EXCHANGE RATES
ARE AS FOLLOWS:
NEW FOR OLD £10- £15
OLD FOR OLD £3 - £7

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM
MASTER SYSTEM NOW ONLY

£54.95

ALL MASTER SYSTEM GAMES
FROM £9.95 TO £29.95
(LISTS ON REQUEST)

SECOND HAND
GAMES FOR ALL FORMATS IN

STOCK FROM ONLY £7 III

I

SAVE £1 OFF ALL

SOFTWARE WITH

THIS VOUCHER
(EXCLUDING CREDIT

j

CARD ORDERS)

SEGA MEGADRIVE £109.95

MEGADRIVE PLUS GAME OF OUR
CHOICE £119.95

MEGADRIVE PLUS ANY GAME UP TO £33 + FREE
QUICKSHOT PYTHON 3

JOYSTICK £139.95

MEGADRIVE PLUS ANY GAME UP TO £50 + FREE
QUICKSHOT PYTHONS 3

JOYSTICK £149.95

MEGADRIVE OFFER
SEGA MEGADRIVE +2 OF THE GAMES LISTED

BELOW + QUICKSHOT PYTHON 3

SONIC HEDGEHOG
MICKEY MOUSE

OUTRUN
ALIEN STORM

WRESTLEWAR
STREETS OF RAGE

FANTASIA
ICE HOCKEY

WORTH NEARLY £300.00 NOW ONLY £174.95

JAPANESE CONVERTOR £9.95

AV LEAD £6.95

TURBO JOYPAD £12.95

QUICKSHOT PYTHON 3 JOYSTICK £14.95

GIZMO JOYSTICK £34.95

HARD CARRY CASE £34.95

8 BIT CONVERTOR £24.95

SCART LEAD £14.95

PLEASE NOTE:

ALL OUR MEGADRIVES COME WITH PSU'S
AND A JOYPAD AND ARE FULLY COVERED
TO RUN UK/USA AND JAPANESE SOFTWARE.

ALL MACHINES ARE GUARANTEED
FOR 12 MONTHS.

UK/USA JAP
688 SUB ATTACK 39.95 0.00

ABRAHAMS BATTLE TANK 34.95 0.00

AEROBLASTERS 0.00 ....31.95

AFTERBURMER II 32.50 .. 32.50

ALIEN STORM 32.50 ... 32.50

ARROW FLASH 24.50 18.95

ATOMIC ROBOKID 27.50 24.00

BACK TO THE FUTURE 3 34.95 . . 0 00
BATMAN 33.95 . 32 50
BONANZA BROS 0.00 ...29.95

BURNING FORCE 0.00 .23.95

BUSTER DOUGLAS 32.50 ...23.95

COLUMNS 27.50 . 29 95
CRACKDOWN 32.50 ...23.95

CYBERBALL 27.95 ...23.95

DECAPATTACK 32.95 0.00

DICK TRACY 32 50 . 24 95

DJ BOY 24 95 15 95
DYNAMITE DUKE 24 95 22 95

EL VIENTO 0.00 ...38.95

ESWAT 24.95 ...18.95

F22 - INTERCEPTOR 34.95 0 00
FAERY TALE 33 95 . .0 00
FASTEST ONE 0 00 . 33 95
FLICKEY 18 95 .0 00
GAIRIES 38 50 31 50

GAIN GROUND 32.50 . 23 95
GHOSTBUSTERS 24.95 19.95

GHOULS N GHOSTS 38.50 ....31.95

GOLDEN AXE 32.50 ....24.95

UK/USA JAP

JAMES POND
JEWEL MASTER

.34 95 0.00

0.00 .32 50

MARVEL UNO 0 00.. .33.95

MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE ...

MIGHT & MAGIC
MOONWALKER
MYSTIC DEFENDER
NEW ZEAUND STORY .

32.95 .. .34.95

34.95 0.00

32 50 .24.95

32 50 .24.95

0 00 . .32.50

PHANTASY STAR II 39 95 0.00

OUACKSHOT (D DUCK) .... 34 95 0.00

RASTAN SAGA II

REVENGE OF SHINOBl
32.50 ...24.95

32.50 . .32 50
34.95 0.00

UK/USA JAP
SAINT SWORD 32.95 ....31 .95

SHADOW BUSTER 26.95 .. .23.95

SHADOW DANCER 32.50 .23.95

SHINNING IN DARKNESS 47.95 0.00

SONIC HEDGEHOG 34.95 28.95

SPACE INVADERS 91 25.95 . 0 00
SPEEDBALL 2 34.95 0.00

SPIDERMAN 34.95. ...28.95

STAR FLIGHT 37.50 0.00

STORM LORD 37.95 0.00

STREETS OF RAGE 34.95 28.95

STRIDER 37.95 32.50

SUPER HANG ON 27.95 24.95

SUPER MONACO GP 32.95 .24.95

SUPER REAL BASKETBALL 32.50 ....23.95

SWORD OF VERMILLION 47.95 0.00

TATSUJIN 0.00 ...23.95

TECHNOCOP 34.95 0.00

THE IMMORTAL 34.95 0.00

THUNDERORCE II 0.00 .24.95

THUNDERFORCE III 29.95 . .24.95

ULTIMATE QIX 32.50 0.00

VALIUS III 37.95 26.95

WARDNER SPECIAL 33.95 .32.50

WHIP RUSH 0.00 .. .14.95

WINTER GAMES 34.95 0.00

WORLD CUP ITALIA 26.95 ... 24.95

WRESTLEWAR 34.95 31.50

ZERO WING 0.00 34 95

TO ORDER PLEASE STATE ITEMS YOU REQUIRE, TOGETHER WITH PAYMENT, MADE PAYABLE TO "MEGAMIX" OR PUCE YOUR ORDER ON OUR CREDIT
CARD HOTLINE (0732) 351220 OVERSEAS ORDERS ADD £5 TO NORMAL RATES, ORDERS FOR CONSOLES PLEASE ADD £4 OR £8 FOR NEXT DAY

DELIVERY, £3 HAND HELDS, £2 FOR ACCESSORIES, £1 FOR PER ITEM OF SOFTWARE. ALL PRICES ABOVE INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE AND PACKAGING.

MEGAMIX SOFTWARE (SEGA) 46 ASHDEN WALK, TONBRIDGE, KENT, TN10 3RL

SEGA GAMEGEAR
GAMEGEAR NOW
ONLY £94.95

GAMEGEAR PLUS GAME OF
YOUR CHOICE £114.95

ALL GAMEGEAR GAMES NOW
£22.50 EACH

(LIST ON REQUEST)
2-PLAYER LEAD £14.95

PSU £9.95

USA PSU £14.95
MASTER GEAR
CONVERTOR £24.50

GAMEGEAR
TV TUNER £69.95.

AVAILABLE SHORTLY

SAVE £5 OFF
CONSOLES OR
HANDHELDS

(EXCLUDING CREDIT

CARD ORDERS)

-i

CALLS COST 36p (CHEAP RATE) AND 48p (AT ALL OTHER TIMES) PER MINUTE INC.VAT.

ANTEL, PO BOX 16, COALVILLE, LEICESTER, LE6 3EZ. LENGTH OF CALL IS 4.5 MINUTES

DIAL 0898 662 560



B
eing a great fan of Mega Drive racing

games —Super Monaco GP and Road
Rash are both brilliant — I’m always eager

to try out games which use a new perspective or

great scrolling to add to the atmosphere.

So when I found both these games view the

action from directly overhead, a small section of

track visible at any one time, I was intrigued to

see which would be the better racer.

FI Grand Prix
This game uses the name (and face) of Japanese

Formula One driver Nakajima. Not content with

just his name and visage, you must take his place

and steer his car in a Formula One season,

around 16 courses to become the world champ
(something Nigel Mansell’s had difficulty doing...).

You immediately notice the amazing amount of

options you can change; some are superficial but

others are vital for success. Most affect the way
the car behaves: you can change the ertgine,

brakes, suspension, handling, and select automat-

ic or manual transmission.

You can practice any track, to learn all the cor-

ners to brake into and all the straights to put pedal

to the metal. You can go straight into each race or

sharpen your times on the five-lap test runs.

The screen display’s very well set out. In the

top left-hand corner of the screen is a complete

map of the course, which compensates for the

restricting view the play area affords, and after a

few laps you begin to get used to its scale.

To replace the usual markers showing when to

turn, a coloured arrow appears before each cor-

ner. The colour of the arrow — green, red, yellow

or white — determines the amount of turn

required; a nice touch.

Using his driving

ability to the full (ie,

only crashing 23 times

in the first half-lap),

PAUL Sterling’

MELLERICK revs up to

compare FI

Grand Prix and
FI Circus.



The top-right corner shows race time and your

best lap so far. The bottom-right corner shows a

tachometer, your speed and which gear you’re in.

Graphics are very clear, each car differently

coloured to avoid confusion. Scrolling’s superb: no

flicker, it doesn’t slow down when other cars are

onscreen, it’s eight-directional and gives a great

impression of speed. Sound’s reasonable, with a

thumping in-game tune.

But there’s a snag, and for a racing game it’s

very serious — the steering. Control is very slip-

pery and you find yourself continually steering into

walls, wheel-spinning and crashing. With time

these problems reduce but are still a problem after

several different courses and steering types. This

spoils what’s an otherwise great game. You’d be

wise to borrow this from someone to see if you

can cope before parting with your hard-earned

cash.

FI Circus
After the nice graphics and great scrolling of FI

Grand Prix
,

I was very disappointed with Circus.

Following good presentation and control

options at least equal to those of Grand Prix, the

first thing you notice are the plain, sub-standard

graphics. The scenery’s all the same colour, the

cars are very small and the track looks dirty.

The screen layout also loses points in the com-

parison. The track you’re on isn’t shown, only the

next 15-20 seconds ahead, which is confusing.

But it does show the state of the suspension,

wings, brakes and tyres, forcing you into a deci-

sion to use the pits or not.

Again, the object of the game is to win the

world championship, and the drivers’ names are

strangely familiar — A Sena, N Manserr, A Plost

etc.

In the amount of options present, this wins

over it’s counterpart, having extras such as your

name, which team you want to race with etc.

The gameplay’s very impressive and in no time

you’ll control your car professionally. Default light

steering can be changed and gives marked

improvement, from 16th to 4th position, in my
case. As a bonus, FI Circus is battery backed and

can hold three separate games— very useful.

In comparison, I’d have to give the nod to FI

Circus, as gameplay’s more important than graph-

ics: it handles better and has a few more options.

While FI Grand Prix looks better, Circus is by no

means ugly.

Racing fans should check out FI Circus and

leave FI Grand Prix on the shelf. (Another case of

‘don't believe the screenshots’!)

PAUL

COURSE llu. 1

i ST

bet t i ne
FREE RUS1
PRfWTT l OE
B .V - . iT! .SEE SECT
RACE WYiA
BACKUP
opt i on

w . i cFISH 1 B

All these are vital to your performance
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terr-urfc.

Isn’t a griffin one of

those mythological

beasts with a lion’s

body, a snake for a tail

and an eagle’s head

and wings?

Sounds like

CLAIRE MORLEY.

I

magine there’s a massive army hellbent on

your destruction (oh dear...). Imagine you’re in

a tank with an unlimited supply of mega fire-

power (hmm...). It almost sounds like a kamikazi

mission — and it is! (Oh sh...)

Griffin’s a vertically scrolling shoot-’em-up.

Press start and the option screen gives a choice of

firepower, Main, Sub and Special Weapon, the lat-

ter by far the most effective. Energy level’s shown

on the battle screen with a band of blue, yellow

and red; this diminishes and finally a life is lost.

Advance
Play!

32 SEGA FORCEMARCH '92

The first stage is set in a forest with trees,

clearings and dirt tracks. Land and mobile missile

launchers, battle tanks, planes, armoured heli-

copters and ammo transporters are ail that’s

thrown at you here. And believe me, that’s plenty!

Gimme a B!
Pick up extra power, symbolised by an E, extra

lives, P, and extra bombs, B, to help along the

way. You’ll need them for the end of the level: in

the first there’s a great green tank with oodles of

mmmm



weapons and you can’t proceed to the desert

stage until it’s a heap of hot, smoking metal.

More of the same in the desert, but your tank

must negotiate rocks and dunes as well as a host

of anti-tank machines. At the end of this level

there’s a huge tank with two mobile satellites; kill

these first.

A tricky game with no room for mistakes, if you

like blast-’em-to-bits games, this one’s for you.

Nice gunfire sounds and very well done graphics

add to this well programmed game. CLAIRE

Putting ADRIAN PITT at

the controls of an
intergalactic mean
machine is asking for

L trouble. From a

scrapyard just left of

Alpha Centauri,

he brings us this

special report!

O kay, so it’s yet another shoot-’em-up.

Yes, we’ve seen the likes of it a million

times before. But don’t let that put you

off. Aleste isn’t spectacular to look at, I admit, but

it’s a tough challenge and darn addictive!

The opening sequence shows a lone pilot

chatting to mission control, eyes fixed firmly on

the control panel. We also get a glimpse of his

spaceship powering up and zooming off down the

launch pad. Then it’s time for you to take control!

Heavy metal
Aleste's a vertically scrolling

affair, your ship having

basic up, down, left and

right movements.

Round One takes place

on a space station,

swarming with metallic

aliens, satellites and enemy
space ships.

At ground level, metal pods shoot fireballs,

which are lethal and difficult to dodge. The aliens

which swarm about you either fire willy-nilly or

quite conveniently spurt out a dozen balls of fire

just when you’re within spitting distance!

The action’s fast and furious and things don’t

slow down when there are several nasties on-

screen. The graphics are small but colourful,

although the backgrounds are nothing special.

The continuous in-game tune is quite annoy-

SLAM IN THAT AMMO!
What those icons mean
L: Laser Fire

H: Homing Device

W: Wave Fire

D: Rotating Defence Fire

N: Napalm

M: Mag Spread Fire

P: Improve Weapon Strength

ing. There are other small little ditties, but

sound is otherwise left at the usual blast and

zap noises.

Aleste has two main incentives to play. The
first is collecting the various pieces of

ammunition that appear from

time to time in the guise

of enemy craft. These

include lasers, waves
and heat-seeking

missiles.

When you’ve found

your fave weapon, you

can stick with it for as long

as possible, but pass over another

weapon icon and your old ammo gets replaced.

Fortunately, losing a life doesn’t mean losing your

chosen ammunition.

Here comes the boss...

Incentive Two is that ‘let’s try and get a little bit

further’ element— ambitious as it’s fairly tough.

Having blasted through the doors of the space

station, a quick journey through space, dodging

yet another horde of mutants, brings you bumper-

to-bumper with the end-of-round boss, a big

bleeder who fires criss-cross lasers. A tough

cookie to crack, but there’s a great sense of

occasion when he's ousted! Subsequent levels

are similar in set-up, backgrounds and beasties

changing and difficulty level rising.

With its eight demanding rounds and tougher,

though similar ‘special’ mode, Aleste is a game
you’ll be playing for some time. It’s nothing out-

standing and doesn’t ooze originality but it’s defi-

nitely an above average shoot-’em-up and no

pushover. (Let’s see you complete this one,

Paul!) ADE

Above average

shoot-’em-up and ho

pushover
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M.V.L. SOFTWARE
TEL:0354 56433 FAX:0354 660861

When you want to buy from a shop but with Mail Order facilities buy from us!

WHOLESALE + EXPORT ENQUIRIES ONLY TEL 0354 661066
Megadrive to play English, U.S.A. Jap Games £112.00
As above but with any 2nd Hand Cart £120.00
As No 1 but with choice of selected new games £126.00
Mega CD Rom + Games £ CALL
Various Joypads + Joystick for Mega Drive

Seag Master System II £59.99 Jap Game Gear with Game £109.00
Sega Master System II Plus £89.99 Master Gear Convertor £21 .99

Sega Game Gear £97.99 Wide Screen £1 4.99

With selection game £118.99 Link Lead £7.99

Plus Gamegear P.S.U., Carry Case’s, Rechargeable Battery Pack

WIDE RANGE OF NEW UK + IMPORTERED GAMES FOR ALL THE
ABOVE WIDE RANGE OF 2ND HAND GAMES FOR ALL MACHINES.

PRICES FROM £6.00

Nintendo Gameboy + Accessories + UK, Jap and U.S. games (Call)

U.S.A Famicom Scart (Call) Jap Famicom Scart, Pal (Call)

Adaptor to play US or Jap Game on any Famicom (Call)

U.S. + jap Famicom Games plus Joysticks + Pads (Call)

DWM
CONSOLE SPECIALISTS

122 STRATHERN ROAD, DUNDEE, DD5 1JW
Telephone 0382 74912

Do you own any of the following consoles?

Megadrive
GameGear

Lynx
Gameboy

Super Famicom
If the answer is yes then why not get in touch. We stock

the widest possible range of new and used titles for

these consoles. Buy with confidence because DWM
guarantee to buy back any game purchased from us, no

matter how long you keep it. No longer will you be
disappointed when your new game does not live up to

your expectations.

For further details send a large stamped addressed

envelope to the address below or call us on 0382 74912

(6pm - 8pm) Monday to Friday and
1pm - 8pm Saturday).

Access, Visa, Mastercard, Eurocard taken.

SECOND HAND GAMES WANTED
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME
DWM CONSOLE SERVICES

122 STRATHERN ROAD, DUNDEE, DD5 1 JW.
TELEPHONE 0382 74912

HARTSCROFT
TEL: 081 656 6006

65, SPRING PARK ROAD, SHIRLEY, CROYDON CR0 5E1

(JUST OFF THE WICKHAM ROAD)

OPENING HOURS
Aocess

SECOND HAND GAMES AND MACHINES AVAILABLE.
PLEASE RING FOR RELEASES AND PRICE LIST.

MAIL ORDER
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES AND PO'S TO

"HARTSCROFT"
P+P GAMES £1 P+P MACHINES £3.50

FAST DELIVERY.

DIAL-
A-TIP

CHEATS,
TIPS AND
GAME

SOLUTIONS

CHEATS GALORE
0891 lOI 234

MEGATIP GAMESLINE
0891 299 388

CONSOLE HOTLINE
0891 299390

CONSOLE GAMETIPS
0891 299 391

SHADOW OF THE BEAST SOLUTION
0891 442 022

HEROES OF THE LANCE SOLUTION
0891 442 025

COMPUTER FUNLINE
0891 299 399

NINTENDO CHEAT LINE
0891 299 313

SEGA CHEAT LINE
0891 299 333

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG/QUACKSHOT
SOLUTION

0891 866 OOI
FOR FULL INFORMATION ON ALL OUR

OTHER CHEATS AND SOLUTION
SERVICES RING
0891 445 904
ALL LINES UPDATED WEEKLY

PROPRIETOR- Jacqueline Wright, P.O.Box 54, Southwest,

Manchester Ml 5 4LS
Calls cost 36p per min 'cheap rate' and 48p per

min at other times
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Need yer big end greased or your

carburettor screwed? ADRIAN (would you

buy a second-hand tip from this geezer)

PITT’s probably got the answer...

buy new!

S
trewth! Box me ears if spring’s

not in the air, Kylie’s in the charts

and Auntie Margaret's in

Torremolinos. Thanks for all the recent

tips, although, Rodney Littlegood from

Hemel Hempstead, your pointers on

how best to get a sheep through a cat-

flap are sadly unprintable. Wrong mag-

azine, I’m afraid!

Let’s give a big round of applause

for this month's star guest, her first

time in the PITTSTOP chair, a warm
welcome if you will, for Miss Felicity

Kendal! (Well, if that tv programme can

have Patrick Moore, / can have Felicity

Kendal!) Other celebs this ish include:

Pit Fighter, Golden Axe II, Lucky Dime

and Sonic The Hedgehog (again). Take

it away, Felicity!

Oh no, hang on a mo, there’s...

THE PITT STOP WORKSHOP

Air Diver MD 38

Alex Kidd MS 36

Bubble Bobble MS 38

Budokan MD 39

California Games MD 37

Faery Tale Adventure MD 39

Fantasia MD 36

Final Fight MN 36

Gaiares MD 39

Ghouls ’n’ Ghosts MD 39

Golden Axe 2 MD 41

Golvellius MS 38

James Buster Douglas Boxing MD 38

James Pond MD 37

Lucky Dime GG 37

Michael Jackson’s Moonwalker MD 38

Might and Magic MD 39

Phantasy Star 2 MD 38

Pitfighter MD 38

Populous MS 37

Powerball MD 41

Shining in the Darkness MD 36

Sonic the Hedgehog MD 40

Sonic the Hedgehog GG 40

Space Harrier 2 MD 41

TechnoCop MD 41

Thunder Force 2 MD 41

Thunder Force 3 MD 37

Wonderboy in Monsterland MS 39

£150-worth of software to

be won!

Nearly forgot (again —ED), I’ve got three

amazingly bombastically valuable car-

tridge vouchers, each worth a staggering-

ly stupendous 50 quid for the three best

set of tips, hints or maps (no maps on

condoms, thank you, Roger Mendip of

Stafford).

So get those pens a whirring!

This month’s three voucher winners

are Andrew Wilson of Dungannon, Co

Tyrone for GG Sonic and MS Bubble

Bobble
;
Paul Lim from Stirchley, Brum-

Brum for MS Populous : and last but defi-

nitely not least... Daniel Mein of Leeds,

who gives us MS Alex Kidd in Miracle

World.

Well done dead-heads.

And if you want to be in with a chance,

send your words of wisdom to PITT

STOP, SEGA FORCE, Europress

Impact, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1JW.

And please note, I can’t answer tips

enquiries personally, ’cos I’m just too

busy (and mean, cruel, uncaring and a bit

of a ponce at times).



If you’re not having much luck

!

with Lucky Dime, cast your

peepers on this lot, you’ll never

be the same again! Hints and
tips on how best to get through each coun-

try and ways to get those dimes.

USA
Either jump on mushrooms or hit them with

the mallet to destroy them, then collect dia-

monds or pick up a Frisbee token. A handy
token to get hold of is Donald’s face — it

gives an extra life. Pick up star tokens for

extra chances.

Take care when hitting spiders with the

mallet or Frisbee, or when jumping on
them, because they dangle from a thread

and tend to swing violently. Wasps will

sting, watch out for their precarious nests.

Gophers can lift leaves, but not Donald

because he’s too heavy! Spring off them to

get up to the higher levels.

In the river section, pass by as soon as
the beaver’s thrown earth and use low

branches to gain extra ground. The end-of-

level bear hurls pies, but attack him with

the mallet. Watch out for his little wasp
friend!

MEXICO
The best weapon in this section is the

Frisbee. With longer range, Donald can

wipe out the piranhas, anacondas
and birds from a safe dis-

tance. However, weapons
aren’t any use

underwater, so

diving skill is

Donald’s only

chance.

Not all piranhas swim in straight lines!

Press [2] rapidly to swim up, but watch out

for the spears hanging from the roof. Use
the turtles as ferries to cross sections of

the river, but be careful as they’ll submerge
with little warning.

At the end of the level, fall into the

water and you’ll surface in a large cavern

(if you fall back in you lose a life!). Scale

the walls and you’ll come face to face with

a ferocious lion. There’s a gap in the floor

that will prove hazardous. If you fall in, a
life’s lost. Destroy the lion and rescue your

nephew.

SOUTH AMERICA
This stage begins with a short section

across walls. Granny-type amigos bran-

dishing rolling pins will attack. Be careful

when using the Frisbee — it won’t stop

rolling pins!

Birds will drop what look like water mel-

ons and rocks.

Jumping pots may reveal lives or dia-

monds.

The best weapon by far is the mallet, so
keep this if you can.

Enter a building and face more
grannies. Watch out for the moving blocks,

they’re tricky to negotiate. Plungers fall

from the ceiling, wait and see where they

drop before proceeding.

Exit the building. At the end of the

level,there’s a strange disappearing icon

that throws huge rocks. These bounce and

roll across the screen. Avoid them and
bash everything with the mallet.

Okay, so you’ve rescued Huey, Duey
and Louie, but what about the lucky

dimes?

THE TRUPICAL ISLES
Erupting volcanoes and jets of fire spurting

out the ground are some of the dangers
facing Donald. Tribesmen brandishing

weapons run around, but a swift swipe with

the mallet soon puts a stop to them!

Go through the first door and enter the

volcano. Inside Donald will find territorial

bats, more tribesmen and strange statues

that spit fire. Even more tricky are the dis-

ilLi-a* liiOjj ill jiiLUjiJjiiJi jJJJjiLD
If you’re having trouble win-

ning all the Janken matches,

let Daniel Mein from

Swarcliffe, Leeds help.

1st match:

2nd match
3rd match:

4th match:

5th match:

6th match:

7th match:

stone then scissors

: scissors then paper

stone then scissors

paper then paper

stone then stone

stone then scissors

paper then paper

Daniel has also sent in this tip for extra

lives and help on the Bonus Level.

On Level One, hit the second ques-
tion mark (in the yellow square) to

release the ghost. This brings you to the

next question mark, which is under

water. Hitting this gains an extra life.

When the octopus appears, kill it (try

using invincibility) and sit on the bowl.

Press down ten times to reach the

Bonus Level. Here you can collect extra

money and an extra life.

FANTASIA
(MD)
To max out
your lives in the
water stage,

first fight your
way to the sec-
ond stage, to

the point where
the platforms
go up.

Jump up the
platforms to

the top and
you’ll get a 1-

Up. Fight

through the
level until you
get to the
magic book.
Take it and
keep moving
right until you
see a treasure
chest. Go into

the chest and
you’ll come out
just past the
platforms. Go
to the left and
jump back up
the platforms.
Do this trick as
many times as
you like!

FINAL FIGHT
(MD)
For Abigail,

when he turns
red and rushes
you, stand still

and hit PUNCH
repeatedly and
you should
knock him
down.
To get the
option screen,
press the left

button on the
edge of the
controller and
start at the title

screen.

SHINING IN THE MHKNESS
Matthew Robins from

Plymouth is having trouble

getting out of the first

labyrinth in this roleplaying

Mega Blaster. Fret no more, Matthew.

In Issue One of SEGA FORCE (page

53), there are a series of Shining maps.
Check out map one and in the bottom

right-hand quarter you’ll see a brown

arrow, pointing up. This signifies a flight

of stairs. Trundle all the way to this point

on the map and you’ll go up to the next

level! Hope that puts you out of your

misetthew. Anyone else with any tips

for Shining In The Darkness drop me a
line at the usual address.



appearing floor blocks. You’ll need to prac-

tice this section a lot before standing any

chance of getting across!

Through the next door is an interesting

sequence of levels which feature stone

faces which spit fire and roll out huge

tongues. Watch out for the last face, it has

a twin!

The next stage is the most difficult, with

a whole row of disappearing blocks. The

third block doesn’t disappear, so use this

to stand on and judge subsequent moves.

The next door leads to more platforms.

You’ll eventually come across a large,

fire-spitting bird. A mallet could help here,

but avoid its spit and learn its flight pat-

terns.

EGYPT
In the desert, Donald’s under almost imme-

diate attack from a red scorpion. Sand

dunes sink under his weight and there’s a

nasty looking beetle at the bottom of the

dune. Bats fly and swoop. Remember,

Donald can duck (!) and it’s essential you

use this move here.

Enter the pyramid and move quickly as

it’s booby-trapped with arrows — duck to

avoid them. Falling ceilings will be trig-

gered off by Donald’s movements so keep

running!

Enter the first door and destroy all the

satchels before the ceiling descends. Here

Donald can pick up bonus lives and

change weapons.

The next door reveals moving blocks,

sand dunes and scorpions. Keep jumping

on the sand to stop Donald sinking.

There’s a life credit that isn’t too difficult to

reach, so grab it!

Through the next door you’ll see

mummy casks. The third one opens and a

mummy scarpers. Go through the next

door, leap straight onto a series of plat-

forms, or it’s possible to miss the sequence

of platforms and arrows. Keep running!

The snake’s movements are difficult to pre-

dict, take your time and judge where the

scorpions will appear.

The end-of-level baddy’s a huge green

snake. Jump on its head and be quick on

your feet!

ANTARCTICA
Yetis throw snowballs and slide about.

They’re a real nuisance in this sub-zero

stage.

The wind changes its strength and

direction; it can blow Donald into the path

of swordfish leaping from gaps in the ice

(even when he’s lying down). The Frisbee

is the best weapon here — you can kill

swordfish from a distance.

Go through the crack in the ice and

more of the' same confronts Donald.

There’s a long section of ice blocks broken

up by airholes for the swordfish. Take care

not to waste any time as the fish chases

you and Donald finds he has no path left.

Don’t stop for anything!

Go up and Donald will be back outside,

where he’ll meet the end-of-level baddy, a

big black bird who slides an ice block. Get

rid of the block then concentrate on bump-

ing off the bird.

THUNDER
FORCE III (MD)

To select vari-

ous options,

press and hold

[A], [B] and [C]

at the title

screen, then
Start. For full

weapons, pause
the game and
enter this

sequence:
press up on the
D-button ten

times, [B] once,

down twice
then press [B]

until your
weapon-meter’s
full. Press [A] to

get the Claw
weapon. At the

end sequence,
press [C] and
your character

will wave his

hands and wink!

JAMES POND
(MD)
Still struggling

with this ace
game from
Electronic

Arts? Activate

this cheat and
all exits will

open...

On the title

screen, press

[C], left and
Start. During

the game, press

[A], [B] and [C]

simultaneously
while rotating

the joypad!

Glen Robertson,

Aberdeen

POPULOUS
(MS)
Here are seven
level codes for

this ace Master
Blaster from
TecMagik.
Level 5007:
ALPINPIL
Level 501 2:

SHADIKEOUT
Level 5021:
FUTINBAR
Level 5026:

JOSIKELUG
Level 5031

:

KILLKOPORD
Level 5034:

MORGBHILL
Level 5037:

RINGYING.
Paul Lim,

Stirchley,

Birmingham

Event 3: SURFING (5.8)

Speed well away from the wave and get

some balls, then come down as far as

possible and go up the wave straight

and turn in the air and come down

straight.

Event 4: SKATING (6240)
Practice is the only way to get good

scores. Learn to jump and spin to get

maxi-points and pump your legs (oo-er!)

left and right to gain speed. Learn the route

and avoid as many obstacles as you can.

Event 5: BMX (49,100)
Backflips earn the most points and are

easy to do off hills so don't bother with

anything else. Learn the map and when

and where to jump.

Event I: HALF-PIPE
(13,900)

Build up a succession of aerial and kick

turns, but watch your turning and speed.

These build up your score better than

hand-plants and changing tracks.

Event 2: FOOT BAG
(60,010)

Variety (up to 99,000-point bonus) and

keeping the bag in the air is the key. Use

Jesters, Axles, Half-axles, Axle Foleys

and five-in-a-rows. Once you’ve practiced

these, try for Dizzy Deans and

Headbangers (yeah!).

Two Jesters will make the clock appear

and allow you to get an extra 26 sec-

onds. Stop everthing and get the clock

straight away.

CALIFORNIA

GAMES
Here we go again! Paul Mellerick sup-

plies you with everything you need to

know about California Games. Take it

away, Paul!

It may be copl, rad, bodacious or [insert

latest trendy word for something that’s

rather good] but California Games is

devoid of cheat modes. The only way to

conquer this multi-event game is to prac-

tice, but here are the best ways to accrue

points. My best scores are in brackets —
see if you can beat them!
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GOLVELLIUS
Having trouble with

Golvellius on the MS?
Here are some codes for

crystals.

Four Crystals:

4AU6 KFCF B8FR TPP5
WZKM 2DLE J2GF FJMX
Five Crystals:

VBSS EHMA 3EKX HMPH
EBM8 3QSVV 52AR 6HMW
Six Crystals:

S4SQ FVZX N8KX CS6H
QFM7 30YM FSYE S7QW
Seven Crystals:

J7VZ HEQV AWPJ 42S8
36AL PQLH MRLY
Takwing Chu. Glasgow

BUBBLE BOBBLE
Andrew Wilson from

,

Dungannon, County Tyrone is

' just bubbling over with level

codes for this classic game,
now available on the Master System.

Round 5: IES65UDV
Round 8: IE46B93Q
Round 12: IEV617WR
Round 16: IEDGBVSQ
Round 19: IE5XFDHF
Round 22: IEIXEXPE
Round 31 :IEPXM2IM
Round 34: IEVET3VO
Round 37: IERHLUOY
Round 41: IEUMKRV4
Round 44: IE3TI7QS

Round 48: IEWABURN
Round 51: IE6UGDGH
Round 68: IERPB7VX
Round 71 : IEXKFYDO
Round 77: IEOLPUN3
Round 83: IEJOM465
Round 84: IEIOB756

Round 91: IEF06DEL
Round 97: IE2ELNXU
Round 100: IE7CB72V

While travelling through the

countryside, pause the game
with Start and hold down [B].

You’ll move around in slow

motion! While exploring the dungeons,

continually move the menu screen up
and down as rapidly as possible. Move
around as usual and you’ll avoid the dun-

geon enemies while executing this cheat!

Even though Nei’s killed by Neifirst,

it’s possible to bring her back to life while

the three remaining characters are fight-

ing. Before going to Climatrol, have Shir

steal some Moon Dew. Give it to one of

the characters, except Nei. After Nei’s

killed and during the fight with Neifirst,

use Moon Dew to bring Nei back to life.

When more characters fight together you
suffer less damage.

AIR DIVER
(MD)
To get the the
special stage
and gain invinci-

bility, when the
map screen
appears, leave
the plane over
the ocean and
hold down Start.

While holding

Start, press [A],

[B], [C], [B], [A],

[A], [B], [C], [B],

[A]. Release
Start and use
one of the fol-

lowing:

To start at the
mothership,
hold [B].

To go to the last

boss, hold [C].

To fight the ace
pilot, hold [A].

For invincibility,

hold Start.

Continue to hold
down the but-

ton(s) until you
leave the
hangar.

JAMES
‘BUSTER’
DOUGLAS
KNOCK-OUT
BOXING (MD)
To continue the
fight, have a
rematch against
any boxer,

press up, [B]

and Start

together. This
allows one
rematch against
each boxer. To
enter the Sound
Test, press
Start on con-
troller two at

the Game
Select screen.

MICHAEL
JACKSON’S
MOONWALKER
(MD)
Stage Select:

hold up, left and
[A] on controller

two. Push Start

on controller

one and select

a one-player

game. After

pushing Start,

you’ll see the
words ‘Round 1 ’.

Simply hit left or
right to select

the levels and
push Start.

A bit lacking in the beef and
brawn department? Can’t quite

master this Mega Blaster? Fret

no more! Here are some hints

and tips on how to tackle the plethora of

bad guys (and gals!).

Of the three fighters, Ty is probably the

best all-round player.

As a rule, always stamp on someone
when they’re down on the floor and only

use your special move when you’ve plenty

of energy. The ideal way to defeat the ruffi-

ans is to press each button, shown in

brackets, to execute the best moves.

Match 4: CC RIDER
Use the sticks ([A] & [A]) and the barrels,

flying kicks ([C] then [B]) and throws ([A],

[B] then [A]).

Match 5: CHAINMAN
1: THE EXECUTIONER EDDIE

Use flying kicks ([C] then [B]), pick up ([A]

& [B]) and throws ([A]).

Flying kicks, power pills. A good strategy is

to run to one side then run at him.
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Match 6: HEAVY METAL
Flying kicks, pick up and throw items.

Match 7: ANGEL
As above. She’s tougher and has more

power.

Match 8: MAD MILES
Use the sticks and flying kicks.

Match 9: SOUTHSIDE JIM
As before, but tougher and has more

power.

Match 10: CHAINMAN
EDDIE (two)
You need to get both power pills inside the

barrels. Don’t get trapped by both Eddies.

Use flying kicks and items dotted around.

Match II: MASKED
WARRIOR
Use all the items, two power pills and flying

kicks.

BUDOKAN
(MD)
To defeat
Tetsuo Okabe
(match five) and
Miyuki Hirose

(match eight),

select the Bo as
your weapon.
When the match
begins, press

[A], [B] or [C]

and hold left to

block all your
opponent’s
attacks. Wait
until you have
maximum Ki,

then strike your
opponent. One
hit and you’ll

win the match!

FAERY TALE
ADVENTURE
(MD)
Leave the swan
on the outskirts

of the Plain Of

Grief before

attempting the

Citadel Of

Doom.
Visit the
Sorceress when
you’re low on
luck — she’ll

give you five

points (which
equal one life)

until you’re

maxed.
Stock up on
inventory items
by repeating

this: when you
find something
you need, grab
it, then save
and restore

your game.
Low on keys?
Save the game
before you use
one, open a
door and
restore the
game. You’ll

keep the key
and the door
stays open!

You can ignore

the ‘Julian is

starving’ mes-
sage when you
have over 100
vitality points.

To play the end
game, try the

following pass-

word:
7R2KUL6RSZXS
K6NHGSD-
CB720663RI2H
0785P

To change the game
colours, select invincibility

and choose Level Five. Pass

the three Minstral Winds and

the cyclops on the wall, climb the lad-

ders and stand on the highest block.

Walk to the edge facing the pit and turn

around. Now walk to the other end of

the block. The game should automati-

cally reset (if it doesn’t, repeat the back

and forth walking). Repeat the invinci-

bility code, choose Level Five again.

Press Start on the title screen and

notice how strange the colours have

become!

To get secret bonus points, grab

the key at the end of each stage for a

5000-point bonus. Have the key on your

left side, stand close to it and jump to

the left. It takes a bit of practice to get

the timing right. If you get the key as you

begin your jump, you should see the

message ‘Nice Catch!’ and receive 5000

points!

To play the game in slow motion,

enter this code during the title screen:

up, [A], down, [A], left, [A], right, [A], If

you do it correctly you should hear a

tone. Press Start until Arthur appears.

Now pause the game and press [B],

2221
To enter the level select, wait on the

title screen for the words ‘Ghouls and

Ghosts’ to float down from the top. Now
press up, down, left and right. You

should hear a short, harp-like sound. At

this point there are several codes to

enter. They take you to the following

places:

Execution Place: press Start

Floating Island on the Lake: [A] and

Start

Village Of Decay: up and Start

Town Of Fire: up, [A] and Start

Baron Rankle’s Tower: down and Start

Horrible-Faced Mountain: down, [A]

and Start

Crystal Forest: left and Start

Ice Slopes: left, [A] and Start

Beginning of Castle: Right and Start

Middle of Castle: right, [A] and Start

Loki (final boss): down, right and Start

You can add the [A] button to the end of

any of these codes to start in the mid-

dle, rather than the beginning of the

level.

Japanese Mode: Select option from

the opening screen. Choose 26 for

Music and 56 for Sound. Hold left and

diagonal on the D-button while pressing

all three buttons and Start.

Gary Smock from Middlesex

has yet to see the end

sequence, though he reckons

he’s worked all through the

game. If you can help Gary, drop me a

line, but as far as / can remember, once

A thousand thanks to Jordan

rY IflBtn
Too9ood of Ashford, Kent

for these wondrous tips. Take

it away, Jordan... When you

see the red mice, carry on until you

reach the two platforms moving up and

down witti the white jellyfish in the mid

die. Jumping up and down destroys the

jellyfish, but DON’T go into the water.

Jump on land, go through the door and

destroy the blue octopus. Now go right,

into the water.

When you come out. a door and

another octopus will appear. Kill it and

get a load of coins and a heart. You can

repeat this when you find the blue

knight, but this time defeat the knight

and go right, onto the platform, to play

the flute.

Go into the castle, come out and the

door's there again. The same thing hap-

pens.

you have four talismens and the orb, you

can change history by travelling to the 8th

century. If you succeed, return to Luxus

palace in the 9th century to receive your

final quest. If you can save Cron from rack

and ruin, you’ll win the game.

GfilflRES
Secret Invisibility: Pause

the game, press and hold

down buttons [A] and [C],

then press left. The screen

should freeze for a second. Unpause

and you’re invincible. This must be done

at the beginning of each level.

Stage Select: Go to the configuration

mode by holding down [A], [B] and [C]

and pressing Start. Set the Sound Test

to 1 8. Hold down [A] on the second con-

troller and exit the configuration mode.

Press Start on the first controller to go to

Stage Select.

Weapon Power-Up: Enter Stage Select

mode then begin the game. Pause and

hold up, while pressing [A] twice.

Resume the game and shoot TOZ to

power up your weapon.

Weapon Select: Enter the Stage Select

mode then begin the game. Pause the

game and hold up while pressing [A] to

select your weapon.
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Tips for that spikey dude are

coming in thick and fast. Here

are yet more to tickle your

tastebuds. Thanks to Andrew
Wilson of Dungannon for this epic set of

hints for the small screen version. He
promises to send in tips for the later levels

soon. Keep on playing, Andrew!

Green Hill Zone
Act 1: You can sprint right through this

level for a big bonus. Just run like hell and
make sure you go off the ramp. You’ll fly

through the air for miles. Now run on. You
can clear the level in 23 seconds.

If you choose to take it slow, collect 100
rings for an extra life. You can get 100
rings without using the ramp. If you do fall

off, make sure you’re invincible, because
you nearly always land on the spikes.

There are no chaos emeralds on this level.

Act 2: Go right and fall down, left and col-

lect the shield. Go right and fall down.

Jump over to the left and get ten rings. Go
left, fall down and continue right. Don’t jump
to kill the crabs, instead roll and kill them.

Jump up the spring, get the arrow monitor.

Jump over the next spring, kill the crab.

Continue left and fall down. Go right to find

a chaos emerald. Go left, fall down and go
right. You’ll reach the same spring you
jumped up earlier. Jump up it, then to the

next spring. Collect the rings in the air and
go left. Don’t go down the first gap. Avoid

the spring and collect ten rings.

Go back and up the spring. Go left and
collect the rings, then right. Catch the mov-
ing platform, then go right and down. Go off

the ramp and right to the exit. You won’t be
able to get 1 00 rings on this level but you
can go to the Bonus Stage.

Act 3: Go right and fall down the second
gap to get an extra life. Use the spring to

get back up.

Robotnik is a doddle! Just follow him

around the screen, hitting him by jumping

up from below. You should have him beat-

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
Yet more Sonic tipsl These are from Toby Durnall

from Telford. Thanks for the praise, Toby — all

this grovelling is just too much! Here are a few bits

and bobs we missed in Issue One.

On the first level (Green Hill), look out for any walls that look

slightly different. Run towards these as fast as possible and
roll at the last moment to smash through the wall. This may

only form a short cut, but certain walls allow you to get

extra TVs. Look out for the same sort of thing on
Starlight Zone.

On the first act of Starlight Zone, run right as fast

as possible and roll just before you hit the wall.

You’ll smash through and get 30 gold rings and an ‘invin-

cible’ set of stars. Keep you eyes peeled during the third act.

On Springyard Zone, some of the walls can be jumped
through to get rings, lives etc.

en on his third pass. Jump on the cage to

set your pals free.

Bridge Zone
Ml/l I . nun cmaurv iu opirxcy oiccr

ture. You should be able to get 100 rings

on this level. Go right. When you reach the

scales, jump four times then go right. Get
the arrow monitor.

Continue right. Jump
onto the moving

platform. Keep going

right — you’ll reach

two moving plat-

forms. Keep your

cool and they’re no

problem.

There are more
scales. Jump four

times and you’ll get

the extra life on the

high ledge. Go right.

Jump on the springs

and collect the rings.

On a ledge below

the spring is a chaos

emerald. Stand on the collapsing bridge.

When it starts to fall, jump onto the ledge

with the emerald on it. Just leap over the

gap in the bridge and keep going to the

sign.

Act 2: This is an automatic scrolling level

— don’t let the screen catch up on you!

You can get over 100 rings. Jump all the

time when you’re on the collapsing

bridges.

Act 3: Go left at the start to get an extra

life. Jump at the collapsing bridge. When
Robotnik appears on the left or right, jump
on him (when he stops moving up). Keep
bouncing up and down on him.

When he goes back

down, go to the middle

and repeat the pro-

cess when he next

appears.

The Jungle
Act 1: Go up and

right. Fall off the end of

the second vine to get

some rings. Jump across the

gap to the right and get the shield. Go back

to the second vine. Continue right. You
should reach the waterfall.

Go right, to the last platform, then go
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back and collect the extra life. Go right and

collect some rings. Go down the vine and

jump on the arrow monitor. Keep right,

you’ll come to two logs. Jump on these.

Avoid the spring when you reach ground

again. Continue right, you’ll come to a log.

Stand on this, you can control it. Move

right. Collect the rings. You’ll come to a

waterfall.

Fall off the end of the platform you’re

standing on, then jump left. Fall onto a log.

Go left to find another chaos emerald. Now

go back. Keep going right. Jump on the

spring and collect ten rings.

Next are a few tricky jumps. If success-

ful, jump on the arrow monitor. Continue

right to the sign.

Act 2: This level is quite easy — just keep

going up. The logs fall just after you step

0 0

co oo

POWERBALL
(MD)
In the first play-

er league,

pause the
game. Press
[B], [B], [C], [B],

[B], [C]. You’ll

hear a bell.

Push down and
you can select

four teams nor-

mally not

revealed.

To enter the
Sound Test, go
into the League
Continue Mode
and select

China as your

team. Enter the

password
KWGEN and hit

Start.

0:50 0 0

H 0 0 0

0 0
****:;' ig—

on them, so be quick!

When you reach the moving log, jump

on it, then up on the long platform. Go left

to collect a shield. Keep going up, then

right. You’ll see an extra life. Go to the

platform above and drop down on it.

Continue up and left. There’s an arrow

monitor there. Go up. When you find a

moving log, jump on it. On the left (when

you jump off) there’s a box with rings in it.

Concealed it is a spring, so be careful. Just

keep going up.

Act 3: Go right. Drop into the water and

get an extra life. Just go up the vines until

you see Robotnik. Stay in the middle of the

screen until he drops down. Now jump on

him. Go back to the middle and avoid the

black ball. Repeat this procedure and he’s

dead as a squashed hedgehog!!

SPACE
HARRIER II

(MD)
Hold down [A]

on the title

screen and
you’ll discover

the Options
Select mode.
Press the D-but-

ton left or right

during STUNA
area screen to

select any
level.

TECHNO COP
(MD)
If you’re run-

ning low on
lives, just per-

form the follow-

ing trick when
you’re in any
building scene:
pause the
game and hit

[C] ten times,

[A] five times,

[B] twice and
[A] ten times.

The game will

say ‘Techno
Cop’ and when
you resume
play you’ll get

all your lives

back!

- THUNDER
FORCE II (MD)
Options Select:

press and hold

[A], [B], [C] at

the title screen
then Start. This

allows you to

select levels,

difficulty and
other options.

/ 4.- -

Well dear friends, I think that’s enough for
lki« mnnfk Pnn’l ennil tinii Inn ittiiphl lAThilthis month. Can't spoil you too much! While

ou lot trot off and cheat a bit, there’s time

* iij VL'Ai iMilHuTiFOl!*

varnish the rabbit hutch! Thanks to Felicity

Kendal for making this issue’s tips so

absolutely gorgeous! If you have a favourite

celeb you'd like to see park their bum on

the PITTST0P chair, drop me a line. Send

all your hints, tips, maps etc to: PITTSTOP,

SEGA FORCE, Case Mills, Ludlow,

Shropshire SY8 IJW. There are THREE £50

Sega Vouchers on offer next time for the

creme de la creme of tips. So get cheatin’,

1< v • mj-

"Oc

linilDBO!B
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Win! Win!

With...

and...

E
vil Professor Atombender has

hacked his way into the US nuclear defence

computers and programmed them to launch

an attack that could destroy the world. Special

Agent 4125— voted 1 992’s most daring operative

by the members of the Periodical Espionage

National Institute Society — is the man with the

mission stamped IMPOSSIBLE.

Supplied with the latest equipment for storing

and solving the vital codes (a handy pocket com-

puter, probably a 48-bit Game Gear), the fate of

the world rests with you, Special Agent 4125.

Get organised with a trendy

Psion Organiser

Those generous game-freaks at US Gold have

sorted us out with some fabulous prizes this

month. They couldn’t get their hands on a 48-bit

Game Gear, but we do have TWO Psion Personal

Organisers up for grabs. To win your own PSION
computer, follow these instructions carefully

—
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CODENAME: Psion Competition

Your mission

is as follows:

First, play

Impossible

Mission

Second,

answer all the

questions

below.

Third, print

your answers (and name and address) on a post-

card or the back of a sealed down envelope and

then eat it to destroy the evidence... no, on sec-

ond thoughts, before eating post it to IMPOSSI-

BLE MISSION COMPETITION, Sega Force,

Europress Impact, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8

1 JW. Entries to arrive before 19 March.

1 What is the Christian name of the evil professor

Atombender?

a) Melvin; b) Alvin; c) Elvin

2 What’s the name of James Bond’s special gad-

get inventor?

a) M; b) Q; c) P

3 Which famous scientist though the atom could

be split?

a) Louis Pasteur; b) Issac Newton; c) Einstein

4 Which famous scientist split the atom?

a) Oppenheimer; b) Wopperheimer;

c) Doppelganger

5 Which famous idiot spilt the atom?

a) Adrian Pitt; b) Paul Mellerick; c) Claire Morley



He floats like a bee

and stings like a

butterfly. Or

something. PAUL
MELLERICK
gets beaten up
by his Gear.

H
oping to tap the commercial potential of

pugilism (aka boxing), it’s inevitable a box-

ing sim’s brought onto the market every

few months, on some format or other. Now one’s

finally arrived for all you GG owners... but will it be

a knockout?

Heavyweight Champ takes the

usual boxing game format:

viewed from the side of

the ring, your boxer on

the left-hand side of

the canvas and your

opponent on the right.

There are few moves

available, only uppercuts,

jabs and bodyblows allowed. But

you can punch with either hand, button [1] for the

left, [2] for the right. This means you can put com-

binations together to floor your opponent

In addition, each fighter's capable of a super

punch. This is achieved by holding down both but-

tons until a gauge fills up then releasing them, a la

R-Type. This mega-punch will send your oppo-

nent flying across the ring.

If it’s all too much or to little for you, play at

slow or fast speed, which varies the speed of

punches and affects the round timer.

Your boxer’s rated in three areas, P for Power,

R for Reach and F for... ?? (answers on a post-

card to the usual address). You start with one

block of energy for each and win extra blocks for a

successful bout, allocating them as you see fit
—

bearing in mind the maximum rating is five.

When the fight starts you have a full power bar.

Each time you’re hit it decreases, and should it fall

too low, the screen switches to an inset picture of

you face down on the canvas with the referee

counting you out. Manic button-presses may bring

you round, if you’re lucky.

Okay to look a!

extremely irritating

to play

Flawed!
While okay to look at, Heavyweight Champ is

absolutely diabolical to play. Your fighter’s about

as hard as a soft-boiled egg, and your opponent

moves just as fast so you can’t

run to the other side of the

ring to get a breather.

Your punches are so

wimpy it takes ages to

win your first fight and

your special punch is

incredibly difficult to use.

After a hell of a lot of persis-

tence, I managed to beat a couple

of fighters, but then the levels just get impossible,

the fighter so powerful you’re down on the canvas

within three hits.

I can’t recommend this game to anyone, even

ardent boxing fans. Heavyweight Champ is

extremely irritating and highly unplayable. Please

avoid like the plague. PAUL
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Reviewed!

Will Fred strike lucky and knock the socks off Barney?

hi

fife We’re not saying
-4 ADRIAN PITT’S got

3' a scruffy haircut

and poor fashion sense

but he’s a dead ringer

for Fred Flintstone,

thus it’s he we bundled

off to Bedrock.

W ith cartoon graphics and jolly rendition

of the programme’s theme tune, The

Flintstones has the makings of a good

game. Unfortunately, it also has limited levels and

far from addictive gameplay, so this cart sure

doesn’t possess the ‘Wow Factor’.

There’s a nice opening sequence, Fred sliding

down the tail of a dinosaur, shouting ‘Yabba

dabba dool’ It’s a sampled cry, although not a par-

ticularly good one and cut off in its prime.

A spot of decorating
Level One can be raced through fairly quickly.

‘Sexy’ Wilma’s given Fred strict instructions to

paint the living room while she’s away. He grabs

hold of the paintbrush — a weird-looking green

reptile — visits the paint pot from time to time and

slams the emulsion on the wall. There’s a ladder

to help him reach those awkward high spots.

But his beloved daughter Pebbles has a fetish

for scrawling graffiti here, there and everywhere

and should be lovingly placed back in her playpen

every time she escapes. Her handy work must be

painted up pronto — after Fred’s recaptured the

paint brush, that is!

This level’s both boring and simplistic. Once
you’ve worked out Pebble’s movements and the

art of grabbing the brush and using the ladder,

you’ve got it made! There’s a time limit, indicated

by four egg timers, but it ain’t particularly tight.

Level Two: It’s just so easy! Bosom buddies

Fred and Barney are seen trundling to the

Bedrock Bowling Alley in Fred’s car, but the road’s

littered with boulders. If the car hits one,

a wheel falls off and Fred must

find a replacement, do a

refit and go on his way
before the bowling

alley closes.

Here the action’s

flip-screen. It’s possible

to wend your way down

the road, avoid all the boulders

and arrive at the alley with plenty of

time in hand. This level presents no challenge

whatsoever and is far too short...

It won’t bowl you over
Whereas the next round can be tediously long-

winded, if you’re not an expert bowler. The com-

puter controls Barney and it’s no surprise to find

he's incredibly good at knocking down those skit-

tles!

The idea’s to beat the pants off Mr Rubble

before advancing to the next level. Fred has four

rounds in which to do this, each consisting of

about ten matches.

Before the run up, decide the angle of spin and

speed at which the ball travels, then watch those

skittles fly (or remain standing, whatever the case

may be)!

Bowling takes a lot of practice; if you’re not

spot on with your rolls, Barney will beat you in a

trice. By the time I’d reached the fourth round,

rigor mortis had set in good and proper! But then

my bowling skills leave a lot to be desired...

Not one for teenagers!
The final level sees Freddy in hot pursuit of his

daughter. She’s escaped from her playpen and is

perched high on a girder above the new
building site! Flip-screen action

once again as Fred

bounces along girders

and scales ladders to

save his offspring.

Flying nuts and bolts

hinder Fred’s progress

and gusts of wind attempt

to blow him off the ropes. Can
he reach his darling before the sands of

time run dry? The graphics and animation are

superb here.

But then the same’s true throughout The

Flintstones: it looks great. The sprites are excel-

lent and ooze character — they actually look like

the Flintstones characters! But pretty graphics

can’t hide the poor, simplistic gameplay.

I feel Fred and his friends would be better suit-

ed to the younger end of the market. Ardent

gamesplayers would finish this in a few days, no

sweat. Action-packed it ain’t.

Looks great, but

better suited to the

younger market
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zgTX WIL-MAAAAHWW poor Fred

ever get any peace? Fans of the

TV programme (that includes

Ji^rL me) will know all about the

antics of Fred and his best

friend, Barney. If you play the game you’ll

NEVER know! Gameplay’s distinctly

childish and very easy— with only four

levels you won’t be playing for long. I got

to the final level after about four hours of

play and it won’t be long before I’ve

finished that! Although each level’s

completely different, the overall game
isn’t that enjoyable, but if you’re stuck for

a present for your five-year-old brother or

sister, it’s worth a buy. PAUL

Flintsfones, meet the Flintstones, they're the modern Stone Age family.

• PRODUCER: HMMPSftAfil
GO* • MD:

•MEMORY: 512IC
1 • PLAYERS:

PRICE: ImOO

• No real options, great intro screens

Time for a quick wheel change. Anyone seen

the jack?

• Close to the cartoon, nice animation

• Annoying theme tune, few spot FX

• Poor, some levels easier than others

• Only four levels; no real challenge

• Not a bad game. For younger
players only



Reviewed!
Surf, sea, sand

and s... Sega. PAUL
MELLERICK puts on

a fake tan (again), a pair of

Ray-Bans and boogies to the

beat of California.

petitors. Obviously, this isn’t simultaneous (even

the Mega Drive’s not that good) but should be

enough if you want to play with a group of friends

(the seating arrangements could prove quite a

headache, though!).

I chose to dive into the action and compete in all

the events. What a mistake! Practice is everything

in this game.

Some events are easier than others; my per-

sonal fave’s BMX riding, easy to control and

sometimes spectacular. The bummer is the half-

pipe, very tricky to control and unresponsive, but

to each his own — some may like the trickier ones

and vice versa.

No self-control!

Graphics-wise, I’ve no complaints: very pretty back-

drops and reasonable animation on the sprites
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W ay back in 1987, the dim and distant

past of computer entertainment, a

company called Epyx produced what

was to become one of the most widely converted

games ever.

Launched on the C64, it was the latest in their

highly successful Games series,

multi-event sport products

which deviated from the

usual joystick wagglers

in favour of subtle con-

trol and execution. A
smash hit on all home
computer formats and

brilliantly converted to the

Atari Lynx, now all you Sega

addicts can pose in the sun. California Game's

five events are suitably irreverent and, dare I say it,

A good idea which
could’ve been so

much better

rad: surfing, rollerskating, BMX riding, half-pipe

skateboarding and foot bag. The control system’s

different for each one but none are too complicated.

After loading up you’re presented with a flashy

American screen, which leads to the comprehen-

sive and easy to use options. You can practice

any event, compete in all, some or

just one event.

Certain event parame-

ters can be adjusted.

Gravity strength can be

reduced to that of the

moon, making footbag a

more serene pastime,

and the surf calmed so

unwanted dips are minimalised in

’boarding. A great feature is the multi-player

option, which allows up to nine (yes, nine) com-
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• PLAYERS:
• PRICE: mOG
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PRiSENmrioi^
4 L. • Graphics, sound and control all neal© 4
JmL • Pretty American landscapes© SONICS
A • Tuneful ditties play in the background

tP PLAYABILITY
• Some events are fun, others are a pain

tjp INSTABILITY
• Incentive to beat your top scores

/ni Great if you miss sport sims,

f W others should maybe give it a miss

make it a very attractive game. Sound’s also good,

pleasant California-esque tunes happily playing in

the background.

One disappointment is the lack of event league

tables. If you play against a group of people, you

can only tell who won which event and afterwards

there are no overall rankings.

Anybody who’s bought their Mega Drive by

selling a computer may well be missing this type

of game, but while California Games has high

quality graphics and sound, some controls are

awkward and practice only overcomes a few diffi-

culties.

With only five events I can’t honestly say you’ll

be playing this in three or four months time. Very

professionally programmed and executed only to

be let down by some dodgy gameplay.

PAUL

Oops! Who the ****
left this sand lying next to the What was that al

beach?!

's law of gravity?

‘Fantastic! I’ll be flown over to

Bev Hills to do some
research!’ I thought. This

plan was foiled (what a

shocker) and I ended up
doing this comment ’cos Paul fancied

himself as a surfer dude. It seems I had a

lucky escape— there must be more to

beach bumming than this! I wasn’t the

only staff writer who found the surfing a

complete mystery, but perhaps that’s

because I don’t cut my own hair and wear
tie-dyed clothes. Footbag can hardly be
called visually exciting and the same can
be said for half-pipe skateboarding. BMX
and rollerskating are entertaining but the

basic gameplay is remarkably similar. All

in all, a good idea which could’ve been so
much better in execution. CLAIRE

G3EM3EMHL
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Advance
Play!

Ha ha! You won't beat me!

Going up! Going down!

Mutated and
powered-up,

PAUL
MELLERICK seems
little different from

‘normal’ but still the

perfect contender for

this monstrous beat-

’em-up.

they heard of Actizol?)!

The manual details 17

beasts which you have to

defeat to become champion

and bring peace and harmony

to your world. The action takes

place in a type of boxing ring,

surrounded by life-sapping

force fields rather than ropes.

W hen this cart landed on my desk, one

thought entered my mind: ‘Oh God!

Another bloody beat-’em-up!’ It seems

your typical Japanese games player is either

extremely thick or likes their gratuitous video vio-

lence as much as sushi.

The scenario’s explained

in comic-book style and is

the usual ‘save the

world from the evil

domineering crea-

tures’ sort of thing (ho-

hum). Surprise surprise,

you control a beast who
has various moves and abilities

at his disposal. The most powerful of these

is the tail-whip, but a special power comes into

being after a while to spice things up a little —
you can blow a stream of killer breath (haven’t

Killer tomatoes!
I decided I’d give Beast

Warriors the benefit of the

doubt; ‘Maybe the Japs have

come up with a brilliantly simple control method',

‘This could have outstanding graph-

ics and animation’, The
sound might be amazing’

etc.

Before you get your

hopes up, let me tell

you it’s CRAP with a

capital C! Your ‘mighty

beast’ (pah!) moves with all

the speed of an 85-year-old and

is about as powerful as a killer tomato.

The computer opponents aren’t tough to start

with but because you can barely control your

beast you’re soon defeated. A familiar situation is

being thrown about the ring, powerless to stop

yourself. When you’re caught there’s no way to

escape so you normally get catapulted into the

force field.

The sprites are detailed and varied but anima-

tion’s limited and backdrops are nothing special.

What little sound there is is very ordinary.

There is only one comment I can make about

this game: STAY AWAY — SEGA FORCE
BOREDOM WARNING. PAUL

When you’ie

caught there’s no

way to escape

Help! Let me outta this crap game!
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Advance

It toughs mean
andd by ghoulies i

spine-chilling!

it s

Some people

lit would sayW that, without

her make-up,

CLAIRE MORLEY looks

like one of the undead.

Rut the SEGA FORCE
team don’t think that...

Or do we...?

A ren't undeadlines what our good publisher

keeps harping on about? Perhaps not:

you’ll find every type of horrid, slimy

undead creature imaginable in this vertically

scrolling shoot-'em-up.

Along similar lines as Mercs, this game
shows a spark of inventiveness

in a game genre dominated

by modern warfare. This

spooky horror is

cleaved into six deadly

levels, each with its

own brand of mega-

ghosts and supernatural

creatures. Choose your stage

from the Forest, Cemetery, Ruins,

Rock, Cave and Drain levels.

Your sprite comes equipped with a single

stream of deadly daggers to hurl at the psycho-

pathic fauna. Three spikey, swinging shields are

at your disposal each level, killing everything in
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range, smart-bomb style.

At the end of each level there’s a fiendish

mega-baddy. On the Rock stage, for example,

there’s a graphically superb fire monster. You
need some huge power-ups and super weapons
to stand a chance here.

When the blue blocks at the bottom of the

screen have been reduced to yellow, it’s Game
Over, but there are continues available, indicated

by red dots.

Wild weapons and potent

power-ups

Undeadline’s tough, it’s mean, and by ghoulies it’s

spine-chilling! Thank goodness there are plenty of

mega-weapons and extra power to be found in

wooden boxes.

Upgrade to double daggers, smart bubble, fire-

ball, axe blade, boomerang and the option of a

helpful little ghost friend. Grab three of the same
type of weaponry and firepower’s tripled (logical).

Directly following a weapons box is a power
box (usually); shoot at the potion bottles to select

your power. You could choose an increased fire

rate, extra life, invulnerability, a defence

bubble, or wipe-out all undead in

sight. And there’s plenty of

undead to keep you

occupied! It’s tough

shooting action} even

on the easiest level.

Undeadline’s blessed

with some clear graphics

and a good range of sound

effects. The only real gripe is that

you’re sent back to the start of the level when you

die, which can be a little tedious, to say the least.

Despite this, if you have a taste for the

demented underworld, Undeadline is a cart to

watch out for. CLAIRE

THE SF ROUGH GUIDE
TO UNDEADLINE

FOREST LEVEL: Don’t picnic in this forest

— there aren’t cute little bunnies here!

Swooping down on our poor sprite are giant

dragonflies, Dougal-like caterpillars, fire-

spitting turnips and mushrooms that grow
legs and spew poison spores! Ugh!

CEMETERY LEVEL: Try not to blast away
the gravestones in the cemetery, because

you don’t want to wake the dead! Spooky
bats and cloaked skeletons throwing giant

toenail clippings are just some of the horrors

you encounter.

RUIN LEVEL: Visit the spooky ruins,

inhabited by spectres, fire-spitting skulls and

strange insane beings. The ruins are eerie,

with evidence of a bloody massacre in the

dining room.

ROCK LEVEL: Volcanic lava bubbles and

spits all around, unclothed crazed beings hurl

stones, and giant dragonflies swarm
overhead!

CAVE LEVEL: The menacing caverns are full

of gruesome horrors. Green ghouls, falling

stalactites and killer bats are just a few of the

nasties down here.

DRAIN LEVEL: The Drain is a particularly

tricky stage: die here and you’re washed
down the sewer. Waist high in bilge water,

watch closely for the submerged reptiles—
they don’t give up. Laughing pink blobs of

jelly and toxic waste bubbles are difficult to

negotiate without extra firepower. Archers

wait for their chance, when you eventually

get out of the drain, so don’t drop your guard.



The Drain will find you waist high in bilge water. Beware of hungry underwater reptiles
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Here there be

dragons! Or

should that be

demons? Perhaps
PAUL MELLERICK
doesn't remember this

classic coin-op as well

as he thought.

W alk into any arcade these days

and the first thing to catch your eye are

the big cabinets with fancy

hydraulic systems. Not just a

gimmick to attract cus-

tomers (honest!), they

also give a new dimen-

sion to gameplay.

This all started

back in the mid-’80s

with Space Harrier from

Sega (who else?), who’ve since

become the most innovative arcade

coin-op manufacturers. Believe it or not, you can

now play Space Harrier on your humble Game
Gear!

The most amazing thing about the arcade origi-
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Close to the

original, the action

never lets up

nal was the fast scrolling and ‘shoot, shoot, then

shoot some more’ gameplay. The idea’s no more
original than any other shoot-’em-up but the

angle’s a new one: you run and fly straight ahead
on a continuously scrolling play area while crea-

tures of all descriptions fly at you. Armed only with

a light phaser gun, you must kill EVERYTHING.

Superlative shoot-’em-up
There are 1 2 stages, each with a BIG end-of-level

guardian to kill. Levels four and eight are bonus

stages, where you’re picked up and must ride

the guardian, collecting items on the way. Stage

1 2 puts you up against all the end-of-level bad-

dies you’ve just fought (tough, eh?!).

I held severe doubts whether the Game Gear

could handle a game like Space Harrier. I was
wrong: GG Harrier is amazingly close to the origi-

nal. The graphics look like they’re from a

Mega Drive and the scrolling’s

the speediest and

smoothest ever seen.

The creatures are

colourful and move fast

even when there are

many objects onscreen.

But gameplay’s where a

game lives or dies and this is

GREAT, loads of tough, fast shooting —
the action never lets up. Anyone who lacks blast-

ing action for their Game Gear should buy this

straight away. In fact, so should everyone else!

PAUL

4

The arcade game called for super-fast,

smooth scrolling — and that's exactly

what this Game Gear version delivers!

• PRODUCER: EGA
• MD: TBA • MS* OUT NOW

• MEMORY: 128K
• PLAYERS: 1

PRICE: £24.99

.PRESENTATION
• No options, handy passwords

I

M

• Colourful and fast 3D scrolling

J SONICS
,jgt • Cute tunes that don’t fit the gameQ PLAYABILITY
Abl • Blasting actionm INSTABILITY

• Passwords kill the boredom

• Great action, great

conversion, great game



I q I’m hooked, trapped by the thrill of Gutter Talk, razzled

|
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/— — I by the the reviews, hoodwinked by Guter Snipe and

[ “ j seen all of Anthony Stevens (of Southend-on-Sea)’s— ~~~ ' drawings. So rush me my FREE personal stereo* and

start off my 12-issue subscription as fast as you can!
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Missing out 6n those hi-fi stereo sounds? Well you
needn't care with this SEGA FORCE Subscription
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Reviei

Who is Shadow
Dancer? What is the

secret of Shinobi?

CLAIRE MORLEY slips

on white stilettoes, has
a boogie and
trips over the

answers.

/|j^ Let’s start with something
amazing: Claire and I AGREE on

Xi 1 this 9ame - 1 find the Shinobi style

of game very boring— the

action’s repetitive and doesn’t set the

adrenalin flowing. True to tradition,

Shadow Dancer's just as unexciting.

While the graphics are passable,

gameplay’s a complete washout. Pixel-

perfection is needed simply to jump over
a small fire and control of Takashi’s a
problem at the best of times. Your usual

jaunt of shuriken and slashing action;

anyone who owns the original MS Shinobi
should stick with what they’ve got. PAUL

T
he legendary Shinobi will soon be able to

draw his pension. Starting life many moons
ago in arcades all around the world, Shinobi

captured the imagination of many gamesters as it

was converted from format to format.

There are now four episodes in the continuing

saga, Shadow Dancer being the third, and like the

original, this is a coin-op conversion.

In the mid-’90s, the space race is in full flow,

shuttles launched almost every day. The govern-

ment are secretly developing remote control mis-

siles and terrorists known as ‘Asian Dawn’ have

learnt of their plans. They plot to hijack the shuttle,

sabotage the experiments then use the weapons
to hold the Earth hostage.

It sounds like a Die Hard scenario, and the

comparison isn't that far off the mark— part of the

action takes place in an airport.

Now that’s magic!
Takashi is the one-man army ninja do-gooder who
takes on the whole Asian Dawn. Aided by his

trusty hound, he fights with his sabre and throwing

stars to foil the Dawnies’ plot. Takashi battles

through four stages, set in an airport, freight train,

sewer and a launch area to reach the space shut-

tle before the terrorists.

Sounds a bit one-sided, doesn’t it? Don’t you
worry your little selves, ’cause our Takashi has a
few tricks up his kimono sleeves. He can call on
his faithful killer mutt three times during a stage,

and in a desperate situation can use an ancient

form of ninja magic.

Takashi can cast three types of

spells — Fire Dog (fire magic),

Tatsumaki (tornado) and

Butsuzo (Buddha) —
depending on how
many lives remain. He
begins each stage with

one type of magic and

one spell. As he’s hit in

battle, the type of magic

changes and the number of times the

spell can be cast increases. Unfortunately,

Ninjitsu magic can’t be used on the boss enemies!

The original ninja
As Takashi destroys enemies, time bombs
appear. Move Takashi over the bomb symbol to

defuse it and receive a thousand-point bonus.

Picking up a fifth bomb increases the throwing

Avid Shinobi fans

will be chuffed with

this offering

rate of throwing stars.

After the first, second and third stages, he can
try for an extra life. Ninjas attack en masse and if

he wipes them all out, the life’s his.

The Shinobi concept is the original ninja shoot-

’em-up and that alone will probably sell Shadow
Dancer, although it deserves little success.

On the upside, there’s great detail

on the main sprite and quality

animation. However, the

downside is the back-

drops and gameplay
suffer as a result.

Particularly frustrat-

ing is the need for pre-

cision timing and control

— there are no second
chances — and to find yourself back at

the start of the game after being hit by one lousy

bullet can be soul-destroying. Not a simple

game to control, all the options must be learnt

and used to play Shadow Dancer to its max
potential.

Avid Shinobi fans will no doubt be chuffed

with this latest offering for the Master System,

but frankly I’m not impressed. CLAIRE

i
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Your route through the airport's shown in green — so much for a

secret mission! Looks easy-peasy, doesn't it?

Boarding at gate 16...

• Great sprite, paid for in other areas

$

Boss Pou
Here's the killer hound, Bonzo (or something)

• No breakthroughs in MS
gaming technology here

• PRODUCER;: Ifeft

• GG: M/& • MD: ,

• MEMORY:
• PLAYERS:

Beware of split-level attack from Asian Dawn
terrorists. Dispose of the top-level Dawnies and

defuse a bomb to collect extra points

Here's the killer hound, Bonzo (or

something)

sis
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master:

The fate of the galaxy

hangs in the balance!

CLAIRE ‘beat-’em-up’

MORLEY has a choccy

bar and a skirmish

with some
brainwashed

mutants. SiNR

T
his cleverly named beat-’em-up has no sur-

prises up its sleeve. The game’s producers,

Treco, have done little to find an original

angle for the predictable pick-and-mix combat
gameplay. It’s even more disappointing than pre-

vious games like Slaughter Sport and Beast

Warriors. Perhaps the whole fighting game con-

cept is suffering from acute overkill. Hmm...
There’s always at least one power-crazed loon

in this type of game, and in Fighting Masters it’s

Lord Valgasu who’s brainwashed all but one of

the 12 rulers of the galaxy into following his evil

plans. You, the only master with his marbles, must

defeat all the others and save the galaxy. May jus-

tice be with you...

Options include difficulty level, number of con-

tinues and a sound test. Choose one-player mode
and compete against 1 1 computer warriors or fight

a friend in a three-round bout.

The fighters are beamed down onto various

locations, a lunar landscape, a classical setting or

a prehistoric location with trees, vines and a lake.

There’s nothing special about the quality of the

graphics and one can only assume the program-

mers have saved all the memory for sprite anima-

tion... wrong!

Let’s hear it for Larry!
Representing good old Earth is a macho dude,

Larry, and cor, what a hero! Press [B] to kick and

[C] to jump. If you press up while grappling with

your opponent, the wrestling duo leap 20 feet in

the air then Larry slams the baddy on the ground,

head first.

Larry’s adversaries aren’t as visually impres-

sive as one might expect. Admittedly they’re

colourful, but animation is limited and jerky.

The control system's nothing to write home
about, either. I persevered with the controls, hop-

ing I’d master the fighting technique, but even

after several games I still felt I was winning or los-

ing by sheer luck— or lack of it.

The two-player mode’s far more entertaining

than wading through 1 1 computer-controlled

opponents — it’s much more fun to attack a friend

or workmate than the boring old Mega Drive! But

overall, there’s nothing that makes Fighting

Masters stand out from others of this genre.

CLAIRE

Advance

THE SHORT SF GUIDE TO
ALIENS

MORIN Besides Lai, the only remotely human
fighter. Morin fights with batons but don’t let her

looks deceive you — she can be lethal, espe-

cially if she crouches and swipes.

ELEPHRA A native of the planet Mega, this

dumbo thinks nothing of smacking his opponent

with his trunk.

GOLDROCK A walking gold nugget from

Raitan! His reach is short and it’s difficult for him

to jump high. Melt him down!

TOMAHAWK Where else would you expect a

hawk to originate from than Birdy! Tomahawk

can pick up his enemies and fling them against

walls from a great height.

ZRYGUNTE The silliest alien by far. Ludicrous

name, daft home planet (Sushi) and looks

remarkably like a mutant lobster.

MEDUSA No snakes in the hair for this great

blue jellyfish, who can transform into a globule.

DRASON An unremarkable dragon-like abomi-

nation from Rulgus.

DIO Crappy old heavy metal band, aren’t they?

But this triffid lookalike is definitely no weed (ho

ho).

EYESIGHT The planet Cyprus’s inhabitants

have remarkably long arms, apparently.

Eyesight uses them to his advantage during

both long- and short-range fisticuffs.

Fighting Masters 004, Zrygunte Vs Medusa
Take that, you blithering jellyfish!'
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Challenged!
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PROVl
BY MA

U'RE THE BEST
US THE BEST!

Challenges SEGA FORCE readers

to a Super Kick-Oil national

play-oil, the winner to go into i
a mega light against the W
best other Sega mags can %
throw at us — hah! B

T
here's a host of prizes for the

participants, something even better for

the runners-up and at least a Mega-CD

for the outright national winner.

But of course it ain’t that easy. For starters

you’d better get practising US Gold’s fab footy

game Super Kick-Off

—

in whichever format

you have, or prefer.

And while you're doing that, you can fill out

the form below to enter the first stage. Here's

how it goes...

1

)

You send us your best scores on the

toughest games around— any game, doesn’t

matter, so long’s it’s a hard un (and Sega, of

course). And there’s no point in cheating, coz

you”ll get found out. Because...

2)

We then whisk the ten best scorers off to

US Gold’s grotty gaming alley— sorry, that

should read Grotto of Gaming' — in deepest

Birmingham on a date we’ll let you know.

There you play off against each other so that...

3)

Some time in April the SEGA FORCE winner

gets whisked off somewhere even fabber than

Birmingham (probably) to play the winners of

other magazines. Easy!

j

YES! I want to get in on the act and enter for the US GOLD national Super Kick-Off Challenge,

’coz I think I’m the best games player around, and I'd like to kick the bejeezus out of a few

|

other magazine readers— even better if they’re from some illiterate other Sega mag!

My five best scores are:

1 Game

2 Game

3 Game,

4 Game Score/Time Machine MD/MS/GG

5 Game Score/Time Machine MD/MS/GG

The ten best scorers, chosen by the SEGA FORCE team, wil be notified by post as soon as

possible. Get entries in by 15 March to US GOLD SUPER KICK-OFF, SEGA FORCE, Europress

Impact, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1 JW.

, Score/Time Machine MD/MS/GG

, Score/Time Machine MD/MS/GG



Reviewed!

ADRIAN PITT
loves it, Paul s

not so keen —
strange, ’coz

Paul would
make much the

better King Kong
— what with

those long arms...

T
op-notch animation, superb parallax

scrolling, large colourful sprites, a plethora

of jolly tunes and oodles of helpful options.

That’s Toki'm a peanutshell!

It’s not original in the platform genre, though,

apart from the main character— it’s not every day
a flame-spitting gorilla appears on the Mega
Drive! And this one’s not into monkey business —
he’s a man... er, an ape with a mission.

In an animated opening the handsome hero is

whispering sweet nothings to his girlfriend — no
bestiality intended here— the guy’s still complete-

ly human and enjoying completely human
thoughts, no doubt— when, in the blink of an eye,

a huge spaceship appears on the horizon! A hand
sweeps the terrified maiden off her feet and
whisks her aboard the alien craft.

What? No PG Tips?!
If that wasn't enough, a crusty old wizard materi-

alises and changes the grief-stricken dude into a
big hairy primate and vanishes without a word of

explanation!

So there’s nothing for it but to take control of

the gangling gorilla and journey through nine per-

ilous stages of three acts each, searching for your
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babe and the vital spell to restore your former

hunkiness!

If this all sounds too much, the option screen

allows the difficulty level to be changed and
the number of lives and continues

to be increased (up to nine

and seven respectively)

There’s an extended-

play feature and sound

test thrown in for good

measure.

Each level’s a horizon

tal or vertical scrolling affair.

Level one’s set in the darkest depths

of the Shropshire countryside (well, almost!). Later

stages include underground caverns with water-

falls a-plenty, a quick dip in the ocean avoiding

turtles and prickly piranhas, and a manic slide

through ice world— plenty of Wacko Jacko moon-
walking here!

Each stage has a ten-minute time limit, so Toki

be nimble, Toki be quick!

Toki’s well animated, leaping and ducking like

a good un’ and spurting fireballs like there’s no

tomorrow. Backgrounds are all a bit drab and
gloomy, although parallax scrolling makes up for

Not the most
challenging game but

certainly addictive

this. And against them the big and colourful bad-

dies stand out very well. Most are killed with one
blast, depending on your state and weapons, oth-

ers need a good roasting before they die.

Collecting fresh fruit keeps

you fit and healthy. A rea-

sonable range of

weapons give the usual

array of special fea-

tures: limited invincibil-

ity, three-way fire, super

flamebreath and so on.

With the maximum number
of lives and continues, it’s possible to

get quite far on first attempt. The most noticeable

thing is how samey all the levels are. Plenty of

platforms, crumbling blocks, moving ledges and
vines to climb.

Chimp’s challenge?
Similar monsters crop up time and again, although

the end-of-level bleeders are all very different.

They have humorous names and personalities to

match.

Watch out for Belcher! He’s a big red rotter

who spews the letters B-U-R-P out his gob! Bad



.

- piwsawa*

The baddies are

big and colourful,

and most with

revolting habits.

Plenty of continues, to save your kidnapped girl

Frogs are out— this

hero gets turned into

a hairy ape, a real

all-dancing, swinging

• PRODUCER: SEGA
• GO: VA# MS: 4/

A

•MEMORY: 1024K^ • PLAYERS: 1-2

m^m * price:

I

PRESENTATION
• toads of options, opener and demo

• Good sprites, samey backdrops

SONICS
• Numerous in-game tunes, great FX

PLAYABILITY
• Easy but a touch repetitive

INSTABILITY
• Plenty of stages but no new challenges

• A good playable romp but not

for hardened games players.

habits are catching, because Eyesore and

Boomer are just as wicked!

Jolly tunes throughout and some great spot FX

make up a good sound package. There are nice

touches throughout, like a picture of the alien-

abducted and depressed damsel which pops up

from time to time to whimper, ‘Save me! Save

me!’. Warms the cockles of me heart!

I enjoyed Toki immensely. Not the most chal-

lenging game I’ve played, but certainly addictive

and easy to get into; a game you’ll come back to

time and time again. ADE
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While Ade thought this was nice, I

found it the complete opposite (that’s

the kinda guy I ami). Don’t get me
wrong, Tokls a cute, platform

romp with reasonable sound and graphics,

but in the playability stakes it just falls flat.

There’s no variety, you just wander around

and collect power-ups. This type of game has

been seen many times before and I reckon

only newcomers to video games should give

Toki a spin. PAUL
Many backdrops are gloomy looking, though this

one's bright enough. Toki can swim well, but the

denizens of the deep aren't friendly.



Reviewed!
attack. The US counter-retaliates, resulting in

almost total annihilation of Earth.

The remaining countries (and bits of countries)

get together to bring peace and harmony to the

world. These are the Russo-American Mercantile

(RAM), the Euro-Bloc faction and the Indo-Asian

Consortium.

Eventually these three joined together to form
the System States Alliance, while still keeping

their own identities.

A planet each
Decades passed, mankind developed, nuclear

fusion became possible and power was no longer

a problem. These leaps in technology made
space travel just like popping down to the corner

shop. Planets got colonised, which saw the end of

the System States Alliance because each mem-
ber faction wanted a planet of its own.

RAM got Mars, the Euro-Bloc got Luna (Moon)
and the Indo-Asian Consortium got Venus (this

guff was written before anyone knew you could fry

a dozen eggs on a Venusian pavement in two
nano seconds flat).

Along with fusion, other technologies flourished

including genetic engineering, which helped cre-

ate a series of mutated creatures capable of living

in certain environments. They soon became com-
monplace and were known as Gennies.

With the possibilities of living on other planets,

RAM rebelled against Earth, Venus signed a non-

agression pact with Mars and war broke out. It

lasted ten years.

Throwing the gauntlet
Cut off from the others, Earth reverted to bar-

barism, with RAM dominating what was left of the

old Earth.

in the 25th Century:

Buck Rogers gets

blasted from the

25th century onto

the Mega Drive by

Beedee, Beedee,

Beedee. PAUL ‘Twiki’

MELLERICK.

P
oor old Buck, lost in space for nearly 500
years, he wakes up to find a heckuvalot of

history has passed, and he has to catch up
(imagine all them History classes). Well, so that

you can join in here is the complete Earth history

from the year 1995 to the present day (2456).

In 1995 the Soviets launch the Masterlink

weapons platform (all this guff was written before

do

the Iron Curtain got folded up and packed away in

the loft in case it was ever needed again). The
USA’s understandably a bit worried, so what do
they do, talk to the Soviets? No, they just blow the

platform up.

Who do they get to

this? Why Mr Anthony

‘Buck’ Rogers of

course. Unfortunately

Buck’s ship is badly

damaged and he gets

frozen in a state of sus^

pended animation when the

ship’s cryogenics system goes
flamboozle.

In retaliation for destroying their weapons plat-

form the Soviets launch a nuclear ballistic missile

A tough RPG — a

good job in converting

the original

In 2310 refugees from Earth colonised Mercury

to get away from the tyranny of RAM, which ruled

Earth with an iron hand, using Terrine combat
gennies to enforce their policies. This caused

people to strike back and the New
Earth Organization was

formed (NEO).

And then, in a strange

|

twist of fate, the guy
I who started this mess

in the first place turned

up. Buck’s ship reap-

peared in Earth pace and the

frozen fella was brought back to life.

With his wits returned, Buck joins NEO to fight

against RAM. His first great idea is to attack

gauntlet, RAM’s orbital weapons system — if you
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remember, Buck is pretty good at destroying

weapons systems — which controls all traffic to

and from Earth.

The surprise attack works and gauntlet is

destroyed. Simund Holzerhien, head of RAM,

decides to withdraw from Earth. But Buck’s victory

seems easy... too easy.

And it is! Now a different kind of threat hangs

over the NEO. RAM has developed the

Doomsday device which harnesses the sun’s

power to create a massive energy bolt capable of

destroying the Earth.

As Buck you start your search in Chicagorg

with your band of followers, travelling from Earth

to the other colonies, searching for the Doomsday

weapon in order to destroy it.

Buck off

Not being a great fan of rpgs I was intrigued by

the title. As you can judge from the above, the

scenario’s highly detailed and this adds atmo-

sphere to the proceedings. And Buck’s a familiar

character, which also makes the game more fun.

To get Buck off, the first thing to do is to create

your team of six (including yourself) and this sec-

tion is really in-depth. Each character has several

attributes which you should decide between,

including career, race, strength, dexterity, use of

special weapons and sex (yes please).

Between the different races — human, tinker

and desert runner —some have specialised skills

that restrict their use. For instance a medic is

invaluable if you intend playing a violent action

game (hard not to...), but medics can only be

drawn from the human and tinker races. Similarly

warriors may only come from humans and desert

runners, the same for rocket jocks. Rogues, useful

for their cunning and wit, are, typically, only

human!

But to get going quickly, these choices can be

avoided by opting for EA’s prepared team.

Meat terrine

The adventure starts as you’re waiting to be

debriefed in Chicagorg spaceport. It's really a

computer-controlled opener of Earth being attack

by RAM. Terrines invade the Spaceport and

everybody, except Buck, flees.

You now control, a character on screen (it’s

actually all six of your group, but you move as

one). You must search around and find the exit to

enable you to leave the spaceport. But Terrines

are all over the place and attack without warning.

As in most rpgs the combat system’s depen-

dent on how many characters you have who is

operative. Also depending on what characteristics

you set early, some have leadership qualities and

some take control in battle. During battles the

scene zooms in so you can see individuals fight-

ing.

Eventually — if you make it to a ship — the

scene changes and you encounter other space-

ships which attack. Each character can do

various things when fighting enemy ships ^
and you must decide who does what.

Choosing right

In combat the program generates a ran- WL
dom initiative figure for each charac-

ter, modified by dexterity bonuses

or penalties and other random fac-

tors such as surprise. This '"'V
.

determines how quickly

a character reacts in

Checking out your

team's post-battle

status (below) and

regaining strength.

Right: examine each

team member and

decide what objects

to use and which

weapons to fire.

You've been thrust headfirst into a raging

battle — and that's just the opening screen!

The Terrines (below) are the enemy, if you

defeat them make sure you keep your team

sweet by sharing out any loot (right).

Ready View other

armour characters
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Terrines attack without warning,

even on their own (above). Left:

another team member. Mastering

who's who, what's what and how
to do it takes time. EA provide a

136-page manual, but fortunately

you don't have to read the lot—
it's in English, French, German
and Spanish

•GG: N/A • MSLn/A
•MEMORY: 1024K
• PLAYERS: 1

PRICE: £49.99

PRESENTATION
• Really in-depth characterisation

>// VISUALS
• Clear, informative rather than great

'It SONICS
• SifgMydisrnsi...

You can view specific strengths of each character

(above) and the chosen attributes are shown like

medals (below) on their breasts — ouch!

• Lnnn term forfigrcTened RFG-crr.

^STABILITY \• Very fcrjch. wilt hr- rffniculf. fo

• May well daunt novices but
delight old RPG hands.

Combat ability is defined by a character’s

THAC0 damage (To Hit Armour Class 0) and his

AC (armour class). These factors are given as
percentages and AC values from which any out-

come can be calculated.

The graphics are viewed in a 3D perspective

tv screen and show a limited amount of informa-

tion, so searching is vital. A little graphic screen in

the top right-hand corner shows the action hap-

pening, and various other menus can be called up
to change the weapons you’re holding, etc.

As usual with rpgs, for the initiated it’s all

straightforward enough, bewildering for the

novice. But with the Japanese love for roleplaying

games, Sega should provide a wealth of up and
coming fun.

Electronic Arts have done a good job of con-

verting the original, and powerful, SSI Countdown
to Doomsday, though its gameplay holds nothing

new. Judging by the look of some Mega-CD
games on their way, the graphics here are compe-
tent rather than startling, and some of the figure

drawing fails to match levels with what the Mega
Drive can achieve.

Certainly the graphics are unlikely to excite a
hardened arcade player, but the real difference is

in the game detail — you really feel that you can
choose how good your people are and experi-

enced roleplayers should find it enthralling and
compulsive. If you’re looking for an introduction to

rpgs make sure you have a friend along who
knows them — otherwise read Pittstop! PAUL

— __

What a great scenario. It

doesn’t get much more

IBs S^Ew serious than this— power-

1R. IUp crazed nutters in control of

a doomsday device

threatening the very existence of Earth.

Having enjoyed several rpgs I was interested

in the vast amount of literature thought

necessary to tell the game’s history.

In selecting your six strong crew there’s

loads of skill and personality combinations to

select for each member. I had the whole

Sega Force crew in my team and Paul

seemed best represented by a non-humanoid

medic! However, despite the lengthy but

promising preparation I found the actual

game rather ordinary, as in the first stage I

was under constant attack from Terrines.

They’re not difficult to beat, but tactics are

slow and boring.

Some pretty graphics and detailed

character selection indicated a superb rpg

with great imagination and depth, but instead

I found there was nothing radical about it that

might attract the less RPG-hardy. Strictly for

dedicated fans of Buck Rogers and rpgs.

CLAIRE

441 I .: S
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Imagine a completefantasy worldwith powerfulgods andstrange

magic. “Dream ofcities withguiCds and temples, ofa vast wilderness,

popuCatedwith animals and Beasts, ofdarlfdungeons, home to the deadliest monsters of aCC,

guarding the richest treasures.

Imagine no more! Select your party ofadventurersfrom the sixteen different character types. “Take,

up your spellBooks andswords and travelwith us to the worldof %hame.

Seek;yourfortune in the zvilderness, e?(plore the depths of the earth,

scekemployment in the towns and cities, research new spells and

magic, seeffavour with thegods through prayer andgreat deeds, do

Battle against the creatures ofdarkness and other players. (These are

|

just afew of the options available to you. QJl'EST is a computer

moderatedgame played through the post. It has Been programmedon a

truly epic scale with 1000 playerpositions in eachgame, numerous

monsters andspells to discover, 40,000 wilderness locations andhundreds

dungeons. Thegame isfully supported By our team ofprofessionalgames masters andprogrammers

TO TUfD OUT “MOTyE, TO“T.fOU“Jk“f“RT.“E I9fff0‘K2dATl09fjP?lC‘K

mfu stturt, “Wtute tfoiTTo

%JC CjTTl'ES, Dept. Sfl, ftREDDOST TUOfjfTO^, CLDVLLTTfS,

LTdffS, fT5 3“B‘]f Tel: (0253) 866345 fa\: (0253) 869960

KC's COMPUTERS & Console Magic

AMERICAN FAMICOM
US Famicom Scart and

Super Mario TV
£209.95

Actrizer 44.95
D- Force 39.95
Final Fantasy II 44.95
Final Fight 39.95
Ghouls Ghosts 42.95
Hole in One Golf 42.95
Home Alone 42.95
John Maddens 44.95
Lagoon 44.95
Pilot Wings 39.95
Sim City 42.95
Super Tennis 44.95
Super Off Road 38.95
U.N Squadron 39.95
Y's III 44.95
Call for new arrivals

Convertor for US to JPN carts,

only 24.95

Famicom Pal 2 pads and
powersi^pjoly

Famicom Scart 2 pads and
power supply
£169.95

Adventure Island 44.95
3D Form Soccer 42.95
Thunder Pro 42.95

SELECTED JAP CARTS FROM
£20 EACH, CALL FOR LIST

GAME BOY
Gameboy no game 54.95
Gameboy 1 game our choice,

free holder 69.95
1 Game your choice 74.95
Adams Family 19.00
Attack Killer Toms 19.00

Blades of Steel 24.00
Battle Toads 19.00

Bill Elliot NAS Car 19.00

Choplifter II 24.00
Ceasars Palace 24.00
Castlevania II 24.00
Double Dragon II 19.00
Elevator Action 19.00

Fortified Zone 19.00
Gremlins II 19.00
Home Alone 19.00
Marble Madness 19.00
Ninja Gaiden 24.00
Navy Seals 19.00
Prince of Persia 24.00
Roger Rabbit 19.00
Robocop II 19.00
Simpsons 24.00
Turrican 19.00
Turtles II 24.00
Light Boy (player) 15.95

Magnifier 8.99

Battery Pack 24.95
Call for all other extras

COMMODORE
Amiga Cartoon Classics

1 mb Ram,3 Games, art package
£349.95

GAME GEAR
GAME GEAR £89.95
With master Gear
and Game £129.95

MEGADRIVE
JPN Megadrive

£99 95
SONIC HEDGEHOG

UK Megadrive
£119.95

GAMES CONVERTOR

TV Tuner
MASTER GEAR

74.95*

19.95*

£124.95

12.95

£6.95

SG3 TURBO PAD 16.95

15.95* call Abrams Battle Tank 38.00

24 00 33.00 38.95

24.00* 31 .00 California Games 34.00

19.00* 34.00 Donald Duck 37.00

19.00* 39.00 EA Hockey 38.00

24.00 33.00

24 00 37.00 39.95

24.00 31 .00 33.00

24.00 24.00 Immortal 39.95

24 00 34.00 37.00

24.00* 33.00 John Maddens 92 35.00

.. . 24.00* 34.00

Kick Off . ..Feb 24.00 38.00

24.00* 29.95 37.00

24.00* 28.00 Pitfighter 39.95

24 00* 34.00 38.00

19 00* 24.00 37.00

Space Harrier 24.00 Sonic Hedgehog 29.00 Sonic Hedgehog 34.00

28.00* 24.00 Streets of Rage 37.00

24.00* 38.90 Shadow of the Beast 39.95

24.00* 19.00 Star Flight 34.00

Wall of Berlin 24.00 Wardner Forest 19.00 Toe Jam and Earl 37.00
19.00* 29.00 Winter Challenae 38.00

*=UK Cart. Available MEGA CD PAL/SCART
Mega CD to run on vour home TV Forth Coming Titles

CDTV Machine
Encyclopedia, Lemmings

£469.95

with Heavy Nova 359.95

Sol Feace 369.95
both 399.95

Dark Wizard, Death Bringer,

Electric Ninja Arlesta, Lunar, Planet

Woodstock, Rise of the Dragon.

SALES HOTLINE (0509) 21 1799 FAX (0509) 217492 TRADE TEL/FAX (0509) 217492

Postage Costs: £1.50 per order, plus £5.50 on consoles. Payments excepted for 24hr despatch, Postal Order, Visa, Access,

Mastercard, Cheque orders are subject to clearance, To speed clearance write address and card details on back. Customers are

required to state Japanese or UK Carts when ordering, and that games are compatible with their machines.



A s mentioned in SF2, US Gold were hoping

to release Game Gear Super Kick Off for

Christmastime, but delays mean you’ll be
playing it with chocolatey Easter egg hands rather

than a(nother) turkey sarnie.

Looking and playing much the same as the

excellent MS version, it runs a wee bit faster. Like

its big brother, there are plenty of __
options: alter the type of pitch,

wind speed, match time ^
(anything from 2-20 min-

utes), skill level and ref- i

eree.

Equally important are

the footy manager-type

options: the all-important team
selection from a full squad and
choosing the defence/attack formation.

The element unique of the Kick Off series is the

free-running ball — it isn’t magically stuck to the

player’s foot, as in oodles of other soccer games.
Instead you have to push it along as you run; until

you’re used to it, it’s easy to lose control when
changing direction.

Pressing button [1] for a sliding tackle, although

effective, runs the risk of injuring your opponent
and getting a red or yellow card from the ref, who’ll

award a free kick to the opposition.

Corners can be kicked in the direction of your

choice using the magically-appearing direction box

and button [1]. The tiny little sprites are quick on
their feet and respond well to GG controls.

Goalkeepers are computer-controlled and this

often means few goals per match. They're just too

good to be true, making it very difficult to score!

I found the most effective goal strategy was to

take the ball wide and cross it into the goal, or chip

the ball over the goalkeeper by

pressing [2]. It’s tricky tacti-

cal play, and it’s a good

idea to spend some
k time on the practice

f
field before tackling a

match.

Aside from the level

^ of difficulty, Super Kick

Offs great, the gameplay’s fast

and scrolling’s remarkably smooth. An excellent

sports sim with masses of possibilities.

CLAIRE

The tiny sprites are

quick on their feet

and respond wellReviewed!\

Superb on the MS, can
the Game Gear deliver

similar hotshots?

CLAIRE MORLEY
has a dribble

(as usual).

Advance
Play! /
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t
it’s always my worry that

playability will suffer when a

Master System game’s

converted to the small screen,

ortunately, Super Kick Offs still

as enjoyable on the GG. There are oodles

of options to keep any football fan happy.

The graphics are nice and clear, the pitch

scrolls really well, and control isn’t much
of a problem. I can’t fault Super Kick Off

in any way. I’m becoming quite the little

expert — move over Jimmy Greaves!

ADE
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• PRODUCER: US GOLD/SEGA
• MD: N/A • MS: IT NOW'

• MEMORY: 256K
• PLAYERS:At PRICE;. 99

u® PRESENTATION
• Loads of variations, pitch, players etc

• Clear scrolling, simple but effective

SONICS \
• Basic in-game FX, realistic v

PLAYABILITY
• Control method takes practl

LASTABILITY
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FORMMRO
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• Affective and well presented

footy simmmi

fighting scenes, Ax must use the old grey matter

to make sense of the tips and clues he’s found.

The first stage’s set in a spooky cave, where

Ax encounters bats, skeletons and spitting poi-

sonous plants. You can keep a check on Ax’s

diminishing life by consulting the energy bar at the

bottom of the screen.

Finish this stage and continue through ten

stages of strange locations before finally encoun-

tering the Castle of Southwood.

An intriguing mix of styles, Axe Battler*s a

game that will appeal to a wide range of tastes.

CLAIRE



And you’re off!

The playing screen shows a 3D view of the track

from behind your well ’ard Ferrari Testarossa.

With your slinky girlfriend in toe and a last look in

the mirror to check your Ray-Bans, the starter

waves his flag and the race is on!

There’s no time to admire the view, this ain't a
day trip around the Lake District, you know! Time
and tide wait for no man! Scenery flashes by as
the screen scrolls at amazing speed. If things get

a little too fast, change to a lower gear and repair

those tattered nerves!

The top of the screen’s jam-packed with vari-

ous icons and meters, which include your speedo,
time remaining, lap time, score and current stage.

Each course has five checkpoints, reach each
of these before the sands of time run dry and
you advance to the next. This

becomes relatively easy,

with a little practice.

However, these

ain’t Roman roads —
there are more twists

and turns than the

Robert Maxwell story!

Traction can be regained on

tight bends by downshifting and
corners can be taken at speed by keeping close to

the inside of curves.

Sometimes the road forks to the left or right, a
feature of the arcade game which leaves you free

to choose your own route to the finish line. There
are five different ‘goals’ or endings, depending on
which roads you choose.

Racing along at underpant-staining speed has
a couple of disadvantages. Firstly, you’re bound to

A trifle easy,

instantly playable

and addictivite

clash with irritating motorists, in this case, two old

gits in a Morris Minor!

The traffic en route tends to be slow and gets

in the way somewhat. A few skilful manoeuvres
and you’ll be zooming past without doing too

much trouble. Just watch their wing mirrors!

Problem two: keeping on the road! If you stray

either side of the track, there’s a chance you’ll

have an argument with a tree, or plough through a
cosy little cottage.

Watch you and your girlfriend (oh, and the car!)

do a 360-degree roll and end up sprawled across
the tarmac! But, as is usually the case in video

games, you somehow manage to survive a head-
on collision without a scratch or hair out of place!

OutRun lives!

OutRun certainly offers enough variety to keep
you coming back for more. The

forks in the road mean you

can try a different journey

each time you play.

It’s easy to get into

— fret not, learner

drivers! — but it

could’ve been made that

little bit harder, methinks.

The graphics are top-notch

throughout. Presentation’s fine, with a nice map
screen showing the whereabouts of such roads as
Coconut Beach Boulevard and Wilderness Drive!

Music, effects and speech are excellent.

What more can one say, apart from there’s life

in the old dog yet! If you’ve ever dreamt about
owning a fast a car and a girlfriend with legs up to

her armpits, buy OutRun — you won’t be disap-

pointed! ADE

A new car, a new
girl and a new
haircut? All too

much for ADRIAN
‘Galloping Gearslicks’

PITT, a lad whose
only chat-up line’s

‘Mirror, Signal,

Manoeuvre’!

A t long last, the classic arcade game’s
been converted to the Mega Drive. And
what an excellent game it is! A near per-

fect coin-op conversion.

Things move at a such a pace, the graphics

are ultra-slick, the scrolling’s incredibly smooth,

and though a trifle easy, OutRun’s instantly

playable and oozes addictivity.

Difficulty can be changed on the options

screen. You can play anything from super-easy to

professional, but this doesn’t affect the amount of

traffic on the road. Harder levels have tighter time

limits and fewer seconds are awarded when pass-

ing a checkpoint.

The options screen also offers the choice of

five rip-roarin’ in-game tunes (rather good they

are, too) and ability to change the buttons control-

ling the accelerator, brakes and gearbox.
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There's a bend coming up! Just time to gape at that

Sega sign...

IIMEJJJJj fSCORE) ILflP

Sharpen your wits

efore the game
begins. Prepare

to choose a

plethora of

options.

Rev up that engine and fire up

your girlfriend. Time to go...

CTIME) ft] CSCOPjD GESGesaa (CM)
ESiiititmi i sjjjbi;

The map
screen at the

end shows the

route you took.

One of the five game
endings and a kiss

from your gal!

Ooooh!

What a

lovely pink

• PRODUCER: :GA
• GG: N/A • MS: OUT NOW

• MEMORY: 756K *
• PLAYERS: 1

PRICE: £39.99

^PRESENTATION
2k • Good options, nice map screen

VISUALS
3c • Colourful, fast, excellent scrolling™ SONICS

• Good in-game tunes, nice FX@ PLAYABILITY
3k • Simple to get into, controls well

LASTABILITY
**** • Addictive, although a little easy

• Great conversion of a

classic game

tXIMEJ “liJ [SCORE) rragr^vaaagi QJ10cq3’as»caE
09VK Cl— mnssa SVMi 3

OutRunl Wow! An old faithful

indeed! After several success-

Ys-^% ,ul years and conversions

later, all us Mega Drivers final-

ly get the chance to drive the

famous Ferrari Testarossa. All the fea-

tures are here, with even more tunes to

listen to. But let’s be honest, the main rea-

son the arcade machine was so popular

was the hydraulic chair; it started a revo-

lution. While OutRuris fun to play, it

becomes tedious and the limited number

of courses mean you probably won’t be

playing this in a few months time.

However, graphics and sound are close

arcade copies and very well done. PAUL



You want action,

excitement, violence?

Go for the classics,

says MARSHAL
ROSENTHAL, games
that start the trends

and force other games
to follow suit.

That's DOURLE
DRAGON for sure.

Yes (despite the sequels and treacles hav-

ing made it first), it’s finally coming to Sega
with a vengeance via Accolade’s Ballistic

line of Arcade Blockbusters. And with graphics

that look just like the arcade versions we played

for hours on end.

The story’s simple: Good v Evil. Brother v

Brother. What happens is part of the tapestry of

karate/street fighting games.

Here’s the scoop — Billy and Jimmy Lee are

twin fighting machines, having learned to fight on

the cold, tough streets of the City. Street-smarts

combined with expert and deadly martial art skills.

Then Billy’s girlfriend, Marion, is kidnapped by the

Black Warriors. These guys are bad dudes, led by

the mysterious Shadow Boss. Billy must pursue

the gang through the city— fighting in all the bad-

arsed places, using his fists, feet, head.

The Warriors know martial arts too, plus

they’ve weapons as well. Like knifes, whips,

rocks. Billy can use these also — if he can get

them away from the gang members. This is no

place for chivalry or kindness, girl Warriors must

be wacked too! There’s even dynamite to blow the

Warriors up with — and crates and oil drums to

bounce off their heads.

Unpretty, please
First, though, you get a chance to make some
choices in the option screen: select the number of

credits (each ‘game’ as it were), and the number
of lives per game — either two, four, or six. Each
button controls an action, and you can decide

which for which, we usually find it best to have [A]

to punch, [B] to jump and [C] to kick.
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There are four different locations in Double
Dragon: The City Slum, The Industrial Area, The
Forest and the Hideout of the Shadow Boss.

There are seven skill levels, and a new game
begins at level one. Every time you jump a level,

you’re able to use more fighting techniques.

Now before jumping into the action — let’s

review the enemies we’ll be taking on. Keep in

mind that they all fight in predictable patterns. It’s

imperative to learn their fighting styles so as to

defeat them. And by now you must know that just

smacking someone doesn’t guarantee that they’ll

stay down. You have to keep attacking until they

start to flash... then they’re out of it.

The Warriors usually have weapons on hand,

you’ve no such luck. But there’s a lot of things to

find and use against them, and of course you

can always ask them to give you

their weapons. Just remem-

ber to say 'Please.'

Getting these guys to

quit means killing them
— a fast way is by

using a weapon rather

than getting in close. It’s

also a good idea to try and

punch or kick their weapons away as

soon as possible. Pressing [A] enables Billy to

pick up a weapon. Another press lets him toss a

box, rock, oil drum, dynamite stick or knife; or to

crack the whip or swing the bat (hopefully at a
human target).

Learning the combinations of direction pad/but-

tons is vital, this is no time for skipping the manu-
al! It’s gonna take a lot of attention to remember

those combos — especially when you’re in the

midst of battle with three or more bad guys. The
pad moves you around of course, but using it with

the buttons does a lot more than that (see the

box).

Crack fiends
The way you handle yourself is important for more
than just survival, you also earn points. A simple

punch or kick gives 50/100 to your score, but the

more exotic stuff you do really racks it in.

A Leaping Reverse Kick or using a Whip
scores 200, knifing someone brings in 500. Using

Dynamite (which is dangerous to handle since it

could blow up in your face) rewards its use with

800 points. Plus each mission cleared adds bonus
points to the score (#1 gives 3,000, 2=5,000.

3=8,000, 4=12,000). Of course,

and unfortunately, you can

also lose energy and

your life,

Now let’s check

out those levels. The

City Slum isn’t too

impressive, just a dirty

street with some storefronts.

You can climb up some of the lad-

ders alongside the stores, it’s a good way to get

some breathing space when a lot of guys are try-

ing to double bank you.

Jumping down hurts, though, and you can’t

land on someone’s head, unfortunately. At least

the ground is all there — which is more than can

be said for the rest of the places you’ll be visiting.

The Industrial Area’s a lot more confined than

Looks just like the

boast we’re used to

feeding coins to



the street. It also has cracks in the floor which

don’t do you any good (ie you fall through and

die). The good thing about them, though, is that

you can send your ‘friends’ down there as well.

Again, climbing is required — there are walls

and uneven landings to manoeuvre through. A
hint when you get to the conveyor belt: stick some

of the baddies on it and watch them get chewed

up! Eventually another of the Warriors shows up

on an elevator. Once you clear this level, you’re

on your way down into the Forest.

The shadow boss
This is where it gets real bad. Everybody here

seems to have a pipe or knife or something extra

— like dynamite! Jumping around a lot proves

helpful, it’s also a good way to stay alive. Be care-

ful of the bridges and don’t fall into the water.

After you’ve hacked your way through this

level, you get to take on the Middle Boss. He’s a

None of this particularly

appeals to Billy, so he takes to

the streets in a rage, fighting

with anything that comes to

hand, and with ayone — even

warrior girls, if they get in his

way. What a hero!

JERKS FOR DOGMEAT
Let’s do a rundown on these jerks before

we turn them into dogmeat.

Willy— big and mean. Speciality is

punching.

Rowper— not as big, still plenty mean.

Beware his punching combinations, and his

knifing techniques. He also knows where to

get dynamite.

Williams— no wimp. He has a killer jump

kick and knows which end of a bat is which.

Linda— tough chick. Damn good puncher,

but a real bitch with her whip.

Chintal— karate expert. Very dangerous.

Abodo— too damn tall. He’s known as the

‘Middle Boss’. Don’t let him get too close.

Jeff— the worst. Known as The Big Boss’,

this joker carries around a machine gun. And

it ain’t for show!

Billy can put on a

good Indiana

Jones when

needed, but he's a

martial arts expert

— natch — that's

why he can flip the

Black Warriors over a

shoulder like they

were sacks of coal.

PHYSICAL TACTICS
Here’s some spiffy stuff you can pull when

you bump into a Black Warriror:

HEADBUTT— Tap the direction pad twice

in the direction you are facing to give them a

piece of your mind.

JUMP KICK— press [B] to leap then [C].

LEAPING REVERSE KICK— press [B]

and then hit [C]. The enemy must be behind

you for this to work.

ELBOW SMASH— press [B] and [C]

simultaneously. Any guy behind you will get

the message.

ROUNDHOUSE KICK— keep working

that [B] button, and take her home.

UPPERCUT PUNCH— like roundhouse,

only work that [A] button.

HEAD KNEE SMASH — a personal

favorite. Get real close to your opponent and

repeat [A] until his teeth fly.

SHOULDER THROW — can be done two

ways. One is to get in tight with the guy and

press [C]. The other is easier, just hit [C]

instead of [A] when you’re doing a head knee

smash.

From the streets of the city, the action moves into the

Industrial Area and up onto the roofs amid the pipes

and factory detritus. When weapons are short

(above), there are always handy boxes lying around

which can be used to throw.
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Dealing with the forest camp boss

And then the Shadow
Boss's hideout—

watch out for spears

coming through the

walls and floors. Gotta

blast a hole in a wall

somewhere here...

Deep within the dank confines of the Palace of

Doom — the Black Marshal holds court over
the realm of video gaming.

load of fun — big and green like The Hulk, and
twice as mad. Should you prove victorious here

(bouncing rocks off his head’s a good start), it’s on
to the Hideout of the Shadow Boss.

Which looks real pretty, with mountains and a
nice moon and stars in the distance. Of course

there’s the rickety bridge separating you from

entering the Hideout, with plenty of bad guys
nearby. But once you’ve climbed the rocks and
dropped a few on their heads — they leave you
alone.

You now enter the Hideout proper. Here
there’s more than just enemies to deal with —
spears are popping out of the walls as well as the

floor. Of course this might prove difficult since

every evil guy around is now after your hide. But

after a long corridor (with enemies coming through

the walls themselves), Marion’s in sight.

But try not to lose your cool now. These guys
don’t play fair, only a few come out at once — oth-

ers hang around and show up as soon as you pop
off one. Then the Big Boss shows up with his

machine gun, which he uses to bust up your head,

before he settles down to blowing holes in it. This

is where they separate the men from the boys!

No time to listen

Now let’s get down to what we’re looking at:

arcade quality. That’s right, the game looks just

like the beast we’re used to feeding coins to.

Since it was designed by Tradewest — the

same guys who did the arcade version — why be
surprised? The action’s swift, characters move
smoothly in that sorta strange side-stepping way
right out of the arcade, and there aren’t any glitch-

es I can see. Even though the cart is still a pre-

Beta, it looks great.

There’s good separation between the baddies
— even when a horde of them are jumbled up
together. The music track runs throughout, and
has that edge of urgency that makes you want to

get going. Sound FX are okay, although they

aren’t sampled from reality — the thuds and
smacks and kabooms do their job, but there’s no
time for listening anyway.

This is the time to fight! Those bad guys don’t

just roll over and die from a hit or two! A tough

place to be alone in, even with start working as
pause once the game begins.

Which is why there’s the two-player option.

Hey, it helps to have friends! And you’ll need all

the help you can get when you take on the

Shadow Boss at the very end. This is where it

gets hairy because he turns out to be...

When you win, you’ll know.

But if you're good,

you can help Billy

and Marion live

happily ever after,

aaanhn!

WINNING TACTICS
We wouldn’t leave you hangin — here’s a

few tips to keep you alive.

Don’t let yourself get double-teamed by

the Warriors. Try to stay to one side of them.

Getting trapped between two really stinks,

and will hurt you solid.

Try to get any weapon you see and use it

fast. It’s better to toss a knife from a distance

so as to not have to close with the enemy.
The same goes for anything else you pick up:

rocks, oil cans and the like.

Once you knock an enemy down, try to

smack him immediately as he gets up. He’s

slow and vulnerable then.

You can jump over dynamite sticks, even

knives. But the best bet is to avoid them. With

dynamite, if you don’t pick up a stick and toss

it quick— stay away!

Actions aren’t automatic. If you hold a rock

too long, it falls out of your hands. The same
goes when putting the moves on someone,
you gotta work fast.

The best defense is a good offense. This

is even more true when Jeff unlimbers the

Machine gun. The safest route is to get in

close. The worst he can do then is clobber

you with the gun barrel. But once he gets

some distance from you... BLAMMY!

At last, Marion in sight, but

look— the fiends have her tied

up and hanging on a wall! And
there's trouble everywhere...



SHADOW OF THE BEAST
Logo and illustration,

SHADOW OF THE
BEAST tm. Published under
licence from PSYGNOSIS
LIMITED, PSYGNOSIS and

SHADOW OF THE
BEASTTM are trademarks
of PSYGNOSIS LIMITED

and are used with
permission.

All rights reserved.
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S
’92?! Excuse me,
wasn’t the World

Cup in 1990?!

PAUL MELLERICK sees
what the Japanese are

up to.

F
irst things first. World Cup’s prefixed ’92

because it’s this year’s version of the World

Cup ’90 Tecmo coin-op. There, that’s the

confusion over.

Although programmed by the same people,

this isn’t a straight conversion of the coin-op. It

has a World Cup tournament involving 24 teams
split into six league groups, the top 16 going onto

the final rounds, which are played on a knockout

basis.

You can choose any team from the 24, bearing

in mind some perform better than others. An addi-

tion to the coin-op’s features is team formation,

but this can only be selected at the start of a
match.

To get some practice before the real thing, you
can play a one-off match against the computer, or

play head-to-head with a friend.

Change at conversion time
There are several variable parameters, including

the level of the opposition (1-5),

match duration (15, 30 or 45

minutes per half) and the

controls (which button

passes and which

shoots).

Unfortunately, you

can’t change the dura-

tion of World Cup matches,

which are fixed at 45 minutes.

However, this isn’t realtime: a half lasts

approximately five minutes.

Having played the coin-op to death (it also

helps if you know the cheat model), I was
intrigued to see what Tecmo would change.
Thankfully, they’ve put in a proper tournament

(although I can’t remember Japan being in the

World Cup, can you?) and adapted the graphics

to suit the Mega Drive.

Casual kickabout
The control system’s simplicity itself and instinc-

tive to use. You’ll soon find yourself passing and
dribbling around your opponents and scoring

spectacular overhead goals and diving headers.

Player animation is very good and
when you make a long pass

downfield (using [B]), the

action’s very noncha-

lant, even laid back.

Sound is uninspir-

ing and the ball sounds

like it could do with more
air inside it. The in-game

music’s a rather flat version of the

coin-op’s theme, but it does change for the

knockout section.

All in all, World Cup 92 is faithful to the '90

coin-op and the best Mega Drive footy game
money can buy — until the much-touted Kick Off

appears sometime this century. PAUL

Faithful to the coin-

op and the best Mega
Drive footy game
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Don't get confused, there isn't a World Cup in

1992. This is a conversion of the World Cup '90

coin-op.

HIwm 1
8

\
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Oooh! So close but the keeper just tips it over the

bar, never mind you can try again from the corner.

FORMATION SELECT
1 P

TYPE ft TYPE B TYPE C TYPE

What's this ball doing on my head. Oh

sorry it's a thrown in. Earwigo, Earwigo.
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Reviewed!
Loss Of Conciousness

W hy oh why do the Japanese insist on
accompanying every game with some
awful little beeping tune that’s hair-

tearingly irritating after 25 seconds? Are they

musically inept or simply sadistic? Anyway, onto
the game itself.

There are two courses of 18 holes, beginner or

professional, both progressively difficult as holes

are completed. Each hole looks like its from the

average seaside miniature golf course, so nothing

new there.

You view the course in 3D perspective and can
only see a small portion of the hole at a time, but

can scroll around to plan your shots.

To begin a hole, place your ball on the pinkish

tee-off square then set the angle and power of the

shot.

Dotted around each course are numerous

Whip out that niner and
give it a good
whacking! PAUL
MELLERICK plays

around with his

(game) gear.

obstacles, including bumpers. These bounce your
ball back in the opposite direction but disappear if

hit three times, giving bonus points in the process.

The par is over
You begin the round two below par and lose or

gain points depending on your performance.

Should you go above par overall (ie, above zero),

the match’s over.

After every third hole you’re given a password
which will let you continue from a round from that

point. There’s a two-player option which lets you
compete against a friend to add further excite-

ment.

Though the above details make this sound like

a good game, there’s one problem: Put & Putter's

incredibly easy to complete. After my second go
I’d finished the beginner course and had no desire

to try the hard level.

But to review it properly, I did — and there was
no bloody difference! The holes were only as diffi-

cult as the latter holes of the beginner course.

While the graphics are fast and the scrolling

smooth, the sound’s annoying, to say the least,

and it’s just too easy (even Claire’s good at it). Put
& Putter Miniature Golf offers no challenge and no
longevity.

PAUL

is something PAUL
MELLERICK achieves

with consumate ease
on Friday nights, but

can still handle ^
a joystick with

the best of ’em.

Mf iiuiiJi!

A nyone who saw our last issue would’ve

noticed the MS review (67% Force) and
understandably be wary of the GG ver-

sion. Well think again, it’s completely different and
features much smarter graphics.

For (hose unfamiliar with the G-LOC scenario

(what planet are you from?), you’re a fighter pilot

who must complete several missions ‘in order to

save the world from the onset of evil forces'.

As with the MS, it’s totally different from its

coin-op namesake. But unlike the MS version, it's

brilliant — amazing 3D graphics zoom about all

over the screen and landscapes look suitably

rugged.

Amazingly good
You view the action through the cockpit, rolling left

or right, button [1] firing the machine guns and [2]

launching heatseeking missiles.

Unusually, the Start button doesn't pause the

game. Instead, it fires your afterburners, pro-

pelling you away from attacking aircraft.

After each mission you're awarded completion
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PRESENTATION
• Few options and two-player game

• PRODUCER: SEGA
• MD: N/A • MS: /A

• MEMORY: 128K
• PLAYERS: -2
3 PRICE: FSA

• 3D scrolling, nice clear graphics

SONICS l
• Horrible tunes and irritating SFX

&

Put & Putter takes me back to

my youth, freezing on the front

at Blackpool, completely

windswept, trying to get me
balls through a concrete windmill

on a crazy golf course! This game isn’t

bad. The graphics suit it well and the con-

trol method’s fine. I couldn’t see the point

the beginner level, ’cause like Paul I found

even the advanced stage incredibly easy.

Put & Putter makes a change from blast-

ing aliens and slaughtering meanies, I

suppose, but hasn’t got enough to keep

you playing. ADE

and time bonuses. This allows you to upgrade you

aircraft, including such things as more fuel, mis-

siles, bigger fuel tank etc.

One word sums up this game: amazingly good

(that’s two —Ed). The graphics and effects are

astounding and, while sparse, sound effects are

very good.

Any and every GG owner should rush out and

buy this straight away. What a pity there isn’t a

GG to MS converter.

PAUL

y? PRESENTATION
• Aircraft controls, great static sen

*?/ VISUALS
• 3D scrolling, brilliant sprites

D SONICS \
• Sparse but impressive SFX

77/ PLAYABILITY
• Very tough but very enjoyable

IP/ INSTABILITY
A Vnu r»ortr»rm a hotter oarh tilTIP• You perform a better each time

• An inaccurate conversion but

brilliant in its own right



YES! I’M BACK! And you’d better

believe it! You reckon your airy-

fairy letters are clever, eh? Think
ya funny, do ya? Rubbish! I’ve had
more laughs picking fluff out of a por-

cupine’s belly button... and then I ate it.

The porcupine, that is, not the fluff.

Anyway, send your words of wisdom
and pics to: GUTTER SNIPE, SEGA
FORCE, Europress Impact, Ludlow,
Shropshire SY8 1JW. I feel like taking
the mickey out of someone, so let’s get
crackin’...

That pratt from last month, who
couldn’t remember what he wanted to

ask, has sent in a load of drawings.
Strewth alive — it’s worse than the
Summer Academy show!

Brain damaged
Dear Gut,

I’ve remembered now what it is I would
like to talk to you about. It’s quite impor-

tant, so listen up. It’s about them thingies.

Damn! I can’t remeber what you call them!
I’ll have to leave it for now. So sorry...

Anthony ‘incredibly decisive’ Stevens,

Southend-on-Sea.

Double pratt! It seems your brain cells

are used up drawing piccies, Mr
Stevens!

Sniff the gauntlet, Paul!
Paul Mellerick, ‘best gamesplayer in the

country, unbeatable at EA Hockey and
John Madden ’92.’ Three words immedi-
ately spring to mind, ‘What a crock!’

Good he might be, UNBEATABLE he
ain’t! I bet there are plenty of Mega-ites,

like myself, who would and could make Mr
Mellerick eat his words.

So come on SEGA FORCE, arrange

some sort of tournament so we can sepa-
rate the men from the Mellericks I

Micky ‘Superbowl’ Donovan, Crayford,

Kent

PS The mag’s ace.

Your wish is our command, Micky.

I’ll let you into a little secret: Mr
Mellerick squirmed like a good ’un
when I read out your letter to ’im.

You’ve got the lad running scared! So, a
tournament it is!

As you’re the instigator, Micky, write

to me again, if you would, with your
address and telephone number, and
we’ll set the wheels in motion.

As for the rest of you hooligans, if

you think you’ve got what it takes to

beat our Paul, send in your high scores.
If they’re good enough, there’s a
chance we’ll invite you down to sunny
Ludlow so you can thrash old Mellerick

to bits.

Include your full address and telephone
number with your letter. Mark the front of

your envelope: ‘IS MELLERICK A MAN
OR A MOUSE?’ I can’t wait!

Force, glorious Force!
Dear Gutter

I think your magazine is the greatest

invention since food. I’m telling you this as

I can't eat knowing your super mag is at

the shop and I haven’t got it. I cannot eat
or drink anything unless your mag is in my
hand.

I think the reviews, screenshots, rat-

ings, colourful pictures and displays are

the greatest out of all other mags. I repeat

NO OTHER MAG has got what you have. I

love EVERY bit of it. I reckon you should
make more, ’cause no one would get tired

of reading them.

Tony McDowell, Belfast

Fool! You think a crawly bum-lick, ‘let’s

creep to Gutty’ type approach will get
your letter printed? How wrong you
were! I simply hurled it into the nearest
waste bin, and that was that!

Where was I? Oh yes! My friend

Tony, if you’re feeling a bit peckish in

future and there’s not an earthworm to

hand, fold SEGA FORCE into quarters
and Sellotape it to your head.

The nutritious properties of our
beloved magazine will sink deep into

your pores and probably kill you!
Take care! (Oh, as for making more

magazines, watch out for 1001 Things

To Do With Barbed Wire, published by
Eurosnipe Bumsmact, price: £199.99).

lift Won t

Anthony Stevens of Southend-on-Sea is

pretty good with pen and brush. — pity

about nis brain, tnough. Top row, left to

right: The very lovely Pepsi Sega; an
American President (forget

his name...); and a vision of

what you turn into without your SEGA FOFCE. Bottom: the Pepsi Sega

comic strip, a work entitled

'Dogs Bollocks' and a

Liverpudlian comedian who
charges his SEGA FORCE to

the taxman...

S+aM:tdfta

LsSi

US bffl f-i'U- £vC< Sir-lb/

He’s mean, he’s bad, he’s a bit

of a lad, he likes a good brawl
and he’s ten-feet tall, he
tortures jelly babies — Iaff off

and he’s close to getting

rabies — naff off!



WE NEED YOUR VOTES
Dear Gutter Nutter,

I used to read Sega Power but now I’ve switched to SEGA
FORCE, because it’s cheaper and better. The only problem is,

you don’t have a Top Ten of Sega games. All the other mags

do. Please could you start one?

Kieren Lythgow, Shipley, West Yorkshire
<

Great to know you like SF, Kieren. We do take a look at what’s

hot in the gutters of Tokyo, as for the top ten Sega games,

well, the SEGA FORCE crew would really like to know what

you lot out there are buying and enjoy playing. Those dead

head reviewers are going to compile a READER’S CHART, to

appear each month in SEGA FORCE. So, get crackin’

plebians, send your votes to: READER’S CHART, SEGA
FORCE, Europress Impact, Case Mills, Temeside, Ludlow,

Shropshire SY8 1 JW. Thanks for setting the wheels in motion,

Kieren.

thought you’d write to me, eh? I can’t

be doing with hedgehogs. Managed to

throw one to my next-door neighbour’s

baby girl last week and punctured her!

No one in the SEGA FORCE office

has come across your little dilemma,

Scott, but if it’s causing you no end of

sleepless nights, I’ll ask our dear read-

ers to drop me a line if they know how

to get our blue buddy out of that cav-

ern. I’ll let you know as soon as word

comes in. If no one writes, grab your

Sonic cart and give it to your goldfish.

He can use it as a life raft!

Humble Beginnings
Dear Gut

Could you give me some information on

how to start my own magazine? It’s just a

small one, all about the Mega Drive and its

games. I’ll sell it to my school mates.

Make a smug Paul

less happy and then

issed off— beat
P!
hi i NOW!

Craig Heary, Dundee

If this magazine turns out to be as pop-

ular as SEGA FORCE, Craig, I’ll eat you!

My big break into the mag business

came about when I sent in a recipe for

peppermint creams to Bunty\

Seriously, the best way to start a

magazine or ‘fanzine’ is to buy a word

processing program for your computer,

if you have one — your Sega ain’t no

good, it don’t have no keys with letters

on them — and a printer. If you want to

include pictures, the easiest way is to

leave spaces in the text, glue the pic-

tures to the page, then photocopy it.

See if any local schools or colleges

will help, by supplying you with paper

or allowing you use of their computer

equipment free of charge. When you’ve

finished the first edition, send me a

copy and we’ll give out your address so

others can marvel at your exploits! It’s

hard work but very rewarding. Best of

luck.

Tee and sympathy...
Dear Guts

I wish to complain about Ian Osborne’s

CRAPPY review of World Class

Leaderboard. Before slagging the game

off, he should have learnt these things:

1. Try to avoid the rough on a few occa-

sions.

2. Try not to use the Punch, unless chip-

ping.

3. Ignore the music!

I feel that Ian’s review was grossly

affected by the fact he couldn’t realistically

play the game. BUT, overall I did like the

magazine and will continue to buy it.

I must say a big ‘Well Done’ to Wilson

Ross of Solihull for those great tips on how

to survive each Doc attack on Sonic The

Hedgehog, but sadly, me and my pal are

still trying to get to the third Doc, so we’ll

keep your tips handy!

Simon Sadler, Newport, Gwent

Unfortunately Ian ‘Woosnam’ Osborne

is not related to anyone with the sur-

name Faldo, Palmer or Nicklaus. You’ll

be glad to know he has been repri-

maned. We’ve forced him to sit in a

room on his own for three weeks, eat-

ing peanuts with the light off! Before

which, we sent him on a two-day ‘Learn

To Play The Tarbuck Way’ golfing holi-

day at St. Andrews! Ian’s review wasn’t

that harsh, but we do welcome your

criticisms — naff off — as well as

praise... aah, that’s better.

Up ’iT comings?
Dear GS

Will these games be coming out on the

Master System: Quackshot, Fantasia,

Speedball 2, Pitfighter, James Pond 1 and

2 and any WWF Wrestling games?

Daniel Manchip, Llanharry, Mid Glamorgan

PS WWF as in World Wrestling

Federation, not World Wildlife Fund... You

probably know that. Ta muchly.

Of course I know. I had thought of other

WWF names to call you, but Big Ed said

they were unprintable.

Quackshot appears on the MS as

Lucky Dime, although it’s a different

game in many respects. Fantasia is

doubtful, Speedball 2s a possibility,

although no news as yet. If MD
Pitfighter is successful, there maybe a

chance of an 8-bit version, Electronic

CLASSIFIED ADS
CLASSIFIED DEPT, SEGA FORCE, EUROPRESS IMPACT,

LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1JW
Only for private use, no trade ads accepted. The editor reserves the right to alter or

refuse ads which do not conform to acceptable standards.

Here’s the best way to reach other dedicated Sega
game-freaks with whatever it is you want to reach them

with: FOR SALE, WANTED, SWAPS, PEN PALS,

USER CLUBS and the like.

And it's amazingly cheap (covers the cost of repairing

Adrian Pitt's nails from the typing in). For £1 you get 20

words— that’s the top block of boxes. Or you can write

up to 40 words for a measly £2! That's all there is to it

— except; Please write in block capitals, neatly

(Adrian's eyesight ain’t what it used to be), and enclose

your payment of cheque or postal order made payable

to Europress Impact. Don’t forget to fill in your name
and address (in case we have to return your ad and

payment for any reason). Allow up to 6 weeks before

ads appear.

20 WORDS FOR £1

40 WORDS FOR £2

NAME ADDRESS
POSTCODE



Misery Guts

Dear Gutter Snipe

Please could you put me out of my mis-

ery by answering my oh-so intelligent

questions:

1 . When will Pit Fighter be released in the

UK?
2. Are there any cheats for Fantasia?

3. Are any more Disney characters going

to appear on the Mega Drive?

4. Where can I get hold of every Mega
Drive game ever released without having

to cough up 40 quid a time?

Keep up the good work.

JR Hartley, somewhere in England

I read that fly-fishing book of yours.

Overrated! Where’s the sex and vio-

lence? I don’t find trout a real turn on.

Yes! I’ll put you out of your misery. I’m

sending a little packet of grey tablets,

the ones marked ‘RAT POISON’. Eaten
between meals, they won’t ruin your
appetite! To answer your questions:

1. Should be out in the blink of an eye.

2. That pleb Mr Pitt has a tip in his glori-

fied section, anyone know any more?
3. Not that we know, although Goofy is

said to be interested in making an appear-

ance. Sega say the price he’s quoted is

just too high — three Bob Martin’s and a
poop scoop!

4. You might try looking at the ads in

SEGA FORCE for best buys. They all

come highly recommended — our
Advertising Sales Manager, Auntie
Sheila, wouldn’t deal with cowboys!

Pack it in, Sega!
Dear Sir Snipe

After recently buying a fabulous Sega
Mega Drive, I’ve noticed how Mastertronic

are packaging their games. Surely when
the punters buy a game, they deserve a
colour manual in one language, preferably

their own?!

For example, the Japanese version of

Alien Storm
,
although in Japanese (obvi-

ously!), is packaged well, with an excellent

cover and full colour glossy instruction

Letters!
of their booklets in black and white.

Hopefully, one of the big-wigs will read

this and let me know. Sega Europe mar-
ket most of the Sega games you’ll see,

and as the company name suggests,
they have to cater for other countries,

as well as the UK. At least the carts

come in plastic boxes — you could get

them in a cardboard egg carton like most
computer games! What do the rest of you

mortals think?

Top right, Jim

Hardie from West
Lothian, sent me this

Sonic, adding that

'he loves me'...

cripes, no-one else

does. Top, James

Higdon of Milton,

Combs, can't wait

for Bart it seems—
he's coming, he's

coming. Meanwhile

Mark Hobson from

Doncaster's having

very colourful Sega

nightmares by the

look of this one!

manual. And it costs less than its English

counterpart, which has an average cover

with a black and white manual, in three or

four different languages. You may think I’m

being picky, but for the price we pay for

games, we deserve better packaging.

Paul Long, Kettering, Northants

No Paul, I agree. You don’t buy a spank-
ing new motor car and expect to find

the interior shabby. I like the Japanese
manuals a lot, they’re really colourful.

Pity I haven’t got an ‘O’ level in

Japanese — I did woodwork and
advanced condom design instead!

I really have no idea why, in this

neck of the woods, Sega produce some

The trouble with Sonic...

Dear GS
In your first issue (brilliant), you

reviewed Sonic and gave tips on the MD,
but no one came across the problem I did:

In Labyrinth Zone, Act 2, I went down
the water slides into the water on the left

and got sucked into a cavern with a door

that cannot be opened! HELP! Is there a

problem with my Mega Drive game?
Please don’t say ‘Use the cheat’, ’cos

that’s for wimps!

Scott, Brightlingsea, Essex

Seeing as Adrian ‘Tipsmaster‘ Pitt is the

biggest wimp on God’s Earth, you

ISSUE I

COMPETITION
WINNERS
Sega Europe
That well known console producer, Sega
Europe, had a machine to give away in our

cover-mount compo. The winner is Matthew
Hussey, 2 Waveney Drive, Belton, Great

Yarmouth, Norfolk NR31 9JU, who wanted a

Mega Drive, with Sonic, Donald Duck

Quackshot, Alien Storm, Golden Axe, Micky

Mouse Castle of lllustions, Altered Beast (not

Altar Beast, Matthew). He scored 324 words

and his tag line is ‘I want action on tap’.

Frame Buck Rogers,

Electronic Arts

Who gets the fabulous original painting by world

famous Oliver Frey? Kelly Glazebrook from

London SE27 9PR, that’s who! And Oli’s had

the painting beautifully framed for you as well,

Kelly.

The ten runners up for the Electronic Arts

catalogue of MD games are: Justin Hayes,

Manchester Mf 1 4BU; Neil Cassie, Scotland

DG1 f SA; Mr Michael Harrison, Staffs DE13
9TW; Dean Watson, Gloucestershire GL6 7PL;

Steven O’Mullan, Glasgow G11 7AE; Alex Irvin,

Merseyside L48 4DE; A Swinbank, Cleveland

TS21 3HF; Richard Wood, Sheffield S30 4LB;

Adam Lloyd
,
Cardiff CF4 3BW; Alan Air, Co

Durham

TOEJAM 8 CO
A few simple questions got some SEGA
FORCE readers in with a chance of winning the

original recording of the TeoJam & Earl rap

tape, and they were: Mr Unknown, Shropshire

WV7 3HH; AN Unknown, Birmingham Bf 1

4ND; Darren Barton, Gwent NP9 3DA; Mr N
Williams, West Midlands CV1 2JF; Mark

Pearson, Lancashire OL6 9DF; M Avison,

Suffolk CB8 9SU; Grant Stanley, Kent

ME5 8RB; Stuart Kennedy, Milton keynes,

MK19 6AN; Michael Jennings, Cheshire, CW2
6LA; Kieran Ingham, Warwick, CV34 5SG;
Vincent White, Essex, RM12 4PF; Scott

Meadows, Cheshire, WA15 6JX; Harry Reece,

Merseyside, L49 2QT; Justin Reeder,

Cambridgeshire, PEI 7 f XN; Colin Bailey,

Scotland, PA34 4NN; J Shepherd, Lancashire,

OL6 9JR; Matthew Copp, Devon, TQ12 1TR;

Lee Maguire, Berkshire, SIS 7JJ; Jonathan

Latter, Co Durham, DL3 OHA; Steven Trendall,

London, E6 2NR; Steven Powell, Tyne & Wear,

NE33 3BA; Shona D Sharma, Leicester, LE2
6HN; Ben Robson, N Humberside, Y025 OLJ;

Mr P R Coupe, Lancashire, FY8 4EX; Mr Gary
Reynolds, Co Durham, DH8 8BD; David

McNamee, N. Humberside, HUf2 OTG; David

Greatbatch, Stoke on Trent, ST6 8TW; Carl

Broadhurst, Surrey, KT 1 9 8HA; Jamie Roberts,

Worcestershire, WR8 OLP; Mr I J Turner,

Surrey, GU21 3LZ; 0 Buckley, Cheshire, CW2
8ER; Nigel Humphries, Kent, TNf 5 ODN;
Stewart Cook, Bilton, Nr Hull, HU1 1 4HW;
Richard Warren, Kent, CT1 1 7QR; Ian Price,

Milton Keynes, MK3 7EN; Paul Wright,

Newcastle upon Tyne, NE15 8XW; Robert

Lukey, Essex, C013 OHJ; Daniel Boyden,

London, El 7 4QY; The Unknown, Bristol, BS18
1PL; Neil Holmes, Suffolk, IP17 1BA; Steven

Jenkins, Wiltshire, SN6 8AW; The Unknown,
Middlesex, HA8 6JA; Ashley Golding,

Petersfield, Hants; James Ray, Bucks, MK16
OBW; Charles R D Grigor, Scotland, IV30 3JN;

Matthew Hayward, South Wales, CF37 4HG;

Philip Martin, Yorkshire, HG1 4TL; Sonny
Jones, London, El OPU; Gareth Trenchard,

South Wales, CF6 7BH; D Perry, Hants, SP1

1

6PX; Hugh Pearce, Herts, EN7 6SE; Paul

Dean, Herts, EN1 1 8NN; James Massey,

Cheshire, SKI 2 5JU; Rhys Griffin, Gwynedd,
LL54 5LU; S J Gamble, Kent, BR1 5SG; Miriam

Maidment, Milton keynes, MK12 5BH; Paul

Nelson, Gloucestershire, GL10 2PU; Stuart

Holmes, Lancashire, LA5 9U; Wililam

Chipperfield, Essex, C05 9NE; Peter Barrett,

Lancashire, FY4 f PA; Ian Buckman,

Southampton, S02 8GE; Chris Marsden, Tyne

& Wear, NE30 2EF; S R Bowers, Cumbria
,

CA25 5EA; Jason Cook, Wolverhampton; Paul

Rennie, Cumbria, LAI 3 9BN; A Haslam,

Lancashire, BL7 OHR; MR G A Richardson,

Norfolk, PE36 6HX; Naciketa Datta, Devon,

EX2 6NN; Jack Seward, Surrey, GU9 ODE;
Paul S Luby, West Yorkshire, BD21 1BW; Neil

S Boswell, Wales, SA71 4SZ; Stuart Browning,

Bury, BL8 3JT; Danny Paternoster, Dartford,

DA3 8AU; Sullivan Gill, West Yorkshire, WF2
8JF; Gareth Evans, Northampton, NN7 4RS;

Gareth Coulthard, Kent, CT2 8BA; Steven

Leggatt, East Kilbride, G75 8UN; Ross Mair,

East Kilbride, G75 OHH; Simon Bowden,

Middlesex, HA6 3PJ; Sing Cheung, Isle of Man.



Arts, the brains behind James Pond
haven’t said whether they intend to pro-

duce Master System games yet, and as

for WWF, no sign of any games as

such, but we’ll let you know if anything

crops up.

A total freak out!

Hi dudes

I’m in need of a fix. Yo! Awesome Mega

Drive is hanging tough! It’s looking forward

to an excellent time getting on down with

the totally bogus Mega-CD. But its eyes

and ears are in drastic need of customis-

ing. This Scart geezer sounds good (21

inches, don’t you know?). It’s cool man, so

do the biz!

Mega Man, 16-bit Road, Rayleigh, Sega

Land

Nice to know SEGA FORCE appeals to

all members of the community. Keep

taking the tablets!

Right then that’s it again for another

month, and may I say now, how won-

derful it’s been talking to a load of

dead-heads like you lot. A few dumbos
asked me what the letter in Japanese

said last month.

Well how the hell am I supposed to

know! I don’t speak Japanese any bet-

ter than Adrian Pitt, but the very lovely

Tomoko McKay (who does speak the

lingo) said it was something to do with

a Nintendo super machine — now how
the hell did that get in...?

This cutesy picture

was sent to me by

Ian Leyland, Lancs.

Too cutesy for me, I

eat rodents for

breakfast.

A final word! Last

month some right

plonker put the

wrong pnone

number in the

masthead on the

contents page. So

PLEASE NOTE -it's

0584 875851 for

editorial and

general enquiries.

For subs and the

like, you need

Europress Direct on

051 357 2961 for

enquiries and

051 357 1275 for

phone orders.

Got it. Good!

SEGA FORCE CLASSIFIED ADS
SWAP
Ring (091) 5285865 or SAE with games lists:

2 Silksworth Road, East Herrington,

Sunderland, SR3 3PW Simon Wright, No 1

on Monaco GP.

•‘Double Impact, Double Fun’, masterswap

CLub II. Swap your Mega Drive games from

our wide selection. Sonic, Road Rash (you

can swap from £1 so grab that phone). Call

Dan on: (0850) 353484 after 6pm. “You have

just entered the Club Zone".

•Swap Casino games, Scramble Spirits,

Impossible Mission and Monopoly for

Populous, Shinobi, Shanghai Spellcaster,

California Games. Tel: (081) 3416095 (Chris)

•MegaDrive games to swap, for information

send SAE to 21 Hope Street, Gt Harwood,

BB6 7LY or ring (0254) 884974

•Please call if you want to swap with my
fantastic Mega Drive games. I may even sell

some! (021) 4597576.

•I swap Indy the Last Crusade and Quartet

for Gauntlet, Rastan, Mickey, (Sonic),

Golvellius. Boxed, good condition Golvellius

with instructions. Address: c/o Shamsul

Haque, Tanjib Hussain, 6 Hogarth Court,

Batty Street, London, El 1RN.

•I’ll swap my MS Afterburner, SG Fighter

Quickjoy joystick (boxed) and two videos

(original):- Topgun and Short Circuit two for

Mickey Mouse and any decent MS game
(with instructions). Tel: (06504) 354 for more

details.

•Master System: Will swap any two of my
Galaxy Force, Impossible Mission, Scramble

Spirit or Casino Games for Populous. Tel:

(081) 341-6095 (Chris)

FOR SALE
Game Gear plus Master Gear and two

games R-Type and Space Harrier in perfect

condition, still boxed, call (0246) 271849.

•Wott 1 GameGear mag, reviews, tips,

previews, cheats best mag around, send

SAE & £1 coin to 35 Grasliegh way, Allerton,

Bradford, BD15 9BE

•‘Electric Brain’ The ultimate games console

fanzine, covering the MegaDrive, Super

Famicom, PC Engine, Gameboy, etc for a

free back issue, Send a first class stamp to;

OnnLee, 125 Arnold Road, Bestwood Estate,

Nottingham. NG5 5HR. Do it now!

•Mega Drive, Master System, Game Gear &

Game Boy games for sale or swap, games

include Robocod, OutRun, Xenon 2,

Monopoly, Robocop 2, Simpsons, Outrun,

Columns etc, for list Tel (0480) 65402. Ask

for Andrew.

•Amiga, one year old, boxed. Over £500

worth of original games including Gods,

Lotus, Elf, Kick Off 2, Supercars 2, Swiv,

Chuck Rock, Speedball 2. Over £1 00 of

magaines, cover disks, joysticks, mouse, disk

box. £425 o.n.o. Ring on (0203) 341835.

•Sega Master Action Fighter, Aztec

Adventure, Fantasy, Zone, Global, Defence,

Kung-Fu Kid. 12.99 Enduro Racer, Hang-On,

Super Tennis, Outrun, 3D, 10.99. F-16

Fighter, Parlour games, Spy Vs Spy 17.99.

Phone (0942) 879139 12-5, Mon-Fri all

games are new (and cheap).

WANTED
Mega Drive games wanted. Send list &

required prices to S Singh, 101 Robin Hood

Lane, Kingston Vale, SW15 100% response.

PEN PALS
Penpals wanted for exchange of new and old

tips for any MegaDrive games. Call Simon on

(091) 5285865, No 1 on Monaco GP.
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MIRtfGE ELECTRONICS
9A high ST, West Drayton, Middlesex UB7 7 QG

Tel: 0895 430208 Fax: 0895 431007
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SEGA MEGADRIVE £121.99

inc Sonic The Hedgehog, Joypad and PSU

SEGA GAME GEAR £91.99

ATARI LYNX 2 £82.99

COMMODORE AMIGA PLUS CARTOON CLASSIC PACK
Terrific Prices Phone for details

Wide selection of games for all consoles

All products are official UK versions

Help your club or organisation raise extra funds with our

'Money-back Club Ordering Scheme'

NR!to Please call or write for full details.

i
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I
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Next Month

The biggest game for the

Mega Drive this year (until

Sonic 2, at least) hits the

pages of SEGA FORCE
issue 4. We’ve got a

mammoth, gutter-deep

Advance Play of Sega s KID

CHAMELEON. You can’t

miss it— it’s so big!

And for the less squeamish

there’s SPLATTER HOUSE
— so appallingly gruesome,

even the Mega Drive

shudders when you stick the

cartridge in its slot.

Plus: make a wish upon a

star and take a shot at a

family trip to Euro Disney.

Don't miss the next great

issue of SEGA FORCE, out

on sale on 19 March!
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EXCHANGE ’EM

OR BUY ’EM ...

YOU WIN

EITHER WAY!!

- -?P „

HEY DWEEB!
YA BORED WITH YER CHRISTMAS

GAMES....YA DON’T HAVE THE

nncu for a new one? call
D
soud gold exchange club and

EXCHANGE ’EM INSTEAD. IT S

A WHOLE LOT CHEAPER, MAN.

Exchange Fees
charged per video game

exchanged on the following hardware
(fees include VAT and P&P)

GAME BOY £4
GAME GEAR £4
SEGA MEGADRIVE £5

SEGA MASTER £5

NINTENDO 8 BIT £5

SUPER FAMICOM £7
NEO-GEO £15

Exchange anygame within your

category for the game you want
Use the game for 30 days, then

exchange it

Special Club Membership Benefits

Unlimited exchanges
Buy Products at Super Discounts

Free Gift for all New Members

COMPUTER
ENTERTAINMENT

HOW DOES THE
EXCHANGE CLUB

WORK?
(MEMBERSHIP IS TOTALLY FREE)

1 Call SGEC and give details

2 You will then be sent:

a) membership application form
b) a pre-paid (business reply) return

mailing bag
c) The Club Newsletter

3 Sign and complete membership form
a) select game requested

b) insert your game for exchange along with

completed application into pre-paid

(business reply) bag
4 Drop mailing bag in nearest post (it’s that

easy)

5 Your new computer game will be sent to you
as soon as your exchange and application

are received - plus your free gift

6 Now you can play ALL the games you’ve ever

wanted to play without having to buy them!

NOW OPEN NATIONWIDE
SGEC AUTHORISED RETAIL STORES LOOK FOR THE SOLID GOLD EXCHANGE CLUB SIGN IN YOUR AREA

CALL SGEC FOR INFORMATION ABOUT A RETAILER NEAREST YOU.

CALL TODAY-0389 55599
PHONE LINES OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 12 NOON-8PM, SATURDAY 9AM-5PM

SOLID GOLD EXCHANGE CLUB LTD, NO.6 LOMOND TRADE CENTRE, LOMOND INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ALEXANDRIA,
DUNBARTONSHIRE, SCOTLAND G83 OTL. Reg No. Scotland 131921.
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SAME DAY

DESPATCH

FREE 1st CLASS POST
FREE CATALOGUE
FREE MEMBERSHIP
FIRST WITH THE

LATEST RELEASES

WAKT£D
t

WE WANT YOUR

OLD GAMES!!-

TITLE NEW USED TITLE NEW USEO TITLE NEW USED NEW RELEASES
GROWL 34.99 24 99 RAMB0 3 26.99 19.99 ALISIA DRAGON

AERO BLASTER 29.99 22 99 GHOULS N' GHOST . . 37.99 24.99 REVENGE OF SHINOBI 29 99 22.99 ATOMIC RUNNER CALL PAPERBOY CALL

AFTERBURNER 2 29 99 22.99 GOLDEN AXE 2 34.99 24 99 ROAD RASH 34.99 24.99 BEAST WRESTLER CALL RAMPART CALL

ABRAMS BATTLE TANK 34 99 24.99 HELLFIRE 29.99 19.99 SHADOW OF THE BEAST .39.99 29.99 CADASH CALL SYD OF VALIS CALL
BACK TO THE FUTURE 2 34 99 CALL JOHN MADDEN FOOTBALL 34.99 24.99 SHINING IN THE DARKNESS 44.99 34.99 CHUCK ROCK CALL SOL-FEACE CALL

BATTLEMASTER . 29.99 22.99 JOE MONTANA 2 34.99 24.99 SPEEDBALL 2 34.99 24.99 DAVID ROBINSONS BASKETBALL .... CALL SPORTS TALK BASEBALL CALL

BUCK ROGERS 37.99 CALL MARVEL LAND 39.99 27 99 STREETS OF RAGE 34.99 24.99 DEATH DUEL CALL SPLATTER HOUSE 2 CALL
CALIBER 50 34 99 24.99 MARIO LEMIEUX (ICE HOCKEY) . 34.99 24.99 STRIDER 37.99 27 99 DEVILISH CALL TRAYSIA CALL

DICK TRACY 34.99 24.99 MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE 34.99 24.99 TECMO WORLD CUP .34.99 24.99 FIGHTING MASTER CALL
|

TWO CRUDE DUDES £34.99
|

DONALD DUCK (QUACKSHOT) .. 34 99 27.99 NINJA BURAI 34.99

CALL
CALL

TOE JAM & EARL
TROUBLESHOOTER 34.99 24.99

GALAXY FORCE 2

GADGET TWINS
l/ALL

CALL WHERE IN TIME IS CARMEN
OUTRUN EUROPA 34 99 CALL roKi 29 99 CALL JORDON Vs BIRD
PACMANIA 34 99 24 99 THUNDERFORCE

3

.32.99 24 99 KID CHAMELEON CALL

F22 INTERCEPTOR 34.99 27.99 PHANTASY STAR 2 49 99 24.99 WORLD CUP ITALIA 26 99 19 99 LORD OF THE RINGS CALL WARNER 29.99

FIRE SHARK 29.99 19.99 PITFIGHTER 34 99 29 99 WINTER CHALLENGE ... • ..... 34.99 27.99 MARBLE MADNESS CALL VALIS
FATAL REWIND 34 99 24.99 POPULOUS 34 99 24.99 XENON 2 34.99 24.99 MASTER OF MONSTERS CALL Y's CALL

seastJ

MASTER GEAR

ADAPTOR

£ 19.99
Allows master system games to

be played on the game gear

WIDE GEAR

£9.99
Game gear magnifier

Folds neatly for easy carriage

MASTER SYSTEM
NEW RELEASES

ASTERIX
DIE HARD 2
FLINTSTONES
GLOC
HEROES OF THE LANCE
LEADERBOARD

ALIEN STORM 26.99

AFTERBURNER 26 99

BACK TO THE FUTURE 2 26 99

BONANZA BROS 26 99

BUBBLE BOBBLE 26 99
CALIFORNIA GAMES 26 99

OOUBLE DRAGON 26 99

DYNAMITE DUX 26 99
FSWAT PR QQ

FORGOTTEN WORLD 26 99

GOLDEN AXE 26 99

GOLFAMANIA 29 99

GHOULS & GHOSTS 26 99
INDIANA JONES 26 99
LEADERBOARD 26 99
MERCS 29 99
MICKFY MOUSE 26 99
OUTRUN 26 99

26.99 LINE’OF FIRE

26 99 OUTRUN EUROPA
26 99 SHADOW OF THE BEAST
26 99 SUPER KICK OFF
26 99 TOM & JERRY
26 99 DONAL OUCK

USEO

19 99 OPERATION WOLF
16 99 PAPERBOY
19 99 POPULOUS
19 99 RAMB0 3

19 99 SHADOW DANCER
19 99 SPACE HARRIER
19 99 SHINOBI

16 99 SUPER MONACO
19 99 SUMMER GAMES
19 99 SPIDERMAN
19 99 SPEEDBALL
21 99 SONIC HEDGEHOG
19 99 STRIDER
19 99 THUNDER BLAOE
19 99 VIGILANTE
19 99 WORLD SOCCER
2199 WORLD CUP ITALIA

16 99 XENON 2

NEW
26 99

26 99

31 99

26 99

29 99

26 99

26 99

26 99

26 99

26 99

26 99

26 99

26 99

26 99

26 99

22 99

22 99

26 99

29.99

26.99

31.99

29.99

26.99

29.99

USED

14.99

19.99

24.99

14.99

21.99

14.99

14.99

1999
19.99

19.99

19.99

21.99

19.99

12.99

19.99

16.99

16.99

19.99

GAME
COVER CASE 3.99

AC ADAPTOR 6.99

CAR ADAPTOR 6.99

CADDY PACK 14.99

NEW RELEASES PRICE

AERIAL ASSAULT 22.99

BERLIN WALL 22.99

CRYSTAL WARRIORS 22.99

CHESS MASTER 22.99

DAVID ROBINSON 22.99

BASKETBALL 22.99

FANTASY ZONE 22.99'

GADGET TWINS 22 99

JEOPARDY 22.99

MARBLE MADNESS 22.99

PAPER BOY 22.99

RC GRAND PRIX 22.99

SUPER GOLF 22.99

WHEEL OF FORTUNE 22 99

TITLE

AX BATTLER

(GOLDEN AXE) 22.99

GEAR
TITLE PRICE

BASEBALL 22.99

COLUMNS 17.99

DONALD DUCK 22.99

FACTORY PANIC 22.99

FANTASY ZONE 22.99

FROGGER 17.99

HALLEY WAR 22.99

HEAVYWEIGHT

CHAMP 22.99

JOE MONTANA 22 99

LEADERBOARD GOLF . 22 99

MICKEY MOUSE 22.99

NINJI GAIOEN 22.99

OUTRUN 22.99

PUTTER GOLF 17.99

SHINOBI 22.99

SONIC HEDGEHOG 24.99

SPACE HARRIER 22.99

SUPER MONACO 17.99

SPIDERMAN 22.99

SUPER KICK OFF 24.99

WONDERBOY 17.99

GAME BOY

£69.99

Complete with TETRIS,

Stereo Headphones. Game Link

& FREE mains adaptor

GAME BOY
BATMAN 24 99

BLADES OF STEEL 24.99

BURGERTIME DELUXE 24.99

CHOPLIFTER 2 24.99

CHASE HQ 24 99

DUCK TALES 24.99

DOUBLE DRAGON 2 24.99

GREMLINS 2 24.99

GHOSTBUSTERS 2 24.99

GAUNTLET 2 24.99

HUNT FOR REO OCTOBER 24.99

HOME ALONE 24.99

MARBLE MADNESS 24.99

PACMAN 24.99

R TYPE 24.99

ROBOCOP 24.99

SIMPSONS 24.99

WWF SUPERSTARS: 24.99

AC ADAPTOR 6.99

NINTENDO NES
ADVENTURE
ISLAND 42.99

•BLASTER MASTER 39.99

BUGS BUNNY 44.99

CRACK OUT 34.99

DONKEY KONG

CLASSICS 24.99

DOUBLE

DRAGON 2 39.99

DRAGONS LAIR . 39.99

DUCK TALES 44.99

GREMLINS 2 49 99

HIGH SPEED 44.99

HUNT FOR RED

OCTOBER 42.99

JACKIE CHAN
KUNG FU 42.99

MANIAC MANSION 54.99

MISSION

IMPOSSIBLE 39.99

MEGA MAN 2 44 99

NEW GHOSTBUSTERS
2 34.99

NEW ZEALAND

STORY 42.99

NORTH & SOUTH . . 44.99

PAPERBOY 24 99

POPEYE 19.99

RAINBOW ISLAND. .42.99

RESCUE RANGERS 44.99

SIMPSONS 39.99

SNAKES REVENGE 34.99

STAR WARS 49.99

SUPER MARIO

BROS 3 39.99

TOTALLY RAD 39.99

TURTLES 2 49.99

WORLD CUP 34.99

WWF 34 99

£1 FREE VOUCHER WITH EVERY PURCHASE IN OUR SHOPS

WEST LONDON SOUTH LONDON
COMPUTER GAMES
309 GOLDHAWK ROAD
LONDON W12 8EZ
® 081 -741 9050 10am -8pm
RETAIL SALES AND MAIL ORDER

COMPUTER GAMES
WEMBLEY STADIUM MARKET
SUNDAY 10am - 2pm
RETAIL SALES

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE
PRICES WITHOUT NOTIFICATION E&OE.
ALL SHOPS ARE INDEPENDENT.
SHOP PRICES MAY VARY

FLICKS
440-442 GARRATT LANE
EARLSFIELD. LONDON SW18
11am - 10pm
® 081-879 1089/081-641
6574/071-385 5501
RETAIL SALES

NIGHT LIFE
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
45 MARTIN WAY
MORDEN,
SURREY
081-542 3395

YOUR UNWANTED CONSOLE GAMES PHONE NOW FOR FREE QUOTATION

THAT Z ENTERTAINMENT
UNIT 33-34
ROMFORD SHOPPING HALL
MARKET PLACE, ROMFORD
ESSEX RM1 3AB
S 0708 744338 9am - 5pm
RETAIL SALES

THAT'Z ENTERTAINMENT
UNIT 619 PAVILLION BUILDING
LAKESIDE SHOPPING CENTRE
WEST THURROCK. GRAYS
S 0708 890800 9.30am - 8pm
RETAIL SALES

THAT'Z ENTERTAINMENT
UPMINSTER,
» 0708 640500
RETAIL SALES

THAT'Z ENTERTAINMENT
6 MORAY WAY
ROMFORD
ESSEX RM1 4YD
® 0708 736663 9am - 7pm
MAIL ORDER ONLY
OPENING SOON

PHONE NOW!!

FOR FREE CATALOGUE
04022 26880

081-741 9050

TRADE ENQUIRIES

081-998 6555

contact Derek today


